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City Representatives Not
Rallied By Tappan Head
Murray city officials and business
leaders returned to town from a
meeting with Tappan Company officials in Mansfield, Ohio, Tuesday
night with the feeling that -closure of
the local plant appears to be imminent."' a spokesman for the group said
this morning.
"No encouragement waaaaven to the
group that the Tappan plant in Murray
would not be closed," Mayor Melvin B.
Henley, organizer of the trip, said.
•
The meeting had been set by the local
officials who hoped to ward off closure
of the local manufacturing plant which
employs some 750 workers.
Representing the community at the
meeting in addition to Henley were
Walt Apperson, president of the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce. Joe Dick, president of the
Bank of Murray, Harold Glenn Doran,
assistant vice president of Peoples
Bank, and E. J. Haverstock, general
manager of the Murray Tappan plant
and a company vice president.
The contingent met with Doh Blasius,
president of Tappan, E. J. Nagele, vice
pregdint for . industrial relations,
Roderick K. Bowman, manager -of
employee relations, Glenn W. Dodd,
vice president, controller and treasurer
and Harold E. Whitely, vice president
. ....__.
of operations.
Also attending the session in
. Mansfield was Jim Rapelge. director of
the _industrial development division of

closing" on the local community.
the Kentucky Department of ComTappan officials also said that followmerce.
ing such a closure of the local plant,
Tapparfs final dection is expected to
their number one priority would be to
be announced Friday, April 18.
see that the local facility is purchased
The Tappan officials told the local
by another manufacturing concern.
group that the prime reason for conThey assured the local officials that
sidering closure of the Murray operaTappan would do everything in its
tion is "economics."
power to put industry and jobs back into
"They told us basically the same
the local community.
thing they said in their April 3 anRapelje said the state feels badly
nouncement in Murray," a spokesman
about any talk of plant closings and
for the Murray group said. "Tappan
"it's time to look ahead and help Murfeels it presently is operating one plant
ray."
too many and the Murray plant, in the
The state industrial development
opinion of the Tappan board, is the most
director pledged his total help to Murlogical to phase out."
ray in relation to the community's inA part of Tuesday's discussion
dustrial outlook.
centered around offers made by the
Murray city council to entice the comRapelje also told the Murray group
pany to continue its operation here.
that he would meet with state DepartThose offers included additional
ment of Transportation officials and
natural gas that could save the comurge them to complete local highway
pany $350,000 compared with propane
projects — such as the four-laning of U.
gas costs and city backing for industrial
S. 641 between Murray and Benton — as
revenue bonds and federal grants that
soon as possible.
could be used in renovating the present
Frank Ashley, press secretary to
plant and equipment.
Gov. John Y. Brown, Jr., said in
"What we have heard and read will‘
,___Frariltfort Tuesday that the governor is.
play a part in our final decision,"
committed to assisting in keeping_the
Blasius said. "Our decision is not ling
plant open."He told the staff to assist in
but very close to being final and an anany way it could to keep the plant open
nouncement will be made at the Murin Murray," Ashley said.
ray plant on Friday. April 18."
State Rep. Freed Curd of Murray had
Should the final decision be to close
met with Gov. Brown earlier this week
the plant, Tappan officialS told the local
to enlist his support in keeping the plant
group,the company 'swill do everything
open. •
possible to minimize the impact of the
Concerning the impending closure of
the plant, Mayor Henley said:
"It would be in the best interest of the
working people, the community and the
area if an orderly withdrawal is affected. It would make it much easier to
entice another company to move in
here if we can project an image of good
labor relations."
Henley also said that Tappan officials
indicated that if the final decision is to
Overbey and Rick Jones, all local attorclose the plant they would hope to agree
nies, divide the public defeader
to terms with the local union within
workload and the $10,000 sum allotted
about a week after the announcement
by the state for the program. Although
so that an orderly withdrawal could be
Calloway's program is funded entirely
„workid out.
by the state, Blankenship said that
"They have to plan ahead," Henley
several other counties add money to the
said. "If an orderly withdrawal can be
state's allotment.
affected they would take a longer
Approximately 60 percent of the
crimes in Calloway County ,go to a • period of time to. phase out the local
operation greatly benefiting the
public defender instead of private attorworkers at the plant. If no agreement
nies, Blankenship said, and the
can be reached, Tappan must move
workload is placing increasing
their equipment to another plant (imdemands on the time of the four
mediately)," Henley said.
,•
defenders.
The group took with them several let,
The magistrates adopted a resolution
ters of support from organizations and
expressing their "willingness and
groups in the community. President
desire" to assist in keeping the Tappan
Blasius expressed his appreciation for
plant open in Murray. Company ofall the contacts he has received to keep
ficials are expected to announce Friday
the Murray plant in operation.
whether the plant will be closed.
A partial list of the. board members
for the Hazel and Dexter community
centers has been compiled, according
to county judge-executive Robert 0.
Miller.
Members of the Hazel board include
Tim Scruggs, Susan Byars, Johnny
Miller, Sandra Gallimore, James R.
Button, John Shendock, J. W.Janes and
Janice Wilkerson.
Following a public hearing concernDexter board members are Stafford
ing the proposed mobile home orCurd. June Pritchett, Ordie Culver,
dinance, the Murray Planning CommisGreg Burton. Nick Horton, Byron
sion adopted the document by a
Fergerson, A. Delbert Reeves and Billy
unanimous vote.
Gene Garland.
In regard to mobile home parks, the
new ordinance states the parks need to
conform with all provisions of the Kentucky Revised Statutes 219.310 to
219.410 and all applicable provisions of
the local ordinance.
The document also states that the
mobile home parks only are "permitted
in those zoning districts where they are
designed as a conditional use under zoning district regulations."
All existing mobile home parks legally operating within the corporate limits
of the city at the passage of the ordinance will be allowed to continue to
operate as existing,. nonconforming

Fiscal Court Approves
$1.15 Million School
Building Bond Issue
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Writer
Members of the Calloway County
Fiscal Court approved a $1.15 million
school buildfng bond issue on the first
reading at the court's Tuesday afternoon meeting.
The sale of the Calloway School
Building Revenue Bonds,Series of 1980,
will be used to finance construction and
renovation at Calloway County High
School, according to Dr. Jack Rose,
Calloway superintendent.
The construction will include a new
classroom addition on the east side of
the high school, a new industrial arts
addition adjacent to the present shop
and an enlargement of the present artroom. Total renovation and improvements at the high school will include air-conditioning the building,
removing windows, dropping ceilings,
and installing acoustical panels and
fluorescent lighting.
The second reading of the bond issue
is set for 9:45 a.m. Thursday, April 24,
at a special meeting of the court. Bids
will be opened for the bonding fiscal
agent at 10 a.m.
Mark Blankenshlp;-one-of the- font
public defenders for Calloway County,
asked the magistrates to consider including partial financing of the public
defender program in the preparation of
the county's 1980-81 budget.
Blankenship. Ed Overbey, Don

-

GRAND CHAMPION — Trainer Redd Crabtree, who will be one of the judges at the Kentucky Charity Horse Show
this Friday and Saturday in Murray, gets a handshake from then Goy. Julian Carroll after wining the world championship for_fWe-gaited horses on Cora'.Time in 1978_,_

Kentucky Charity Horse Show
Judges Have Long History In Field
The two individuals who will serve as
judges at the Kentucky Charity Horse
Show this Friday and Saturday have a
long history in the equine field.
,Redd Crabtree, of 'Simpsonville,.Ky.,
will serve as gaited judge for the show
and Wayne Tharp of Hohenwald. Tenn.,
will serve as walking horse judge.
The show, Sponsored by the Sigma
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club and the Murray Rotary Club, will
get underway at 7:30 p.m. April 18 and
19, at the West Kentucky Livestock-and
Exposition Center on College Farm
Road. Anyone desiring general admission tickets, which are $3 each, may
call 753-8509 after 5 p.m. •
Chairmen of this year's show are
Mrs. Gene Landolt representing the
Sigmas and Eugene Schanbacher
representing the Rotary' Club.
Tharp, who has served as a trainer,
exhibitor, director of the Professional
Walking Horse Trainer Organization
and walking horse judge, has developed
a complete love and dedication to the
breed.
After graduating from high school,
Tharp began working with the state of
Tennessee as an engineer while train-

Mobile Home Ordinance Okayed
By Murray Planning Commission
structures and uses. However, valid
operating permits, as required by KRS
219.340, must be maintained and expansion or intensification of the parks cannot occur without bringing the parks into compliance with the ordinance.
Mobile homes will not be permitted
on lots outside of approved mobile
home parks. But, all mobile homes
located outside approved parks at the
time the ordinance is passed also will
be deemed nonconforming and "be subject to the condition governing such
uses."
All owners or occupants in mobile
homes outside parks are required to
have a certificate of occupancy. All
owners or occupants need to apply for a
certificate.
Items on the certificate include
owner's name, occupant's name, loca-

Babysitting Clinic To Be Held
On Four Consecutive Saturdays

CONTEST WINNERS — Winners of the Murray Optimist Club oratorical
contest, held Tuesday night, are (from left) Tracy Beach, daughter of Mrs.
Marlene Beach, second place for girls; Chuck Storey, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Storey, first place for boys; and Lisa Hal?, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Dwayne Hale, first place for girls. All three are freshmen at Calloway County High School. The official subject of the, contest was "Our Challenge of
the 130's." Contestants were to speak on this subject for four to five
minutes. Scoring was based on personal qualities, material organization,
delivery and presentation and overall effectiveness. First-place winners
now soil take part in zone competition Saturday. April 19, in Mayfield.
Zone competition winners will vie in a district competition in the end of
May in Louisville for $500 scholarships

Wayne Tharp
ing horses part time. His particular interest in horses intensified after Merry
Boy's Sweet Thing won the reserve
amateur champion at the Walking
Horse Celebration in 1970.
Following that award, Tharp began
training full time and now operates his
own training facilities in Hohenwald.
Crabtree, who has judged many of
the major horse shows in the country,
has also ridden many champions in-

A babysitting clinic will be held from
1 to 3 p.m. on four successive Saturdays
beginning April 19 at the First Christian
Church, just off the court square,according to Mrs. Ann McKeel, director of
the program.
Session's will also be held on April 26,
May 3, and May 10.
This program " is designed to help
young boys and girls consider some important aspects of child care and learn
some simple procedures they might be
expected to use, Mrs. McKeel said.
The clinic-workShop will be divided
into four sessions.
A local lawyer, Bill Phillips, will
discuss the legal responsibilities of
babysitters and the babysitter's family.
"Infant Care" will be the subject of

Ms. Mary Usher, R. N., who has had
previous experience teaching this
class.
One session will stress basic health
and safety procedures of which babysitters should be aware.
Another session will be devoted to
recreation, games and ideas that
may be expected to use to
keep young children entertained.
This comprehensive program is open
to any interested boy or girl in the community, Mrs. McKeel said. Certificates
Will be awarded at the end of the four
Saturday sessions.
The registration fee is $5 and early
registration may be made by calling
753-3824 during the day and 753-8842 in
the evenings.

tion, manufacturer's name, year of
model, make of model, serial number
and years located on present lot.
City planner Steve Zea stressed that
if mobile homes are replaced, new certificates must be made.
Concerning other business, the Murray Community Development Agency
development plan in the North Douglas
area was reviewed.
The plan, funded by a two-year
federal grant, includes housing
rehabilitation, water line improvements, curbs and gutters, street
repairs and environmental screening
by' the Tappan parking lot.
See MOBILE HOME,
Page 13-A, Col.6
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eluding the world Grand Champion
Fine-Gaited Horses, Will Shriver in 1976
and Cora's Time in 1978.
Crabtree, his wife Nancy and his
parents Charles and Helen Crabtree
run one of the nation's largest public
stables in Simpsonville.
Crabtree is an active member of the
American Saddlebred Horse Breeders
Association and past president of the
United Professional Horseman's
Association.
Other officials of this year's show, the
fifth annual sponsored by the local
groups, include Bill Carington, Murfressboro, Tenn., annnouncer; William
Hickman, Evansville, Ind., organist;
James E. Cole, Jackson, Tenn.,
ringmaster; Doug Shiflet, Asheboro, N.
C., photographer; Westside Veterinary
Service, Murray, official yeterinarian;
James H. Fleming, Hopkinsville, official farrier.
A total of 33 classes will be judged in
the show with 17 classes competing Friday night and the remaining 16 classes
Saturday night.
The show is a member of the Kentucky Walking Horse Association and
the Walking Horse Owner's Association.
For more information about the
show, contact Mrs. Landolt at 753-4707
or Mrs. Fred Wells at 753-4845.

Fair and not as cold tonight.
Lows in the low 40s. Partly sunny
Thursday with a slight chance of
showers in .the afternoon. Highs
near 70.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake

359.08
359.02
11

TO PRESENT SHOW — "An Evening
With Shakespeare" with Paul Meier,
pictured, and the Paducah Market
House Players will be presented at
7:30 p.m. Wednesday, April 23, at
the Murray Woman's Club House,
sponsored by the Home Department
of the club. Tickets are, S3 for adults
and $2 for students and are on sale at
Sammons'Bakery, Lindsey's Jewelers,
Galloway County Public Library, or
may be purchased at the door. Meier
was featured here last year in his
orie-man dramatic monologue,"A.D.
65," at several churches and schools
in Murray and Calloway County. He
has been in the theatre for 12 years
and has worked as an actor, a writer,
a director and an instructor both in
America and in his native England.
Meier has also appeared in many
television movies and shows. The
public is invited to attend this special
show, according to Betty Boston,
Home Department chairman.
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Fran Garrison Hostess For
Poplar Spring-BYW Meeting

Wedding Vows To
Be Read May 16

Fran Garrison opened her
home for the meeting of the
Baptist Young Women of the
Poplar Spring Church held on
Monday , April 7, all p.m.
Directing the program was
Mary Bynum who also led in
prayer. Carla Taylor read the
scripture and names of rnissionanes on the prayer calen-

Cumberland
Presbyterian
Women Me9t
The home of Mrs. Jimmy
Cochran was the sce of a recent meetin
of the
Cumberland,Presbyterian
Women of t North Pleasant
Grove Chtch.
"Sharing My Faith" was the
subjeet of the program
'sented by Mrs. Thomas
ones, Mrs. Edwin Cain, Mrs.
Jerry Speight, and Mrs.
Margaret Boyd.
The opening prayer was led
by Mrs. Mary Lowe. Projects
for the year were discussed.
Elected as delegates to attend the Spring Presbytery at
Calvary Church were Mrs.
Cochran and Mrs. Jones.
Other members present
were Mrs. Gladys Wells and
Mrs. Christine Sherman. Two
visitors were Mrs. Morris and
Ms. Reba Hammer.

Miss Betty Jean Turnbou.
and Char s Enoch
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy D. Turnbow of N

-

yfield announce the
engagement and approaching mar ge of their daughter,
Betty Jean,to Charles Enoch,son Mr. and Mrs. Rex Enoch
of Hazel Route 1.
Miss Turnbow is a 1975 gr duate of Mayfield High School
and is now attending M av State University majoring in
nursing.
Mr. Enoek is a P graduate of Calloway County High
ployed by Ellis Popcorn Company. .
School and is now
The wedding ws will be solemnized on Friday. May 16-,-at
7 p.m. at th
reen Plain Church of Christ with Dean Crut,
chfield off iating.
Are tion will follow at the Community Room of the
Nort ranch of the Peoples Bank, North 12th and Chestnut
, Murray.
St
Only out of town invitation§ will be sent. All friends and
relatives of the couple are invited to attend the ceremony and
the reception.

Jones' Home Scene
South Pleasant
Grove Club Meet
Clovis Jones opened her
home for the recent meeting of
the South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club with
Carolyn Parks presiding in the
absence of Donna Jackson,
president.
"Let Your Light Shine" was
the subject of the devotion
presented by Justine Story.
The major lesson on
'Citizenship—Your Rights and
was
Responsibilities':
presented by Sherri Paschall.
She said every problem which
faces your community and its
people is a challenge and opportunity so practice good
citizenship and learn more
about your government.
Ellen Orr gave the landscape notes.
Others present were Hilda
Orr, Delpha Taylor, Peggy
Lassiter, Viola McReynolds,
Clara Jean Paschall, and
Freda Humphreys.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Jones.

Sorority Has
Meeting With
Mrs. Garland
ftwadITHERE
Gemaul Ch • 753-3314
flora Miry 1
7.05 930
1
' 130.1%n

II-, a,,,
_CONI•IMMPtf

UAUGFITER
NIfith

PG' II..

Thru Thur.
9 E.

Suzanne
Somers in
"Nothing
Personal"(PG)

Ends Thur•1 Wk Only
7_10,9:7M
:44

753-3314

Donna Garland was hostess
for the March meeting of the
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority,
Unit 527, Woodmen of the
World, which was held at her
home.
The Kentucky Little Miss
Pageant will be held May 18 at
Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University, according to
the report given by the chairman,Sara Alexander.
Ann Spann, president,
presided with reports given by
Dianne Lyons, secretary, and
Linda Fain, treasurer.
Mrs. Garland said the,
welfare committee had made
St. Patrick Day place cards
for the Long Term Care Unit
of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Judy McCarty. social committee member, said 20
members were present for the
dinner held at The Barn at
Fulton.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Garland and Judy
Scruggs.
Other members present
were Jean Richerson, Marilyn
Herndon, and Loretta Jobs.
The April 22nd meeting will
be held at the home of Bettye
Baker with Jean Richerson as
cohostess.

Artcraft Photography
Weddings
Frames
Portraits
One Day Processm

ttA
/
i

11880.12th
\

753-0035

Celebration 60th
Anniversary Set

dar for that day
Reports were given by Mrs.
Garrison, secretary, Evelyn
Phillips, treasurer, and
Lucretia Thompson, special
business.
Other members present
were Carol Kelly, Martha
Hale, Linda Black, Wanda
Morgan, She_rie Geunn, Linda
Thompson, Diiume Snyder,
LaReah Stewart, Dianne
Rose, Paulette Borders, Reta
Gray, Dorothy Stubblefield,
Sonia Houston, and Freida
Adams.
The next meeting will be
held on Monday, May 5, at 7
p.m. at the home of Carla
Taylor.

4.01.1f.
PATIENT AT PARIS
Dismissed recently from the
Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn., was
Nellie B. Jobe of Puryear,
Tenn.

We ore pleased to
announce that Betty
Turnbow bride-elect
of Charles Enoch has
selected her pottery
and crystal from our
complete
bridal
registry.
Betty and Charles
will be married May
16, 1980.

The Shon)case
7534541

hr. and Mrs. Homer Peal
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Peal of Lynnville will celebrate their
60th wedding anniversary on Sunday, April 20, at the Calvary
Temple Church, located two miles south of Murray on U. S.
Highway 641.
A dinner will be given in their honor at 12 noon in the
church fellowship hall. At 2:30 p.m. an anniversary reception
in their honor will be held.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the dinner andor reception to celebrate this occasion with them, a family
spokesman said.
Mr. and Mrs. Peal were married on April 22, 1920, in
Snyder,Tenn., by Manse'Spiceland. Miss Lona Boren was an
attendant.
Mrs. Peal is the daughter of the late J. H. Downs and Allie
Jackson Downs. Mr. Peal is the son of the late M. D. Peal and
Rose Jones Peal.
Their seven living children are Mrs. Lonzo Griffith and
Mrs. Robbie McReynolds, Mayfield; Marcus Peal and
William P. Peal, Lynnville; the Rev. Eugene Peal, Hazel;
Mrs. Truman cottrell, Clarksville, Tenn.; and the Rev. Bobby Peal, Martin, Tenn. Two children deceased are Mrs.
Velma Cagle and Jimmie Russell Peal.
They have 26 grandchildren, three step grandchildren, and
20 great grandchildren.
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The Penny 'Homemakers
Club will meet Monday, April
21, at 1 p.m. at the home of
Mrs. Johnny Walker.
All members and interested
persons are invited to attend,
according to a club
spokesman.
The March meeting was
held at the home of Mrs.
Modena Butterworth.
Mrs. Ruth Parker, president, presided, and Mrs. Butterworth gave the devotion
and acted as secretarytreasurer in the absence of
Mrs. Walker.
The lesson on "Spring 1980
And the Summer To Come"
was presented by Mrs. Butterworth.
Mrs. Violet Johnson and
Mrs. Murrell Madrey discussed the lesson on "Citizenship—
Your Rights and Responsibilities."
Six members and one
visitor, Mrs. Jean Cloar, county extension agent in home
economics, were present.
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Oak Grove
Women Hold
Home Meet
The borne of Pauline Story
was the scene of the meeting
held by the Baptist Women of
the Oak Grove Baptist Church. The program was in
observance of the Week of
Prayer for Home Missions.
Sara Bagwell was the leader
for the program on theme,
"We Cannot Keep From Telling."
The missionary work being
done by the Baptists during
the 1980 Olympic games at
Lake Placid, N. Y., was
discussed by Freda Humphreys.
Others taking part in the
program were Delpha Taylor,
Youlanda Grooms, and Clara
Jean Paschall.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Story.

PADUCAH PATIENT
was Mrs Euna York of MurMrs. Richard Hazier of Murray
ray has been dismissed from
the Western Baptist Hospital.
Paducah
PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
Mrs. Harold Brannon of
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Puryear, Tenn., has been
Recently dismissed from dismissed fom Lourdes
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, Hospital, Paducah.

700 U.S. 641 N.
MURRAY, KY.
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Wednesday, April 16
Annual Tee-off Coffee for
the Lady golfers of the Murray
Country Club will be at 10 a.m.
at the.club.
Oaks Country Club women
will have a hincheon at the
club at 12 noon with Saundra
Edwards and Janice Johnson
as chairmen of the hostesses.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m. with Hazel Beale as
hostess.

Wednesday, April 16,
Silveraruthing workshop by
Don Cain, Murray State student, will be from 6 to 8 p.m. in
Mason Art Gallery, Hart Hall,
MSU.

Thursday, April 17
Faculty Brass Quintet Concert will be held at 7 p.m. at
the Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Center, Murray State
University.

Friday, April IA
Seventh annual Jazz
Festival at Murray State
University will open today
with clinics being held
throughout the day.

July Wedding Is
Planned At Church

Poet Stanley Kunitz will
read from his works in Hoorn
423, Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University,at 7:30 p.m.

Don Cain, Murray State stuMurray State University
dent, will conduct a workshop Men's
Tennis Team will be in
on silversmithing from 6 to 8
a five-team match with
p.m at Mason Art Gallery, Universi
ty of Missouri at St.
Hart Hall, MSU
Louis, University
of
Town
and
Country
Louisville, Southeast
Homemakers Club will meet
Reader's Theatre at Murray
Missouri, and University of
Registration for the First at the home of.Beryl Whaley, State Universi
ty will present Mississippi
starting at 2.45
Grade and Kindergarten will 802 Guthrie, at 7:30 p.m.
the works of Jesse Stuart by
p.m. at the University Courts,
be held at 9 a.m. at East
Cynthia Turnbow all day in
Temple Hill Chapter 511
MSU.
Calloway Elementary School. Order of the Eastern
_Student
Center
Star is the
Annual Kentucky Charity
Auditorium, MSU.
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p m
Hazel Senior Citizens will at the lodge hall.
Horse Show, sponsored by the
hear a program by Clara
Murray State University Sigma Department of the
---Brainley, and will join in a birHome Department of Mur- Theatre will present "How the Murray Woman's Club and the
thday party for all those hav- ray Woman'
s Club will meet Other Half Loves" at 8 p.m. Murray Rotary Club, will open
ing birthdays in April at the at 2 p.m. at the club
Admission will be $3 for at 7:30 p.m. at the West Kenhouse with
Hazel Community Center the program by
adults, $1.50 for children tucky Livestock and Exposithe Oak Grove
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Lunch Puppeteers.
tion Center. For general adunder 12, or by season ticket.
will be served at 11:45 a.m.
mission tickets call 753-8509
Meeting of New Concord- after 5 p.m.
Murray Women of the
Miss Cynthia Lola t.rou(
Lynn Grove Senior Citizens
Hamlin Senior Citizens
... •
will meet at 1 p.m. at St. Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
Hazel Senior Citizens will
scheduled for today has been
and Rev. Ronald Let,Lamer
John's Senior Citizens Office the lodge hall.
have activities from 10 a.m. to
postponed to May 15.
Mr. arid Mrs. S. Lee Crouch of Halland
at 1620 Main Street, Murray.
ale, Fla., announce
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
the engagement and approaching
Ladies' Day Tennis First
Baskets and place mats or
District 13 of Kentucky lunch served
marriage of their
at
11:45 a.m.
daughter, Cynthia Lola, to the Rev. Ronald
your own handwork will be Serve of the Murray Country Nurses Association will meet
Lee Gunter, sun
of Mr.and Mrs. William Beard of Clarksvi
featured. For information call Club will be held in the green at 6:30 p.m. at Mason Hall,
lle, Tenn.
The
bride
Shoppin
for
g
-elect,
Senior
Citizens
a graduate of South Broward High School
room of the club at 10:30 a.m. Murray State University.
Alma Cooper at 753-2612.
at Hollywood,Fla.,is now a senior element
will be held and call 753-0929
with Judy Carroll and Sheila
ary education maBirthday party for all Senior Grogan as hostesses.
jor
and will graduate in May from Murray State
Business and Professional by 9:15 a.m.for morning shopUniversity.
Citizens having birthdays in
Rev. Gunter is a graduate of Austin Peay
Women's Club will meet at ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
State University
April will be held at 12 noon at
in 1978 and is now the minister of the Olive
Special matinee showing of 6:30 pm. at the Triangle afternoon shopping.
Baptist Church in
the Douglas Center.
Marshall County.
"Coal Miner's Daughter" for Restaurant with Beth Broach
Twin Lakers Good Sam
The
wedding
will
Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta the Senior Citizens will be to speak on "Physical Recreational Vehicle
be solemnized on Saturday, July 19, at 2
Chapter
p.m. at the First Baptist Church, Murray. A
Kappa is scheduled to meet at shown at 1 p.m. at the Cine II Fitness."
of West Kentucky will hold its
reception will
follow
in the fellowship hall of the church.
Gene and Jo's Florist at 7 p.m. Cinema. The admission will be
monthly carnpout at Taylor
Slides of Trinidad and Bay in
All friends and relatives are invited to attend
$1.50.
Land Between the
the wedding
Murray-Calloway County
and the reception.
Jamaica will be shown by the Lakes
with
John
and
Joan
Mental Health and Mental
Meals for the Nutrition Pro- Rev Calvin Wilkins at the aBowker as
wagonmasters and
Retardation Board of Direc- gram for the Elderly will be Sugar Creek Baptist Church at
Harry and Betty Cartwright
Ledger dr Times
tors will meet at 3 p.m. at the served at 12 noon
7
p.m.
at the
as assistants. Supper will be
center, 702 Main Stet, Mur- Douglas Center.
served
at 4:30 p.m. on SaturTwin Lakes Antique Car
ray.
day at the Bowker campsite.
Hazel Senior Citizens will Club will meet at the Gateway
have activities from 10 a.m. to Steak House at Draffenville at
All Campus Sing, sponsored
7 p.m.
by Sigma Alpha Iota, women's 2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
honorary music fraternity, lunch served at 11:45 a.m.
'Men's Stag Night will be
will be held from 4 to 6 p.m. at
held at the Murray Country
Murray Senior Citizens will
Lovett Auditorium, Murray
Club at 6 p.m. with Bill Thurmeet from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
State University.
man, Don Robinson, Pete PurBy RAINEY APPERSON
the Ellis Center with Hearing
First United Methodist Eealuationat 10 a.m.,lunch at dom and James M. Lassiter in
Call
it
a
lesson in living, call sons, Tripp'and John, and the
you will experience the-feeling
Church Men and First Chris- 12 noon, and table games, charge of the arrangements.
it a semi-life and learning Apperson teen-age girls.
Friday, April 18
Lin- of deja vu, and you will thinktian Church Christian Men's quilting, and visiting at 12:30
series,
call
many
it
things,
but
da
Bailey
"Hee-H
and
aw Show" will be
Emily, and I I've done this before, or I've
Fellowship will hear Coach p.m.
presented by the Sedalia PTA "Spring Break" is truly a fun, have stayed in the Dunes of been here before, or I've
John Behling speak at the dinsaid
care-free
time.
Panama
City
Panama for the past four these words before.
ner meeting at 6:30 p.m. at the
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of at the Sedalia High School at 7 in the spring-time turns
into a years. I must complain a
p.m.
Tickets
are
$1
and
First Christian
Dr.
$LSO.
Hoy believes that most
Church Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
playground for vacationers little-most of the time
the sun, of the time, your conscious
Fellowship Hall.
7:30 p.m. at the Ellis Center.
Club membership social will from Murray, including all shines the entire week, but and your unconscious are
not
be held at 5:30 p.m. at the ages, from three-year-olds to this week,the rains came!!
feeling the same things at the
teen-ag
ers
to
just
plain
sun
While in Panama-City this same time. That theory
Murray Country Club.
is
worshipers.
week, I discussed the feeling very interesting.
Publication party for the
In Panama City, most of the of deja vu, you recall what
• • • •
1980 edition of Notations, stu- folks from Murray
stay in the that is-the feeling of having
In our own way, we
dent literary magazine, will Dunes of Panama
, Mariner done this particular thing celebrated Easter Sunday
be held at 7:30 p.m. in Room West, arid West,
and Sugar before.
morning even though we were
423, Fine Arts Center, Murray Beach.
Van Hoy, the house guest of not at home. Carol and Bob
State University. Contributors
This year, Judge BoMiller Mary Mrs. Bill Dyer and her Hibbard were listening to Oral
will read frqm their work
entertai
ned all of us with a daughter, Laura, of Paducah, Roberts bring his annual
following the public reception.
buffet supper. He also invited was telling me that his father, Easter message, and Hibb
Dr. David Hoy, the psychic, said the essence of Oral
Reader's Theatre at Murray vacationers from Owensboro has described deja
vu as the Roberts' thoughts could be
and
Mayfiel
d.
Duff and Dot
State University will present
time the conscious part of summed up in his closing
the works of Jesse Stuart by Erwin lent Bob a helping your mind and the
un- poem-A bell is not a bell until
Cynthia Turnbow all day in hand.
conscious part of your mind it's rung. A song is not a song
Betty Jo (Mrs. Wells) Pur- come together
the
Student
Center
at an exact mo- until it's sung. And love is not
dom and her two teen-age ment.
Auditorium.
At that moment in time, love until it is given away.
That thought was still with
Meals for the Nutrition Prome when I walked into Dr.
gram for the Elderly will be
John Quertermous' office and
served at 12 noon at the
saw this poem stuck under
Douglas Center.
Emajean Thurman's desk.
Second night of the producBENTON PATIENT
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
She gave me permission to
tion, "How the Other Half
Tim York of Hardin was
Elmus Tyler of Murray has share it with you.
Coldwater Rd.
Loves," will be presented at dismissed March 31 from
the been dismissed from the
"So many gods, so many
the Murray State University
Marshall County Hospital, Westen Baptist
Hospital, creeds, so many paths that
Theatre at 8 p.m. Admission is Benton.
Paducah.
wind and wind, when just the
$3 for adults, $1.50 for children
art of being kind is all this sad
under 12, or by season ticket.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
PARIS PATIENT
world needs.
Recently dismissed from
Ruby Fay Smith of Puryear,
For An Appointment
"We flatter those we scarceMurray State University
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, Tenn., has
been a patient at
ly know, we please the fleeting
Men's Track Team will have a
Thursday, Friday.
was Kevin Beane of Farm- the Henry
guest-and deal full many a
County General
match with Middle Tennessee
and Saturday
ington.
Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
thoughtless blow to those who
at 1 p.m. at Roy Stewart
love us best."
Stadium, MSU.
Ella Wheeler Wilcox
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HOSPITAL NEWS
4-12-10
Price, baby boy, ( Teresa ),
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Rt. l, Farmington.
DISMLAIS
Dick, baby boy, KrisUne ),
Mrs. Sandra L. Pertgen, Rt.
Rt. 1, Box 172A, Kirksey.
2, Box 146J, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Tharpe, baby
boy,
Mrs. Ann R. Staggs, Rt. 5, Box
Dianne), 1022 Reynolds
34, Benton; Tera D. Kirks, K7
Stree, Paris, Tenn.
Southside Manor, Murray;
DISMISSALS
Rema L. Cole, Rt. 9, Benton:
Mrs. Vicki L. Jones and
Mrs. Lisa C. Hargrove and
baby boy, 1017 Sharpe Street,
baby boy,Box 532, Cadiz.
Murray; Diana R. Foster, 411
Mrs. Connie S. Pierpoint
L. P. Miller Street, Murray;
and baby girl, Rt. 1, Box 130,
Frances E. Williams, 208
Big Sandy, Tenn.; Mrs. Nancy
Spruce Street, Murray Larry
D. Clark and baby boy, Rt. 5,
J. Dunn, 1710 West Olive
Parts, Tenn.; Mrs. Bernie B.
Street, Murray.
Phillips and baby girl, CanJames E. O'Dell, 405 South
ton; J. C. Henderson, 1210
Center Street, East Prairie,
Melrose, Murray; Christopher
Mo.; Bill P. Pate, 122 Clark
G. Lane, Jr., 401 East Eighth
Hall, MSU, Murray; Mrs.
Street, Benton.
Willie Lee Foster, 411 North L.
Mrs. Fata Mae Wynn, 1509
P. Miller Street, Murray;
Parklane, Murray; Mrs. Alma
John P. Nix, 1518 Canterbury,
Odell King, 202 South 16th
Murray; Bethany A. Wheeler,
Street, Murray; Keith W.
Box 5, Sedalia.
Watkins, Rt. 1, Box 278, HarMrs. Pamela L. Shields, 919
din; Mrs. Teresa D. Bebber,
Johnny Robertson Road, MurRt. 3, Box 10, Murray; Mrs.
ray; Noel Parrish, New ConCarolyn K. Anderson, Rt. 2,
cord; Herman C. Witty, Rt. 1,
Box 322, Murray.
Box 295, Murray; Ralph L.
Mrs. Gerry L. Crawford, Rt.
Nelson, 1200 Doran Road,
1, Dexter; 'John X. Volker,
Murray; Eli F. Alexander, E-8
Murray; Mrs. Eula Vera FinMurray Manor, Murray.
ney, Rt. 2, Hazel; Melia K.
Armstrong, Rt. 3, Box 97,
'
Mayfield; Mrs. Dorthy L.
Brandon, Rt. 4, Box 221, MurPATIENT AT PADUCAH
ray.
George Fielder of Murray
Mrs. Lucy Alderdice, Rt. 8,
Box 335, Murray; Fray W. has been a patient at Lourdes
Wilson, 310 North Fifth Street,. Hospital, Paducah.
Murray; Mrs. Olga N.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Boulclin, Rt. 1, Box 243,
Dismissed recently from
Kirksey; Harvey L. Cherry,
Rt. 8, Box 230, Murray; Mrs. Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
was John York of Hardin.
Quida M. Burk, Rt. 1, Sedalia.

PVYIPTYA
-

4-13-80
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Dortha Dunn of MurNEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Knight, baby girl, (Vickie l, ray has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Rt. 1, Farmington.

tile Ohlelhi

We ore pleased to
announce that- Cynthia Crouch bride'
electof Ronnie Gunter has selected her
china,
pottery
•
crystal and flatware
from our complete
. bridal registry.
.
Cynthia and Ronnie
will be married July
19 1980.
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Smell, of all the senses, is
the one we pay the least
attention to A homemade
potpourri of fresh flowers is
one way to treat your highly
sensitive nose and lift your
spirits.
Buy fresh flowers with a
strong fragrance. such as
roses, carnations of gardenias. Just before they turn
brown, pick off the petals
And discard as much of the
stem and green part as
possible Let the flowers dry
completely in an open bowl
In a glass container, add a
quart of the dried flowers.
one tablespoon of fixative

)

0

'o
Off

Will f noon
Ono Coups Pr Cntoar
Good from Anil 16-10
At

found at herb -and spice
shops ) and two to three
drops of your favorite
essential oil or pert ume
Close the container and
shake it well every other day
for ten days to let the mixture set.
Enjoy the open jar of
potpourri in your bathroom
or bedroom; or sprinkle
some into your fireplace.
under the sofa or, ,chair
cushions, or on your rug
before vacuuming The heat
from the vacuum motor will
diffuse the scent over the
room as you clean.
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Ways Of Adding Good Smell To
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For Sale

Greeting Cards
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Consumer Comment

• Envelope StuffingWork-At-Home Schemes
By Steven L. Beshear,
Attorney General
Advertisements and offers for workat-home schemes are increasing, but
few details concerning such work are
explained in these ads. These offers are
usually directed at housewives, senior
citizens or disabled consumers.
Unfortunately, many of these workat-Inime schemes can end up costing
money instead of making money.
The attorney general's office has
recently received inquiries about
answering ads to stuff envelopes at
home in your spare time to make extra
money.
7 False claims are iisually made in
these offers about the amount of money
you will be able to make, the amount of
time involved and the market demand
for the product.
Typically, these work-at-home
schemes suggest to consumers that
hundreds of dollars of extra income can
be made monthly. Many consumers
never hear from the company once they
have invested their money. Sometimes,
the consumer will receive only the initial shipment of materials and never
receive any other materials. The coinpanie§. usually cannot be contacted concerning these problems Once money has
been sent.
Before sending any money to one of
these companies, whether the scheme
involves stuffing envelopes, folding Tshirts or another type of scheme, write

the company. You need to find out who
will be responsible for paying the
postage of mailing the materials to the
company or who will pay for the
postage upon receipt of the materials
from the company. Also find out how
much total tune and money will be required on your behalf. A reputable
business will gladly supply you with
this type of information.
Take caution before investing in a
work-at-home program. If, after getting more information from the company, you are still interested in the
work-at-home program, you should at
least do the following:
1 Get all earnings claims or
guarantees used in the sales pitch in
writing;
21 Inquire about the company from
the attorney general's office in the state
where the company is located or contact the local Better Business Bureau
by sending a postcard requesting such
information or by calling;
31 Ask for a list of people in your
area who are currently working at
home for the company.
If you have a consumer complaint
- about a work-at-home company or
other business, contact the Office of the
— Attorney General, Consumer Protection Division, Frankfort, Ky. 40601. The
office has found it can most effectively
deal with written complaints and encourages you to write if you have a consumer complaint.

Business Mirror

By John Cunniff

- 'National Day OfShame'
NEW YORK ( AP) — Yesterday was
"a national day of shame." Tomorrow
is "anti-big business day" to some,
"economic growth day" to others. This
week is "private property week." Next
week we honor secretaries.
Economic declaration, protest and
counter-protest are elbowing each
other for time in the sun, competing
with each other and with the usual
seasonal rites: annual meetings, reunions, weddings and graduations.
Angry about federal waste,
overspending and taxation, Richard
Lesher, National Chamber of Commerce president, recently christened
April 15, tax deadline day, as a national
day of shame,"even disgrace."
One group, however, disagrees, said
Lesher, and that group, made up of
Ralph Nader followers, is sponsoring
"Big Business Day," during which they
hope to emphasize corporate crime,
pollution and pricefixing.
Some big-business executives have
decided to ignore the event, but others
are ready to fight. Calling it "anti-big
business day," they hope to counter it
by proclaiming the benefits corporations bestow.
The Business Roundtable, for example, has distributed position papers that
talk of business as a source of jobs, as a
taxpayer, as an agent of social justice,
as a source of physical and financial
security.
The table, made up solely of men who
head the nation's biggest companies,
seeks to convince people that business
is the source of the nation's wealth and
that it should be preserved not
destroyed.
Economic growth day, a day closely
related in spirit as well as date, is being
observed by the National Coalition for
Growth, an offshoot of the Heritage
Foundation, a pro-business think tank.
Growth day seeks to undermine the
popularity of the notion that no growth.

Bible Thought
For by one Spirit are we all baptized into one body. 1 Corinthians
12:13,
We may have differing name tags
down here as Christians, in heaven
we will all be "united brethren"!
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the antithesis of business philosophy, is
the only possible response to conservation and environmental preservation.
Private property week is sponsored
by the National Association of Realtors,
which is quite upset about what it sees
as threats to private property rights
guaranteed by the 5th and 14th ammendments.
These ammendrnents, the Realtors
say, protect Americans in owning, using and disposing of private property
without undue government intereference. But, it leaders maintain,
interference is growing.
But how, you ask, does national
secretaries week rate as an economic
issue? The answer becomes evident on
asking your secretary or any other if
she is paid commensurate with her
skills and responsibilities.

'WooiNTYoU KNOW tri Jig MeK1 I TORN
TwEN1Y-ONE,THE COUNTQY w65 TkE R17"

hEARTliN
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems — fast. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 E. Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will receive a
prompt reply, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I have been trying to
find a decent apartment but there just
don't seem to be any in my city.'Is this
something that is going on nationwide
or is it a local problem here in Pittsburgh? - M.W.
ANSWER: Government Eigures confirm the hardship being suffered by
renters. Although a growing shortage of
decent places to rent although (or
because I the rents are not rising as fast
as inflation generally. Figures released
last month show only a 5 percent vacancy factor nationally and include a

6RAlkf1711:
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Speaking of appliances reminds the early birds of the remarkable achievement of Mrs. Hoffman Swann who won a national
campaign, "Plan Your Kitchen Contest", and $3,000 for her able
efforts. This was also the year in which Mr. George Hart, president
of the Bank of Murray, was honored by fellow bankers in a statewide selection naming him "Distinguished Farm Banker." Presentation was made at a local Rotary Club luncheon. Mr. Hart had been
elevated to the office of bank president from the executive vice
president post during the year. Master of ceremonies at the Rotary
presentation pointed out that Mr. Hart, mayor of the city, had
negotiated the sale of $300,000 sewer and water bonds on Aug. 23,
1954, at an interest rate of a fraction over 3 per cent per annum.
In addition to floating the bonds, the council and mayor notified
the public through the press that the body was studying a plan
for a community swimming pool. Really, the proposal was not
seriously entertained for the city had no excess cash to finance a
swimming pool and the conservative policy of city fathers forbade
the risk of building a recreation area dependent on revenues to
liquidate the indebtedness and provide operating revenues. An
underlying cause, not openly admitted in the council chambers for
dismissing the public pool idea, was the result of the U. S. Supreme
Courts decision May 17, 1954, ending segregation, bolding that the
"separate-but-equal" 1896 doctrine as being in violation of the
14th Amendment.
Chief Justice Warren's unanimous S1ipreme Court decision not
only put the swimming pool idea under wraps, it also resulted in
another first for Calloway County. The county board of education
formally desegregated the county school system within weeks after
the high court ruling upon a motion by one of the writers of this
book and unanimously adopted by the board.' Perhaps the board's
action made it the first educational entity in the state to bring an
end to.education inequality between the races, but not attained
without a prejudiced contention among'Almo'School'patrons despite
the fact students generously accepted its first black child with open
arms, electing her a class officer. The incident marred the remarkable
capacity of Calloway citizens to peacefully accept the inevitability
of desegregation, although for a momentary postponement.
To Be Continued

speciality rating. — Brian M. Buchea,
D.O.
ANSWER: Thank you for your comments.
HEARTLINE: I understand that
there was an increase in savings bonds
interest rates sometime during 1979.
Can you tell me when this increase went
into effect and which types of savings
bonds the increase will apply to? -S.D.
ANSWER: The increase was effective with the first full semiannual interest period which was in June 1979.
The increase will apply to series E and
H savings bonds, U.S. Savings Notes
(Freedom Shares) and the new Series
EE and HR savings bonds that went on
sale in January 1980.
HEARTLINE: I will be on Medicare
soon. I was told that there is a limit to
what Medicare pays. I was told there
was a $25,000 limit and that Medicare
will run out after this amount. Is this
true? — E.T.
ANSWER: No. There is no dollar
limit on Medicare. For more information on Medicare the new Guide to
Medicare books are now available.
Send $1.75 to Heartline Guide to
Medicare, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381.

By S.C. an Curio,

Assessment For
1980 Legislature
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swims

strong suspicion that much of what is
available is sub-standard or located in
undesirable areas. The situation is a
special hardship for the elderly, singles
and those who simply do not like the
idea of home ownership.
More than 25 percent of renters pay
out a quarter to a third of their income
in rent. For quality units in urban
centers, and quite a few probably pay
out more than this.
41'here is a shortage of new units being
built, and estimates do show several
hundred thousand new subsidized and
unsubsidized units scheduled for construction this year. Conversion to condominiums and cooperatives are
estimated to cause a loss of about 1 percent of rental units per year.
HEARTLINE: Thank you for your
good response to the question about
"osteopaths" ip February 1980. I have
been a D.O. for 20 years and have
recently moved to Everett, Wash., to
practice. Only two comments regarding your answer. One, we prefer to be
called osteopathic physicians; and the
other is that our specialists also take
two-five years residency with two years
of supervised practice to qualify,
following certifying exams, for

FRANKFORT—Newsmen and
political observers have been trying to
come up with an understandable
assessment of the 1980 legislative session.
Taking into consideration that almost
1400 bills were introduced, it's impossible to come up with an intelligible
assessment at this early date.
Most interperters have leaned toward
the independence of the legislature as
the chief topic of discussion, or Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr's. keeping his campaign pledge not to do any arm twisting
or horse trading on bills. No clear cut
assessment can be made on either one
of these subjects since the basic ingredient of legislative action is compromise.
It will be weeks before an
understandable assessment, or even
months before an accurate assessment
can be made.
Addressing this last topic, taxpayers
will have to wait to see how Gov. Brown
and his administration use the bonding
powers granted by the legislature. It is
possible that $300 million on road bonds
be issued, $100 million in development
bonds, and $200 million in Kentucky
Housing Authority bonding be added.
Calling this power good or bad depends
upon how it is used or not used.
In my opinion, this is the fulcrum
upon which hangs the fate of the Brown
administration. No decision can be
made until the results are in.
Therefore, at this time, you have to give
the governor the benefit of the doubt,
but at the same time you must warn
him that his fate hangs on how he uses
this bonding authority.
He made some promises he didn't
keep. Notably, he received the support
of the 30,000 classroom teachers on his
promise that he would pass the professional negotiations bill for them.
This does not mean that all of the
classroom teachers were for professional negotiations because they were
not. However, the Kentucky Education
Association leadership was for the bill
and presumably the KEA speaks for the
teachers.
The governor also failed to amend the
state's personal income tax to give the
low and middle income families a break
as he promised. He did get through
some legislation to help small business,
but that was Just a touch of the promise
he made the individual who went to the
polls and voted for him.
He kept his promise to education, at
least as far as the available money

would reach, and that is the best anyone
could ask under the circumstances.
The governor made a bold effort to
restore the old Public Service Commission as guardian of all public utilities,
but he lost that battle to the dual deal
that Gov. Julian Carroll set up. It
might be interesting for the public to
take note of what new attorneys take on
heavy practice under the energy division of the old PSC or the other division
of utilities.
It was a so-so session for private
enterprise. Business wasn't hurt by a
bunch of consumer protection bills, nor
was it helped much if any in amending
the worker's compensation laws.
While labor fussed that they lost on
worker's compensation legislation, this
must be in the light of the amount of
money that business is paying and the
shortage of benefits labor receives for
the money.
Piggybacking on bills swept the
legislature like a prairie fire during the
last week or 10 days, and it is going to
be some time before the public and
government really understands what
might have slipped through—like the
legalization of cockfighting under the
guise of permitting destruction of starlings and blackbirds.
Warning—watch who the governor
puts in key places within the next few
months to administer his program.
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger 8z
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.

The West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation has been cited
by the National Safety Council,
Chicago, upon its recent completion of
141,403 man hours of working without a
disabling injury. This is during the
period of Dec. 17, 1968, to Dec. 31, 1969.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Maude
Cooper, 86, Mrs. Euple Outland Dunn,
74, Mrs. Lola Turner, 67, and Bowman
Clanton.
An Agriculture Institute will be held
April 23 at the Applied Science
Building, Murray State University,
with Dr. E. B. Howton, chairman of the
MSU Agriculture Department, as host.
J. Robert Miller, Kentucky Commissioner of Agriculture, will be one of the
featured speakers.
The names of the Calloway Countians
for the jury list of the May Term of
Calloway Circuit Court have been
released by the office of Sheriff Clyde
Steele.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Roger Childress, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh Arnett, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Ronald Thompson, all on
April 11, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Don
Paschall on April 13.
"Mr. and Mrs. John Bowker have a
pleasant looking home and yard, and
they keep it looking well," from the colunin, "Seen St Heard Around Murray"
by James C. William..

20 Years Ago
Greta Brooks, Vernon Gantt, Hamp
Wiggins Brooks, and Charles Eldridge,
members of the Debate Team at Murray College High School, presented the
program at the meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club held at the Murray
Woman's Club House. Wilson Gantt is
the coach for the debate team and was
introduced by Ralph K avanaugh,Rotary Club member.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Eva
Garland Scott, 26.
The Murray High School B!I
A's Hobo
Day is being held today. Funds will be
used to help finance the band's trip to
Chicago in June when they will represent Murray and Kentucky at the Lions
International Convention.
Clayton Hargrove, Lanna Hall, Bobby Adams, Jenny Wilkerson, LaJeanna
Paschall, Kenny Hale, and Drena
Bazzell had part in the meeting held by
the Kirksey 9-H Club.
Jo Williams, Sue Lovett, and Ruby
Erwin had high individual three games
in bowling in the Late Knighters
League at Corvette Lanes this week.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Sink the Bismarck" starring Kenneth
More and Dana Wynter.

30 Years Ago
Mrs. Fannie N. McElrath of South
Third Street, Murray,is pictured as she
celebrated her 99th birthday yesterday.
Roman Prydavkevytch, professor of
violin and violinology at Murray State
College, will present a formal recital at
the Recital Hall, Fine Arts Building,
Murray State College, on April 19.
"Judge Ira Smith of Hopkinsville was
a guest at the George Hart cabin on the
lake the other night," from the column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams.
Carl May, Jr., has been named as
editor for 1950-51 of The College News,
newspaper at Murray State College, according to Prof. E. G. Schmidt, journalism director.
Mrs. J. A. Outland was the leader for
the program on "We Would See Jesus
The Great Rock Foundation" at the
meeting of the Women's Society of
Christian Service of the Russell's
Chapel Methodist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Exie Adams and
children, David and Judy, are visiting
relatives and friends in Toledo, Ohio.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is "I
Was A Male War Bride" starring Cary
Grant and Ann Sheridan.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, April 16, the
107th day of 1980. There are 259 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On April 16, 1917, Communist leader
Vladimir Lenin ended years of exile
and returned to Russia to lead the
revolutionary movement.
On this date:
In 1521, Martin Luther arrived in
Worms,Germany,to appear befOre the
Diet, which had summoned him to
justify his criticism of the Roman •
Catholic Church.
In 1906, the Pacific Cable was completed between the United States and
China.
In 1974, the US. Army cut in half the
26-year sentence given to Lt. William
Calley for the killing of South Vietnamese civilians at My Lai.
Ten years ago, 72 people died in the
French Alps when an avalanche crashed down on a children's sanitarium.
Five years ago, a cease-fire was called between Palestinian guerrillas and
the right-wing militia in Beirut,
Lebanon, ending days of heavy fighting
that killed 120 people.
Last year, grenades thrown by four
Arab terrorists injured several people
at Brussels.airport,shortly after the arrival of an Israeli
Today's birthdays: Composer Henry
Mancini is 56. Entertainer Bobby Vinton is 45. Singer Edie Adams is 51.
Thought for today: It is true that
liberty is precious, so precious that it
has to be rationed. — attributed to
Lenin (1870-1924)
•
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Calloway Co. Boys Track Team Scores
First Win Over Mayfield By 1-3 Point
Calloway County's track
success continued yesterday
when the Lakers won their
first meet ever from Mayfield
by 1-3 point, 78 2-3 to 78 1-3.
Carlisle County was third with
12 points.
"It was a big meet for us,"
Calloway County coach Jimmy Nix said. "Mayfield is going to be a big team. I think we
have one of the strongest
teams in the region.
-What helps us is having a
lot of depth. They had 10 first
place finishes to our five, but
we had a lot of seconds, thirds
and fourths.
"I want to compliment our
kids on their hard work. The
two captains, Ron Childress
and Gary Emerson, have done
a good job in leadership. What
they have done is really going
to pay off in the future."
Childress joined Richard
Smothennan as a double winner for the Lakers. Childress
took first in the shot put and

the discus while Smotherman
won the long jump and the 400
meter dash.
Team Scores - Calloway
C(Sunty 78 2-3, Mayfield 78 1-3,
Carlisle County 12.
Calloway County Results
Shot Put - Ron Childress
I First) 47-642; Shane Morton
(Second)38-2.
Discus - Childress ( First)
133-8; David Tipton, Rodney
Hounshell(Fourth tie) 105-8.
Long Jump - Richard
Smotherman (First) 18-11;
Gary Emerson (Second) 18-734; Jeff Butterworth Third I
17-91-4.
Triple Jump - Emerson
(First) 37-1012; Marty Wyatt
(Third) 36-634; Smothe
(Fourth) 36-1.
High Jump - Tiptoti
I Third) 5-6; Johnny Robbins,
Miller)Fourth tie)
Pole Vault- Mike Holloway
(Second) 9-0; Freddie

By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Philadelphia and
Los
Angeles have joined Boston in
the conference finals of the
National Basketball Association playoffs, which means the
teams with the three best
records during the regular
season have qualified for the
round of four.
But for the club with the
fourth-best mark, the defending champion Seattle SuperSonics, the outlook is bleak.
The Sorties were beaten by
the Milwaukee Bucks 108-97
Tuesday night and now trail in
their best-of-seven secondround series 3-2. The Bucks
can wrap it up at home Friday
night.

O'Bryan (Fourth)9-0.
110 High Hurdles - Randy
Dawson Second) 19.16.
100 Meter Dash - Ricky
Houston (Third) 12.1; Ricky
Barrow (Fourth) 12.3.
1600 Meter Aim -• Craig
Robertson )Second) 5:03;
Marty Wyatt(Third)5:24.
800 Meter Relay - Second
( Houston, Tommy Workman,
Marshall McLeod, Barrow)
144.
400 Meter Dash - Richard
Smotherman (First) 57.6;
Keith Lovett (Third)58.7.
300 Meter Low Hurdles Dawson (Second) 44.4; Brad
Miller ) Third 45.7.
800 Meter Run - Wyatt (Second)2:18.
200 Meter Dash - Houston
(Second) 25.40; Barrow
(Third)25.43.
3200 Meter Run - Craig
Robertson Third) 11:24.
1600 Meter Relay - Second
(Dawson, Lovett, McLeod,
Smotherman)4:00.

"We feel we've played
tremendous basketball in four
of the five games of this
series," said Richard
Washington, who came off the
bench to score 21 points while
filling in both at center and
forward. "We're as confident
as we can be going back to
Milwaukee."
And the Sonics,..who fell
behind in the series 2-1 only to
tie it at Milwaukee and
thought they were in the
driver's seat with two of the
last three games at home,
know they are in trouble.

Girls Team Coasts Past Mayfield,
Carlisle County With 95 Points
The Calloway girls track
team also won their threeteam meet by coasting past
Mayfield and Carlisle County.
Mina Todd had a first and
three seconds in the four field
events while Jena Hoke and,
Jill address had the most
success in the running events.

Discus - Charlton I First)
300 Meter Low Hurdles 85-3; Todd (Second 1 85-0; Melissa Miller )Second) 52.31;
Ma
Mary Wagoner I Third) 73-7; Mandy Miller (Fourth) 58.19.
Jane Ann Barrow (Fourth) 71400 Meter Dash - Childress
11.•
(First) 1:11.28; Coles ( Se1600 Meter Relay - First cond ) 1:13.02.
800 Meter Relay - ,First
(Melissa Miller, Tanuny Torsak, Donna Coles, Jill (Darnell, McCuiston. Walker,
Hoke ) 1:56.32.
Childress) 4:53.75.
1600 Meter Run - Denise
200 Meter Dash - Jena
Team Scores - Calloway Hoke
Rutherford (Second) 6:34.7;
(First) 28.17; Gina
County 95, Mayfield'39, Carli- Walker
Stephanie Wuest (Third)
(Second)28.68.
sle County 19.
6:43.2.
Meter
Run
800
Brenda
Long Jump - Mina Todd
100 Meter Dash - Hoke (Se(Second) 15-2'4; Gina Walker Crittendon (First) 2:59.28; cOnd ) 13.34; Walker (Third)
Vicky Houghton (Second) 13.42.
( Third) 14-9'-2.
High Jump - Todd (First) 2:59.94; Noreen Herndon
100 Meter Hurdles' 4-11; Vicky Houghton (Se- (Third)3:03.35.
Melissa Miller (Second) 17.40;
cond) 4-8.
800 Meter Medley Relay - Herndon (Third) 19.06.
Shot Put - Todd (Second) First Dee Dee Darnell, Rhon- 0 400 Meter Relay - First
32-5; Lori Charlton (Fourth) da McCuiston, Childress, Tor- ( Leslie Atkins, Darnell, McCuiston, Childress )56.44.
salt 2:08.17.

TOWN & COUNTRY
YAMAHA
THE SERVICE LEADERS!

.
.411

Spencer Balentine, owner, Steve Cherry, mechanic, Sammy Bradshaw,
mechanic, and Thomas Balentine, service manager, recently attende•
n seminar in Nashville to gain further expertise with their infarre•
exhaust, gas analyzer.

Make an appointment today to have your bike tuned
.nalyzed by the professionals.

Town & Country Yamaha
Hwy. 94E.

Murray, Ky.

753-807.
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Lakers, 6ers Join Boston
In NBA's Round Of Four

Double Winners

The Lakers, with Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar scoring 35
points and grabbing 16 rebounds, whipped the Phoenix

Staff Photo Bv DavKI liktbdts

20-Horse
Limit May
Be Forced
LOUISVILLE, Ky. )AP( Large fields in two Kentucky
Derby prep races could mean
a large field for the Derby
itself, and Churchill Downs
might be forced to invoke its
20-horse limit this year for the
May 3 classic.
Ordinarily a horse would
have to run well in Saturday's
Wood Memorial at Aqueduct
or the April 24 Bluegrass
Stakes at Keeneland to earn a
trip to the Derby. Those races
traditionally narrow the Derby field.
But with big fields in those
races, if a horse gets caught in
traffic and finishes out of the
money, his owners might be
inclined to give him another
chance.
Churchill Downs has a rule
limiting the Kentucky Derby
to 20 starters, based on the 20
prospects with the highest
money earnings.
That would not affect some
of the top horses,such as Plugged Nickle, Rockhill Native,
Gold Stage or even No. 10
Joanie's Chief. But less prominent prospects could be nudged out.
1. Rockhill Native
$329,420
2. Plugged Nickle - $328,750
3. Gold Stage -$245,322
4. Jaklin Klugman
8207,550
5. Doonesbury -$204,803
6. Rumba-$189,085
7. Googoplex -$174,216
8. Ray's World -$168,331
9. Colonel Moran -$156,085
10. Joanie's Chief -$144,838
11. Degenerate Jon $132,010
12. Genuine Risk -$131,445
13. Prince Valiant
$118,150
14. Bold 'n Ruling-$112,270
15. Cuchillo $71,923
16. looks Wakhan -$67,156
17. Cactus Road -$64,400
18. Spruce Needles-$59,817
19. Super Moment -$58,400
20. Sun Catcher -$57,708
21. Royal Sporan -$56,484
22. Current Legend

-,$52810

23. Inland Voyager -$48,099
24. Dunham's Gift - $47,841
25. King Neptune-$46,831

Suns 126-101 to win their
series, also by a 4-1 margin.
The Lakers will face the winner of Milwaukee-Seattle in
the Western Conference final.
Boston had advanced to the
round of four by completing a
sweep of the Houston Rockets
Monday night.
Milwaukee's win may have
been costly, because forward
Dave Meyers suffered a bruised knee and sixth man Junior
Bridgeman bruised his lower
back during the game.
Milwaukee led 85-72 after
three quarters, but Seattle
rallied to cut the gap to three
at 92-89 on a followup shot by
rookie James Bailey with 4:19
left. But the Bucks turned
back that charge by scoring
six straight points on a free
throw by Lanier, a stuff shot
by Marques Johnson and a
by
three-point
play
Washington.

Philadelphia and
Los
Angeles did it on Tuesday.
The 76ers, getting 30 points
apiece from Julius Erving and
Darryl Dawkins, beat the
Atlanta Hawks 105-100 to win
their series 4-1. Philadelpbia
will meet the Celtics in the
Eastern Conference finals
starting in Boston Friday
night.

RICHARD SMOTHERMAN, a double winner yesterday, is
shown in the last strides of his win in the 400 meter run.
Smotherman also won the long jump with a jump of 1811, was fourth in the triple jump and ran the last leg on
the second place 1600 Meter relay team.

7krs 105, Hawks 100
The Sixers trailed 53-43 at
halftime but outscored the
Hawks 35-20 in the third period
to take command. Erving and
Dawkins combined for 21
points in the decisive quarter.
The 22-year-old Dawkins,
playing his best game of the
series, hit on 14 of 20 shots
from the field against Atlanta
centers Wayne "Tree" Rollins
and Steve Hawes, who were
both in foul trouble for most of
the second half.
Lakers 126, Suns 101
The Lakers made six of
their first seven shots, broke
to a 16-8 lead and never trailed
in posting their 23rd victory in
the last 25 starts on their home
court. They broke the game
wide open by scoring 13 of the
last 18 points in the first half
and 11 of the first 14 points in
the second half to go ahead 7145.
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753-8850
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ome by Carroll VW and see the 1976 Mercedes
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Major League Roundup

Major League Baseball At A Glance

Braves' Losing Streak Is Taking Its Toll On Cox
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By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
The Atlanta Braves have
played six games this season
and lost all six, and the streak
is taking its toll on Manager
Bobby Cox.
"It's driving me crazy,"
Cox said following his team's
6-1 loss at Houston Monday
night. "I can't sleep at night —
and when I do, I hate to wake
up in the morning and read the
newspapers.
"We need to break out of
this in a big way, but I'm still
waiting for that to happen.
Our pitching has been poor
and our offense has been sputtering."
However, Braves pitcher

Gene Garner is still uptinustic.
Not Monday night. Joe
Niekro baffled the Braves
with his knuckleball, pitching
a six-hitter, and the Astros
broke the game open early
with four runs in the second inning. Doubles by Luis Pujols
and Julio Gonzalez were the
big hits in the uprising,
In other National League action, the Cincinnati Reds beat
the San Francisco Giants 8-3,
the Montreal Expos defeated
the New York Mets 7-3, the St.
Louis Cardinals topped the
Philadelphia Phillies 7-2 and
the San Diego Padres
outscored the Los Angeles
Dodgers 9-5.

"U you watch the ball from
the time It leaves Joe's hand,
you go crazy," said Pujols, the
Astros' catcher. "It's better to
wait until just before it gets to
you."
It was the first win of the
year for Niekro, who was 21-11
last season,
The Astros took a 2-0 lead in
the first inning on singles by
Jose Cruz and Enos Cabell,
then broke it open in the second on RBI hits by Jeff
Leonard, Gonzalez and Cesar
Cedeno and Joe Morgan's
fielder's choice grounder.
Reds 8, Giants 3
Cincinnati raised its record
to 6-0 as Dave Concepcion
drove in three runs, Dave Col-

hns continued his hot hitting
with three singles and Tom
Seaver won his first start of
the year.
Seaver, who missed the
season opener because of the
flu, pitched six innings, giving
up three runs on six hits. It
was the 236th victory of his
career, tying him with former
New York Yankees pitcher
Whitey Ford for 40th place on
the alltime list.
Expos 7, Meta 3
Warren Cromartie hit two
home runs and Montreal
scored four unearned runs as
the Mets tied a team record
with six errors, three of them
in the Expos'five-run first inning.

"It was a bad day," said
Metz Manager Joe Torre."We
win as a unit and we lose as a
unit. This was a team effort."
Cards 7, Plills 2
Pete Vuciovich pitched a
five-hitter and also doubled in
two runs as St. Louis defeated
Philadelphia. Ken Oberkfell's
two-run triple capped a threerun upnsing in the sixth inning
for the Cards that broke open
the game.
Padres 9, Dodgers 5
Rick Wise doubled in a pair
of runs and posted his first win
of the year with relief help
from Steve Mura as San Diego
beat Los Angeles. The Padres
tied a club record with six
stolen bases.
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Matlack, Tanana, McCatty Make Pitching Comebacks

By WILLIAM R. BARNARD
AP Sports Writer
While Jon Matlack and
Frank Tanana continued their
comebacks from serious arm
injuries that sidelined them
much of one season,Steve McCatty returned from an ego injury of one day.
Matlack handcuffed the
Cleveland Indians on five hits
and ran his consecutive
scoreless innings streak to 18
Tuesday night to lead the
Texas Rangers to_ a. 3-0 vietory.
Tanana, making his first
start after tendinitis in his
shoulder forced him to miss

three months last season, pitched a complete game and
scattered eight hits as the
California Angels defeated the
Minnesota Twins 3-1.
McCatty, meanwhile,
recovered from a less serious
blow. The 6-foot-3 Oakland
righthander was bombed for
five runs in 12-3 innings Monday night, but Manager Billy
Martin started him again
Tuesday night and he responded • with eight innings of
shutout pitching as the A's
bombed the Seattle Mariners
12-3.
In the other two American
League games, the Chicago
Nhite Sox defeated the New

Murray-Calloway County Swim
Team Concludes Summer Plans
The Murray-Calloway County Swim Team Executive
Board has completed plans for
the spring and summer swim
program, according to Bill
Rayburn, president of the,
board.
Registration for old and new
team members will be held
Saturday, April 19, eta° a.m.
at the Cheri Theater. Parents
are requested to attend the

registration meeting to complete the necessary forms and
to obtain additional information.
The spring program will
begin the last of April at the
Murray State University pool
from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. and will
continue until the end of May.
The summer program is
scheduled to begin the first of
June at the City Park Pool.

fork Yankees 4-3 in 14 innings
ind the Baltimore Orioles
routed the Kansas City Royals
12-2.
Neither Matlack nor Tanana
had expected to go nine innings.
"I feel as though I have fully
recovered, but I should be just
going seven innings," said
Matlack. who also went nine
innings in Texas' opener with
the Yankees before being
relieved in a 0-0 game.
"I would have been happy
with seven innings and taking
a hike," said Tanana. "They
wanted me to go one more,sot
did.
"The eighth turned out to be

pretty easy, so I said, 'What fered a muscle spasm in his
the hell, let's go for nine.'"
back while warming up.
McCatty, who started his
Orioles 12, Royals 2
game with a 21.00 earned run
Rick Dempsey and Ken
average, allowed only three Singleton both hit two-run
hits through eight innings homers to pace a 12-hit attack
before needing relief help in as Baltimore won easily in its
the ninth, when Seattle scored first home game in front of a
all its runs.
record opening-day crowd of
"I found out at 7:18 (17 50,119. Jim Palmer allowed
minutes before game time
only six hits through eight innthat I'd be pitching and I was ings to earn his second victory
really excited," McCatty said. of the season.
"Usually after being knocked
White Sox 4, Yankees 3
out early, you have to just sit
Chet Lemon's bases-loaded
around the next night feeling single with two out in the botsorry for yourself and try to tom of the 14th inning ended a
recoup."
three-hour, 41-minute
Rick Langford, the schedul- marathon in chilly Chicago,
ed starter for Oakland, suf- giving the White Sox their
fourth straight victory after
an opening-day loss.
Jim Kaat,0-1, seemed on the
Truck Pullers Association.
Pullers from six states will verge of escaping a basesloadbe competing with their trucks ed, none-out jam when he forced Jim Morrison into a homeand semi-tractors.
to-first double play, but
For more information, con- Lemon drilled a line-drive
tact Robin Wood in Union City single to right after Kaat
reloaded the bases with a walk
to Lamar Johnson.

Tractor Pull To Be In Union City
The first truck and semitractor pull of the season will
be held Saturday at 7 p.m. at
the Onion County Fairgrounds
in Union City, Tenn. •
The pull is sanctioned by the
Tr -State and Tennessee

Soccer League Registration Friday
The Murray-Calloway CounThe registration fee is $6
ty Soccer League will hold its
and isfor girls only, grades 1-3
summer signup from 44o-6
and grades 4-6.
p.m. this Friday at the City
For additional information,
Park Pavilion next to the old
call Bill Whitaker at 753-0783.
courthouse.

BASEBALL AND
SOFTBALL

By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
The governments of Great
Britain and Australia have
reaffirmed their support of
President Carter's boycott of
the 1980 Moscow Olympics,
and political pressure has
been put on Canadian Prime
Minister Pierre Trudeau to
get his nation behind the
boycott.
Following a vote last Saturday by the U.S. Olympic Committee's House of Delegates to
back Carter, the boycott ap-

peared to be gaining momenIn addition, opposition
"Our conscience is clear,"
tum.
leader Joe Clark strongly con- he said. He called Carter's acLast week, the governments demned Trudeau before tions "gross and unof Japan and West Germany Canada's House of Commons precendented political incame out in support of on Tuesday for delaying a terference" in the Games and
Carter's call to boycott the decision on whether to support warned of serious repercusMoscow Games because of the an Olympic boycott.
sions for the entire Olympic
Soviets' military presence in
''We don't believe your real movement if the boycott
Afghanistan. Great Britain friends hide in the
crowd until threat was carried out.
and Australia were lined up in it's safe to stick
The support of West Geryour head
favor of the boycott earlier, out," Clark said, addressing many is considered essential
and on Tuesday, prime his remarks to
the liberal in order to swing European
ministers Margaret Thatcher government leader.
sentiment toward a boycott.
of Great Britain and Malcolm
Trudeau, meanwhile, told Willi Daurne, a West German
Fraser of Australia renewed the Commons he
would wait to member of the Internationel
their support.
see how many of the 104 Olympic Committee, had said
United Nations would con- the USOC decision would
demn the Soviets' military ac- weigh heavily on his country's
tion in Afghanistan. A decision.
Katsuji Shibata, president
spokesman for Trudeau said a
decision on a possible boycott of the Japanese Olympic Comwould not be announced mittee, also said it was "apparent the USOC's decision
before next week.
will
have a serious effect on
Thatcher also was before
us,serious enough to influence
her House of Commons, where
she told its members if Britain our position."
Japanese Prime Minister
sent a team to the Olympics,it
would be "a national Masayoshi Ohira will visit
Carter at the end of the month,
disgrace."
"Russia is using troops to and it is known he would like
to come prepared to show
hold down a people, and in
Carter a plan for a Japanese
those circumstances it would
boycott.
be quite wrong for British
The question concerning
athletes to go to Moscow if
Puerto Rico's status also rethey value their freedom as
mained unanswered. State
much as we do," Thatcher
Department officials are stusaid.
dying whether Carter's
The British Royal Yachting
boycott will extend to the U.S.
Association announced Tuescommonwealth, which tradiday it would not send a team to
tionally has participated inthe Games, but most of the nadividually in the Olympics.
tion's national sports federaThe Puerto Rico Olympic
tions favor sending a team.
Committee said it would leave
The British Olympic Commitany decision about a boycott to
tee will make its final decision
its individual sports federabefore the May 24 deadline for
tions.
accepting invitations from
Thus far, the State DepartMoscow.
ment says it has counted 31
At the same time, Fraser
countries that have said
sent telegrams to the 61
publicly they will boycott the
•3 Boneless Whitemeat
delegates of the Australian
Games and 21 others which
Chicken Planks®
Olympic Federation, saying a
have said so privately. That
boycott was in the best na- figure, however, includes
'Fresh Cole Slaw
tional interest. "The governcountries, like Britain, whose
•2 Crunchy Hushpuppies
ment confidently expects that
decisions could be reversed by
'Golden Fryes
the decision made by the U.S.
their Olympic committees.
Olympic Committee will be
The Soviet Union has said it
followed in other countries
has received official notificaand that there will be an effection from only seven countries
tive boycott," Fraser said in
saying they will not attend.
the telegrams.
The IOC's executive board
As in Great Britain, the
says it will meet with Olympic
Australian federation will
leaders from' Europe, Kenya
long
make that country's final deciAir rupts reose,
onci
and the United States before
sion. - •
and after next Tuesday's
In Moscow, Vitaly G. Smirmeetings. with the internanov,first vice president of the
tional sports federations.
Soviet Olympic Organizing
SEAFOOD SHOPPES
Although it is certain the subCommittee, said those hurt by
ject will be the boycott, the
711 South 12th St.)r
a boycott would be athletes,
IOC made no mention of a
fans and businesses — not the
•
Murray, Ky.
boycott in its brief statement
Soviets.
Tuesday.

1CHICKEN
DINNER
SPECIAL
$199 Thru May 4

cLong(johnSilverN.

""wnlerwwweisears••••••••^^

MIKE JOHNSON, an assistant professor in the art departmen
t at Murray State and
coach of the Murray-Calloway County Swim Team is shown giving instruction
s during
the winter training program.

ATTENTION SOFTBALL GROUPS

Great Britain, Australia, Voice Support
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Attention!!

TEAM UNIFORMS FOR
LADIES AND MEN

CHURCH LEAGUE
TEAMS

Fastest Service and Finest
Quality Available! !

Special

Special Team Discounts!
when you buy your uniforms &
equipment at Dennison-Hunt

Discounts
For Church Groups

NO DELAY!!
We have uniforms in stock
with a complete lettering and
numbering

service done in

our

store

Jerseys starting as low as '3.00
WE OFFER SEWN ON LMERS
AS A SPECIALTY

SHOES
•Pumo •Adidos'Spot-Bill
•Wilson •Boto •Pony
•Nike
From

$595

Sizes

1-3

to $2995

GLOVES
By Wilson, Rawling,
Dudley, Howard-Carroll
From

$495 $7995

BATS
By Wilson, Rawlings
Worth, Dudley, "Bombat'
Wood from
Abe Deasy Restricted FEW Ibis

$495
Metal from

$095

We offer QUALITY as well as DISCOUNT Prices!

ik
SPORTING GOODS
"Everything for the SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
753-5083

1203 N. Chestnut

Murray, Ky.

n

VAGE
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Logan Circuit Court
—Jury Convicts Man
Of Murder Tuesday

HEALTH
Help for 'rummy' nose

RUSSELLVILLE, Ky. Al'
Lawrence 1. Lamri. M.D. — A Logan Circuit Court jury
convItted Paul Henley of
murder Tuesday after be
flow through the skin and. It's probably also a good idea
DEAR DR LAMB - A king
c'onsequentls to the skin over to eliminate coffee, tea and presented no defense and
tune ago I read in sour
attorney
the nose may contribete to the all drinks containing caffeine. refused to permit
column about blood vessels on
problem
However. people which, by the way, include to cross-examine witnesses.
the nose Mine are broken and
who have never had a drop of chocolate
The jury recommended a 50I m afraid my nose will
become bulbous. Vow. article alcohol to drink may develop
DEAR DR LAMB — If you year prison term for Henley,
mentioned a medication that such a nose In the extreme eat a lot of sugar and then charged with the fatal
you can take to prevent this I case, plastic surgery is some- drink alcohol, will you lose
shooting of his mother-in-law,
times required to produce a weight' Does
asked my doctor about it and
the alcohol Yvonne
Parris, last
more acceptable looking nose
he said it was just from blowwork on the sugar somehow'
Individuals who have any
November at her home in
ing one's nose the wrong way
DEAR READER — That's Russellville.
His, by the way, is really bad. evidence of this, such as lots
I realize no physician can of prominent veins, can be put a pretty wild question Sugar
His attorney, Thomas Noe,
has a lot of calories and conknow everything so I dropped on tetracycline antibiotics
told the court that Henley
the sub.ject. It's getting worse. For best results, tetracycline tributes to obesity Alcohol
though. and before it's beyond is given as 500 milligrams has even more calories — sev- originally planned to plead
and is guilty but changed i mind
the help of medication I'd twice a day. As the condition en calories per gram
appreciate some information begins to improve, the dose a major cause of the national because he didn't want "the
from you on what could be may be reduced to 250 milli- problem of obesity, because judge and the attorneys to
done about it
grams daily, as even more there are so many people who determine his punishment. He
DEAR READER — It's not improvement is noted, it may drink too much alcohol. The wanted a jury to do it."
uncommon to have increased eventually be reduced to 250 only thing that alcohol and
Noe said Henley felt that "it
sugar do together is to make
prominence of small veins in milligrams every other day
the nose as a person gets
If the condition begins to you fat. Neither contains any was God's will that he be
older It's part of life Howev- flare up after the antibiotic is important vitamins or miner- punished publicly and had no
er, if you're talking about the stopped, it can be reinstituted. als that are useful for your desire to make excuses for
problem of acne rosacea. Some doctors recommend health.
what he had done."
Readers who want informawhich is the enlarged bulbous continuing a low dosage of
red nose that some people tetracycline for a year or tion about alcohol can send 75
develop, there are things that more to induce a good remis- cents with a long, stamped,
can be done to help prevent sion The exact reason that self-addressed envelope for
progression of the condition.
the antibiotic helps is not The Health Letter number 14It used to be said that peo- known but it is a well-docu- 6, Alcohol Can Be Hazardous
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
to Your Health. Send your
nose
large
ple with the
red
mented observation.
had a "rummy nose- and it
A 49-year-old mute was in jail
In addition, an individual request to Dr. Lamb, in care
was associated with drinking with such a problem should of this newspaper, P.O. Box
Tuesday, charged with the
alcohol. It is true that any- avoid all alcohol, hot foods 1551, Radio City Station, New sledgehammer beating of his
thing that increases the blood and drinks and spicy foods. York. NY 10019.
74-year-old father Monday
night.
William W. Holley was
This Is Your Invitation To Hear
charged with first-degree
assault and was being held in
lieu of $7,500 bond. His father,
Hazel Kentucky
William E. Holley, was in fair
IN A SOUL STIRRING SERIES OF
condition in Good Samaritan
Hospital's intensive care unit.
Officer Gay Tincher, the
policewoman who answered a
neighbor's call at the younger
Holley's apartment, said the
beating apparently followed a
SONG LEADER — JIM WINEINGER — PALESTINE, TEXAS
heated argument.
Sunday: Class 10 a.m.-Worship 11 a.m.
. The younger Holley cannot
Services-Sunday Night thru Friday Night at 7:30
talk because his larynx was
removed in a cancer operation, she said, adding he refus5 MILES EAST OF MURRAY 0,N OLD POTTERTOWN ROAD, HWY. 280
ed to give a written statement.
For Transportation Call: 753-3629 or 753-4661
The elder Holley was unable to
giveldetails to polite.

his
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Home
Owned
Operated
Store
Hours
8a.m. to
11:00 p.m.
Everyday

Storey's

FOOD
GIANT

Prices Good
Wed. 4-16
thru
Tues. 4-22

Storey's Meats...A Super Way To Save

Mute Man Charged
In Hammer Beating

USDA Choke .
Fatally Pad

CUBE
STEAK

BILL DILLION

Gospel Meetings
April 13-18 1980

Pleasant Valley Church of Christ

ound Family Pack

Sliced SI ay Family Pock

Pork Loin End

leef

$149
lb.

Roast
Roast
Beef Liver

.•

USDA Choice Boneless Sirloin

Tip-Steak
Pork Chops
Roast

l bsin

Field

USDA Choice Boneless Rump

lb

/
1
4 Loin

lb

$219

Field

Sliced

lb

$1 29

Bac 1
Bolo na
Proleaguers

lb

99'

Boston Butt Pork

r.. Canned

Williams Pork

lb 99'

$139

Sausage

lb

SMOKED
PICNIC

SALE
'
50
$

Sliced 79' Lb.

power
Streak 78
A711.1•301ackwall,
plus $155 FEY,
needed
no trade

Fits American

Subcompacts!
POOMII!
More Sloes SPUD

construction 101
• Etiag ply
cushioned ride, dePend•

nglid
bdley iraT
aPribiellydye•teanrdcloOrd
o
d

• six-rib road gripping
tread deallr

Sale Ends
Sat. Night

All Plants &
Vegetable Sets

-PRODUCE
CARROTS

69'

Polyglas...Goodyear's
Famous Belted Performer
Cushion Belt Polyglas

1175•13
whitewall,
Sipls SS
FET and
old tire

.Double fiberglass cord belts for strength

DELI

SEED POTATOES
LEMONS

Sul

1 Lb. Bag
$1 00

• Double polyester cord body plies for ride

For

Col

PARTS
PROTECT MOVING

tube &Oil

Change
i7xb:aztovaa:ris

88

• Oil
-3
9 po,ii4rt

Cul filter

Chasm!
change •
TS:heck
fi
fi.41a:n
Ie

sera it meded
Lubrication

•
Brake
lire
Battery cetiles •
"
w1ter.lev-arl'•
please cal,
light trucks
".inc.'Itodve'S'r,""eneyr I'musitrts end
for

Winter Tire
Changeover

$399 0isrno001 2of

or
in.
om rear
Wheels
pacf and
adsust
front and
spare tore
inflation

$1788

GREEN ONIONS
BROCCOLI

$ 1 00

each

WI

994

INCLUDES TWO
PLASTtC STORAGEFREE
BAGS

Front-End Alignment-Your Choice

REGULAR
FRONT-END
ALIGNMENT
SERVICE

Ba
4

88

CELERY

Ap

3 Lb. Bag

494

394
EACH

LIFETIME* ALIGNMENT
AGREEMENT

Spi

Each

You pay Only once, Prom tnen on. we'll
align your (ball front end at no charge
ewe', 5 000 miles or •vnernever it s needed
for es long as T.,
..••: your car No omens.% No hassle No fooling.
.1

.00112

• Inspect all four tired • Set castor camber. and toe to proper
alignment • Inspect suspension end steering systems
Most us cars Foreign core at our option Front wheel drive
and Chevettes extra Paris and additional service, extra if
needed

=maw Goodyeor

Just Say 'Charge It'
WPI°14.°19
Oteije

SeAllin•

IN,

Account

Use ens of IheSe 7 our.,

."

:4
reP•Seeitot
b
Charge • Oils • affierPcen
Express Card •Certe Blanche
• Diners Clue • (401

•LIPITIME ALIGNMENT
For as long as sou own tour car we will etched t and align Me front end. if needed.
ovary S 'NAM. or 5.000 maim
or whenever needed Valid only it the Goodyear
Service Store where purchased Oft, does not cover the reelecting,' of tires end or
Sorts Met become were or damaged Agreement void if Wei, svorli electing Ma
alignment PS performed by soy other outlet

COUPON
:lent One Per Folinly

op.4„, yEA
740.

1 215•Aterrey
753-051S

Goodyear Service Store
Store Hours: 7:30 a.m. until 6:00 pm. Mon.'Sat.

Store Alottoger,
Norman Hagedens

$

19

Good Ord! Al Storey's
Exp. 4-22-80

Automatic
Dishwasher

sauce
26 sr $1 09

5011.

Good Oily At Storey's
Exp. 4-22-80

Good Oily Al Storey 1
Exp. 4-22-80

COW
Limit One P
St..Put
Fab,

Softe
$1

994

irk o,

Good Only Al Storey'I
Exp 4 22 80

A

Good Only A
Exp

4 :
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Home
Owned &
Operated
Store
Hours
8a.m. to
11:00 p.m.
Everyday

Bel Air
Center
Limit
Rights
Reserved

Prices Good
Wed. 4-16
thru
Tues. 4-22

111
ly Pack

Peter Pan

Fresh ;

PORK
STEAK

PEANUT BUTTER

Sliced SI 3)Family Pock

29

Food Giant Who

Bacs 1
Bolo na
Prol eaguers

lb

Showboat Pork &

S1 59

99 Detergent

Beans

49 07

4/99'

1 5 oz

Field

19

Field

Flour

1

99'

5 lo

Sunflower

$109

Kraft Miracle

Corn Meal

'

S109

Whip

32 oz.

Kraft

S249

Velveeta

r• Canned

$549

39

3 lb.

Gold Medal

$139
lb

12 oz

$199

isicsiirtening

Enfamil Baby

Bounty Paper

Formula

Towels

le•

jumbo

85'

3 lb

Nabisco Scdti

Hyde Park

CRACKER
513!

ICE MILK

Chick

BA

1 lb. Pkg.

DELICATESSEN BAKERY

ditel

Submarine Sand.
Cole Slaw

store made

l4
'

lb

89'
89'

NATIVE

Kleenex

Kingsford

Bathroom
Tissue

Paper
Towels

Charcoal

troll

TRW .

10 lb. bog

jumbo roll

99g

584

Reg. 51.19

i

TRNNING OIL

Purina
Fish Ahoy

Planters

Cat
Food

Potato
Chips

lb.

69'
$1°9
Applesauce Date Cake
3/99"
Spice Balls

twin pok

1805.

White Bread

We
Accept
U.S.
Gov't
Food
Stamps

594

894

Reg. BO'

Reg. $1.18

Country Time
Lemonade
MIX
31 oz.

$1 89
Reg. $2.04

Reg. 85'
REGMAP

Baked Ham

Soft & Pretty

$219
Reg. $2.74

Native Tan
Regular
Tanning Oil
1) 01

Pre -Priced
Dore

Dishwashing
Liquid

Tender Chunks

Dog
Food
14 oz. can

4/$100
Reg. 37'
Texsun

Grapefruit
Juice
46 oz.

794
Reg. $3.89

Reg. $1.15

Reg. 90'

-4--Frozen & Dairy Special
Pet Ritz

Cobblers

2607

Everiresh

Donuts
COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

e Per Family
tomatk
Swisher

Limit One Per Family
Ste- Put likie
Fabric

limit One Per Family
Pillsbury
Ready to Use

Limit One Per Family
Pillsbury Plus

1 , m ,t One Per Family
Final Touch
Fabric •

All
$1
"

Softener

Frosting

1UPON

16' r •t

rwr am% me ...or

4.1,

99

Good Only At Storey s
Fop 4 22 80

Geed Only Al Slaty's
Exp 4 22 80

Al Stmt.;
4 22 80

••••

41
,

Cake Mixes
11 or

2/$1 29
Good OM, Al Pore, s
Fop 4 22 80

Softener
94 or

$249

Good Only At Storey's
Fop 4 22 80

14 oz 994

Scot Lad

Orange Juice
Scot Lad

Margarine

12 oz

1 lb
qtrs

874

2/8tic

Kroft Fullmoon Colby & Cheddar

14 oz

$199

CASH POT

Last Week's
Winner

4.01
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Your individual
Horoscope

Prices Good Thurs. thru Sunday

GET TO
KNOW US

Frames DrIalt
FOR THURSDAY,
APRIL 17, IMO
What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign
ARIES
!Mar. 21 to Apr. 19
Watch carelessness re
details at work. Writing
projects and lectures are
favored. Opponents may try to
twist your words.
TAURUS
'
(Apr. 20 to May 201 1:14W
Insight is your friend if
you'll use it. Be perceptive
about self and money matters.
Use common sense. Avoid
extravagance.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20i
Share your woes with a
friend and soon you'll be your
merry self. A party finds you
in a witty, clever and jovial
mood.
CANCER
(June 21 to July Mi 030
You may tire of the social
scene. Alone, by yourself.
you're liable to fritter away
your time. Use leisure hours to
good purpose.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)4124
Advice about a career or
legal Matter is of benefit. So is
a heart-to-heart talk with a
friend. Watch careless speech
and spending too.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
You're in the mood to fight
city hall. Instead, get good
counsel. Scrutinize career
proposals. Somethint is too
good to be true.
LIBRA
eni
Sept. 20 to Oct. 22 1
A loved one has good advice_
Avoid wishful thinking and
listen to reason. Don't take
others' suggetions as a
personal affront.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21
You're in an argumentative
mood, but you can further
your cause by not acting
emotionally. Be level-headed
and flexible, esp re joint
assets.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Work goes better if you. put
some fun into it. You're inclined to exaggerate. Stick to
the issues in talks with close
ones.
CAPRICORN
iDec. 22 to Jan. 19
Instead of demanding
rights, make others feel
relaxed and comfortable.
Don't let work slide. Common
sense decisions work at home.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. 181 -•••••
You're an effective communicator now. Loved ones
will
understand
your
viewpoint, if you take the time
to explain it to them.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 201 )(C
.
Mentally, it may be difficult
to concentrate, if other things
are on your mind. Your
judgment though is good in
financial matters.
YOU BORN TODAY are at
home in the corporate world
and may have a special affinity for law and banking.
You like to function in an
advisory capacity in business
and are also interested in
reform. You have a flair for
self-expression, which will
serve you well in advertising.
broadcasting, acting and
writing. „you have teaching
ability and may have an interest in philosophy or
religion. You're an executive,
but are most effective when
you utilize the lighter touch.

800 Winchester
Rockwell Workers
Are Laid Off
WINCHESTER,Ky. AP)—
Eight hundred Rockwell International employees have been
laid off at the Winchester
plant, but will be recalled
Monday. according to personnel manager Gary Collins.
The plant, which manufactures truck axles, employs
about 1,300 workers.
Collins said the week-long
layoff was due to "a general
softening of the economy and
particularly to the lengthy
strike
of
International
Harvester Corp., one of
Rockwell's
major
customers."

for Greater Savings

If you haven't been to
Rose's lately, you have a
wonderful experience in store... A New "Shopping"
Experience in every department... Come See... Come Save!

Men's Jogging Shorts
Pull-on style logging shorts for
men
Many solid colors with
contrasting trim and elastic waist
Sizes 30 to 42

400
PAIR

Reg
4 97

Say'

3C

Wh

Men's Terry Sport Shirts
Short sleee terry shirts some with
button neck and pointed collars
some with V-neck Sizes S to XL
Many solid colors

Men's
Gold Award

6?

0

EACH

Reg.

Hefty
wheelbz
steel ha
Measurr

6.97

Pack of Six
Athletic Socks
297

Crew Sock
Asst. Colors

Terry Cloth
Shirt
600

Fits Sizes
10-1

PKG

Package of six pair of men s athletic
socks
White with color trim
Slightly irregular

Save 288,r2/$1
"

Sensational Savings On...
Webbed
Lawn
Furniture

Tc
Terry
Cloth
Jogging
Shorts
raoo

...handsome
durable and
comfortable
Handsome outdoor group made for
comfort and durability. Features
strong aluminum frames with
supporter spreader bar and colorcoordinated plastic arms and leg tips
Choose web chair, rocker or lounger

WEB CHAIR

WEB ROCKER

WEB LOUNGEA

8P,9 101?
51

Get To Know
Us For. . . A

16 99

mazing Prices on...

Athletic
Socks

297
,<
241/2" Outdoor
BRAZIER GRILL
8

24/i-inch brazier grill has
tubular steel legs that resist
tilts Several cooking heights9
1FE:lir
eg
for fast or slow cooking
10 99

Cool Savings on Top
Brands of Coolers or Jug
JUG

PLAYMATE

1Rie?
6
/
57
Reg
1.99

Charcoal or
Lighter Fluid

COOLER

FLUID

580 2!

9
8
Reg8

897

CHARCOAL

23.97

Reg 77C

Handled 's gallon picnic jug has easy open wide mouth Igi000
Little Playmate* holds 9-12 ounce cans Thermos' 53 quart
cooler is ideal for family picnics

Reg 237

20 pound bag of Imperial charcoal
briquets are easy to light and are
long-burning Quart cans of Bar-0Lite charcoal lighter fluid LIMIT 1
EA,

Quality "Name Brand' Selections...

LIMIT 4

4.75 Oz.
Tone,
Soap

2.5 Oz.
Ban.
Roll-On

11 Oz.
Body
On Tap.

78C

137
EACH

E?cT

Moisturizing 'soap
with cocoa butter in
475 oz (net wt
bar

Regular or unscented Ban* Roll-on in
25 fl oz bottles

LIMIT 1 EA.

Central Shopping Center

LIMIT 1 EA

11 fluid ounce Body
on Tape shampoo
ormal or dry
formulas

Johnson's.
Baby
Products
lEACH
16 oz. Johnson's Baby
Oil or 11 fl. oz Baby
Shampoo
LIMIT 1 EA.

9-9 Mon.-Sat. 1-6 Sunday
fr
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Prices Good Thur. thru Sunday

THE
ACES®

GET TO
KNOW U

IRA G CORN JR
• A little learfung Is a dangerous thing, but a lot of
ignorance is just as had -Bob Edwards_

Save 7.99. . .

for Greater Sa

Electric Line
Trimmer

ng

Save 6.20 on.. .

3 Cubic Foot
Wheelbarrow

25

157

Reg 32 99

7
2i
1=ieg
97

Electric-powered
weed
and
grass trimmer edger with total
automatic line fee Built for
years of use

Hefty 3 cubic foot capacity
wheelbarrow has one inch tubular
steel handles and undercarriage cross
Measures 54' X

Dependable
Douglas Garden Tools
Hoe.
Rake.
Cultivator3 EA
Long
Handled
Shovel
EA.
Choose broom rake. 4

99

499

,

prong cultivator, wooden
handle garden hoe or
tempered round point
steel shovel

FoldingR 466
Fence 217
Section
eg
10 foot length with baked-on.
DuPont` vinyl base enamel finish

Top Names for Low Prices...

AL AYS
AT ROSES

Brand Name Laundry
Cleaners and Softeners
.Values too good to miss

NORTH

49 Uz.
Fab

127

WEST
4Q108
11 A Q 9 7 6
•J8
4Q10

Re'i 1

Limit 1

Easy
Monday
Bleach

LEMON
PLEDGE

One gallon jug of Easy
Monday Bleach for all
washable fabrics.
Gets clothes their
whittest. limit 2

Waxes
InstanIty

33 fluid ounce Downy
Fabric Softener
reduces static cling
and leaves your wash
smelling April fresh

LIMIT 2

As Your Dust

9

67 89c

Marcal
Facial Tissue

$1

4

Bounty* Paper Towels,the quicker picker
upper. with 100, 2-ply sheets per
roll. Limit 2 4-roll facial soft White
Cloud* Bathroom Tissue in white and
pastel colors _Limit,
Marcal* facial
tissues with 100, 2-ply tissues per
hcx Limit 4

gs for Do-it Yourselfers...
Furnance
Filters

Save $1 on. . .

Save 2P

Rain Dance
Wax...Paste
or Liquid

Qt. Size

39EACH
7

;HAVOLIN
SUPER PREMIUM
II imam um irisla

Reg. 4.97
Popular sizes available, easy to install
Promotes a more
economical heating or
cooling system

16 fl oz liquid or 14
oz (net wt ) paste
keeps on beading and
shining, rain or shine.
wash after wash

Central Shopping Center

—

Limit 6 Qts.

Havoline Motor Oil

7
,
2

QT

10W40 blend Havoline
Surfer Premium oil in
quart size cans
Lubricates engine
parts quickly

North—
1-*
2•
4*
4•
5*
Pass

East
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

67

Bid with Corn

p==,
ucoiiiir-"ssr
••

7

Case of Twelve
Cola Glasses

288
Reg
388

Practical and useful cola
glasses in economical
cases of twelve glasses
Clear with heavy bottoms

1488
Reg 19.97

West
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

dummy had complete
control. West's forced heart
lead was ruffed with
dummy's trtiinp nine: —the
trump jack drew East's last
trump and dummy could
claim the rest with good
spades

Steel
Car
Ramps

Reg. 99'

South
1W
24
3NT
4•
4 NT
64

Opening lead Spade eight

Save 504

SAVE
s1

2

Easy To
Install

Vulnerable: East-West.
Dealer: South. The bidding:

$2.17

Reg 1 27

Quality Paper Products
that are Value Wise Buys
White Cloud
Bath Tissue

SOUTH
•9
K543
•KQ 5%1
ilhAK 75

Reg.

Savings Everyday at Roses...
Bounty
Towels

EAST
•J 4 2
•J8
0109732
*86 4

Net Wt. 140z.
Reg. 87'

33 Oz.
Downy,.

4-16-A

•AK7653
10 2
•A
*J 9 3 2

Stock up now and Save...
c:t Buy, All ieri
perature Fab economical 49 oz (net
WI) boxes Has lemon
freshened borax

If you know beforehand
that a game would fall.
would you be silly enough to
bid a slam') If your answer
is an obvious "no." read on
In today's thriller. Brazil
managed one down at four
spades while Italy played
well to make six clubs.
In the 1979 World Championship, Italy reached the
'slam. using Italian cue bidding methods after North's
decided preference to play
in clubs. Meanwhile, in the
replay the Brazilians landed
in four spades played by
North
Against the spade game,
defeat was swift. East led
the heart jack and three
rounds of hearts allowed
East to score his spade jack.
- Later. West also took a
spade trick and the game
went one down.
At six clubs. South -s heart
king was protected and
West chose to lead a spade.
Benito Garozzo (South) won
dummy's ace and decided to
establish the dummy as the
master hand At trick two.
he ruffed a low spade vtith
ht5 five .of trumps and then
played his ace of-trumps_
West's trump 10 was an
itriguing card and Garozzo
decided that had it been a
singleton, he wouldn't have
made his slam anyway. So
he went about the business he had started.
A diamond was led to
dummy's ace and a third
spade was ruffed with the
club king' The king and
queen of diamonds took care of dummy's heart losers and
now declarer led his last
club.
West's queen won. but

All steel one
ramps support
tons in pairs
incline to
slipping

9-9 Mon.-Sat. 1-6 Sunday

piece car
up to
Peforated
prevent

2'

South holds
41 9
•K 5 4 3
•K Q 5 4
4 A K 75
South
I•

North
1•

ANSWER: Two clubs Not
enough strength to reverse to
two hearts and a suit contract
appears best
--Send bridge questims to The .A..es.
1'0 MA 123e3 Dallas. Texas 75229.
woh sell-addressed stamped envelope
lor reph

Middlesboro Man
Arraigned In
Fatal Shooting
PINEVILLE, Ky. 1AP — A
Middlesboro man will be arraigned Wednesday in connection with the fatal shooting of
two other
Middlesboro
residents, officials said Tuesday.
Charles England and Lonnie
Partin were killed at a Middlesboro residence early Monday, apparently during an
argument, said Mickilesboro
Police Sgt. Wayne Barnett.
He said two murder warrants were issued against
Doyle Honeycutt, who was injured in the shooting and
hospitalized.
Honeycutt was taken Tuesday to Bell County Jail at
Pineville, and a jail
spokesman said he would be
arraigned Wednesday before
Bell County District Judge
Kelly(lore
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By Attorney General's Opinion

Damper Put On Phqses By Names On Ballot

peatt,

BY SY RAMSES
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky !API —
An attorney general's opinion
has put the damper on !he use
of phrases with a candidate's
By Abigail Van Buren
name on the ballot.
The consequence is that the
secretary of state's office will
refuse to certify for inclusion
on the ballot such phrases used by at least two congressional candidates.
Ray •'I Am a Democrat"
DEAR ABBY: I am a .1:i-year-old girl. My parents were
divorced when I was 2, and my mother agreed that my Adkins of Whitesburg, a
father should have no obligation to her or me. I never saw Democratic candidate in the
him again. My mother died 8IX years ago and I have been 7th District, will be placed on
living with my aunt and uncle. (She's my mother's stater.) the ballot as just Ray Adkins.
I've always wanted to see my father but I had -no idea
"Stop the Bus" George
where he was. I remember my mother saying once that Dad Tolhurst of Louisville, a
had a brother living in St. Louis, so I got up the nerve to call Democratic candidate in the
him on the phone. I told him who I was, and said I didn't 3rd District will be on the
want to cause any troale, but I wanted to get in touch with
ballot minus the bus label.
my father. He said my father was married and had a family
Brady Miracle, executor
— that he'd never told anyone that he had been married
before or had a daughter. He refused to give me my father's director of the state Board of
number or even tell me where he was, but he said if I gave Elections, said Tuesday the
him my number he would give it to my father in case he secretary bf state sought
wanted to call me.
clarification on the matter.
I gave it to him, and didn't hear anything from anybody
Assistant Attorney General
for five months, so I called my uncle again, and he told me I Walter Herdman noted in his
should quit looking for my father because he didn't want to reply that previous advisory
a
see me. The aunt and uncle I live with don't know I called
my uncle in St. Laths. They would have a fit if they knew opinion said titles such as
because they hate my father. (Everybody on my mother's 'Dr.," "Sen." and "Col.",
although not legally part of a
side does.)
What do you advise me to do? I really want to know my candidate's name, have to be
certified if they appear that
dad.
LOOKING FOR DAD way on nominating papers.
He added:
DEAR LOOKING: Your father has been told where
"Where, however, a canhe can reach you, so if he chooses not to get in touch didate inserts on his
with you, forget him. Perhaps when you are older,
you may want to pursue this search, but for the time nominating papers superficial
phrases in connection with or
being, dear, cool it.
as part of his name, which can
DEAR ABBY: INVISIBLE WIFE shouldn't feel too bad in no way be legally relevant
about not being included in two wedding invitations to his name or normally used
addressi:d only to her physician husband. At least the guest in conjunction therewith, such
hat was made up by outsiders.
as an .honorary tile or
, My husband looked me straight in the eye and told me nickname, we are of the opithat he was attending "a little retirement party- for one of
his employees (female). I later learned die he had been the nion that such phrases should
host to this $1,000 sit-down dinner at an exclusive hotel: the not be included in the cerguest list included several couples that we socialize with, tification to the various clerks.
"We base this conclusion on
plus all his employees, whom -I know well.
Abby, I have worked hard and long so that he is now able the general and universal
to afford such things, and imagine the shock when three rule. that statutes must not
days later a friend who had attended this "little retirement be so construed as to lead to an
party- asked if I had been ill and unable to attend. Please absurd or impractical conclucomment.
sion."
. NO FRUMP IN BEL AIR
In another opinion, which
DEAR NO FRUMP: I nominate your husband for has the force of law, the attorney general's office said
"Stinker of the Year."
the Kentucky Housing CorDEAR ABBY: There is a self-made businessman in our poration must 'make public
town, a bachelor, who has made a lot of money and is very certain records on an audit remuch in demand socially. This man never writes to accept quested by Teresa Ann Isaac,
or decline an invitation — or to thank his hostess after he a Lexington attorney.
has enjoyed her hospitality. He always uses the telephone.
The issue stems from a suit
(He travels a lot and usually calls long-distance, which
by Samuel T. Isaac &
flatters the recipient.)
I'm sure he telephones instead of writes because he has Associates Inc. which later
was dropped.
had very little education (sixth grade, perhaps) and he
The housing agency providprobably can't spell or write very well. However, he is
extremely articulate orally.
ed one audit, but said another
Would you say that a phone call to convey thanks is did not exist in its files.
adequate and proper? I was taught that the personally
Ms. Isaac said that even
written note was the only socially acceptable way.
though the litigation has been
ETTA KETT settled out
of court, she still
DEAR ETTA: An expression of thanks, written, seeks a copy of an audit last
telephoned or sent by carrier pigeon, is "adequate— __July. under the Open Records
Act.
and proper," if it's prompt and sincere.
"A claim of confidentiality

Don't Pursue
"Dropout" Dad

between a. countant and client
cannot be used to defeat the inspection of a record which is
otherwise not exempt by law,"
Assistant Attorney Carl Miller
said in reference to the audit
by Coopers and Lybrand.
"The Kentucky Housing
Corporation s'hould make a
proper response to your request."
Miller said if the record is
not in the 'housing agency's
possession, it should obtain a
copy from the accountant and

make it available for inspection.
In open records issues, the
attorney general's opinion is
binding, subject to appeal to
the courts.
In another opinion, the Lake
Emergency
Cumberland
Medical Services at Campbellsville was achlsed that a
district judge cannot order the
ambulance service to
transport the mentally ill to a
hospital.
"The Legislature has deter

LEXINGTON, Ky. (. AP —
The attorney for a Lexington
physician convicted of sex
crimes against 11 young boys
has filed for a new trial in
Fayette Circuit Court.
In his motion, James Early
said Dr. Kenneth Payne was
denied a fair trial. He cited
closure of parts of the trial to
reporters and the public,
denial of a request to hold the
trial in another city and Judge
Charles Tackett's instructions
to the jury.

operateti devices for esthetic
and age value would not violation state law if they are not
intended for gambling.

Dr. R. J. Charette
are pleased to announce
the opening of
their office in

The Medical-Arts Building

Early said prosecutors enjoyed an advantage because
Tackett closed the trial during
testimony by the juveniles. He
also said Tackett failed to tell
jurors all the options for a verdict.
Payne was convicted on all
29 counts of an indictment
alleging sodomy, use of a
minor in a sexual performance and sexual abuse. The
jury recommended all his
sentences be combined in one
20-year term. His sentencing
hearing is set for May 9.

300 South 8th Street
Suite 204
Murray, Ky.
Practice Limited To
Orthopedic Surgery
(Bone & Joint Reconstruction, Fractures, Sports Injuries
Hand Surgery)

Phone 753-8896
COUPON

Br 98

SQUEEZABLE

VIVA

SPONGES

JOY

PACKAGE OF 12

PAPER
TOWELS

DISHWASHING
LIQUID

JUMBO 11..
66 WITHOUT COUPON
OMIT 2 WITH COUPON

22 02 BOTTLE

EXPIRES 4-21 80

LIMIT 2 WITH COUPON

EXPIRES 4-21-80

68'
vicr NOur COUPON
(BEGLEY4

BEGLEY'S

NATURAL
HIGH POTENCY

IRON
SUPPLEMENT

7S Sit, It Si
111(.11
14)11
Ile Ps.
SUPPI I NII
•0 n‘s
IOU.

11 QUART
PLASTIC
97c

PAIL

594

BAYER
WITHOUT COUPON

p...4..

ASPIRIN

(BEGLEY'S

BOTTLE OF 100

2"
COUPONJ

01E9lAY'S 4WITHOUT

BROOM
ExP'RES 4 21 80

MR. NEAT

30 GALLON

For

ASPIRIN 40

CORN

COUPON

PACKAGE OF 10

BAYER

COUPON EXPIRES 4 21 80
190

EXPIRES 4 21 80

COUPON

EXPIRES 4 2/ 80

694

II

L EXPIRES 4-21-80

WITHOUT COUPON

WITH HANDLE

CCOUPON

HICKORY HUT
Hot Dogs 4

And Ronnie Durungan of
Ashland was advised that the
possession of antique slot
machines and other corn-

Dr. J.W. Golberg and

Physician Files For New
Trial In Circuit Court

TRASH BAGS

•••• COUPON....

nuned that tfits is a duty which
is to be performed, without exception, by the sheriff," it
said.

222

WITH RED HANDLE

EXPIRES 4-21 80

WITHOUT COUPOk

"LOVE
MY
CARPET"
RUG &ROOM
DEODORIZER

COUPON

COTTON

and ho,..:17.
jeo. dorizer

FRESHENS CARPETS Es ROOMS
AS YOU VACUUM

MOP

• LIMIT 2 WITH COUPON

COUPON

Boneless Fully Cooked

127

Smoked Ham $149
L.

79'

1 54 WITHOUT COUPON

WITHOUT COUPON
(BEGLEY'S 41

DOM GOOD MU 4!2V10

1"
LIMIT 2 WITH COUPON I
WITHOUT COUPON
(BEGLEY'S

SOME ITEMS NOT •VAKAIILE IN ALL STORES

SALE ENDS APRIL 21st.

REVIVAL

BEGLEY'S

You are invited to hear

DRUG

HARVEY STARLING
Iternational Evangelist of Florence, Ala.
Congregational Singing Directed By

JERRY BOLLS

OUANTTe RIGHTS RESISTED

EXPIRES 421.80 COUPON

EXPIRES 4 21 80

COUPON

ALUMINUM

LAWN CHAIR

CHAISE LOUNGE
PISTOL GRIP

44

p.m. —"Why

NOZZLE

58
6

13"
WITHOUT COUPON

WITHOUT COUPON

Saturday, April 19-730 p.m.,
Greatest
Com-God's
mandment"

Sunday, April,20-10:40 a.m., "A
Time For Revival (twice)

Sunday, April 20-8:30 a.m.,
"There Is A Place For You"

Sunday, April 20-6:00 p.m.,
"When We All Get To Heaven"

7th & Poplar Church Of Christ

EXPIRES 4 21 BO COUPON

ALUMINUM

SERVICES:
Friday, April 18-7:30
Christians Rejoice"

STORES

(BEGLEY'S ID

r EXPIRES 4 21.80

COUPON

COUPON

EXPIRES 4 21 80

13" TABLE TOP

ELECTRIC

BAR-B QUE
GRILL

CHARCOAL
LIGHTER

117

127

(5191.0,34WITHOUT COUPON

EXPIRES 4 2/ 80

COUPON

30 QUART

FOAM
COOLER
WITH MOULDED HANDLES

166
1.7
WITHOUT COUPON

@EGLEY'S

4"
*WITHOUT COUPON

01 33
1 53
WITHOUT COUPON
(BEGLEY'S JD

GIRL SC
Raspberry
the Girl Sc,
9 a.m. at tl
the old M
plant hang

Speci
For C
Be Fit

Special e•
planned fort
to be held S.
at the Gii
located on Si
old Murray
ding to Girl S
The fair w
with a sale
baked goods
drawing for
Sue-Z-Que's,
women, and
for men,all a
A drawing
from Murrz
children's co.
atlla.m.
At 12 noon
oil change,gr
wash from F
be held, folloi
and washer t
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Legislators May Be Called kick

Brown Doesn't Want Session

for asthetic
Id not violahey are not
Luu;

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer

ing

GIRL SCOUT FAIR - Bonnie Raspberry of The Wild
Raspberry was the first merchant to donate an item for
the Girl Scout Fair to be held Saturday, April 19, starting at
9 a.m. at the Girl Scout Cabin, located on Sharpe Street in
the old Murray City Park. Mrs. Raspberry is holding the
plant hanger donated for the fair.

Special Events Planned
For Girl Scout Fair To
Be Held Saturday In Park

les

Special events have been
p.m.
planned for the Girl Scout Fair
Other events will be a drawto be held Saturday, April 19, ing for a country ham from
at the Girl Scout Cabin,
Gibson's Food Locker at 1
located on Sharpe Street in the
p.m.; children's contest at
old Murray City Park, accor1:30 p.m.; drawing for plant
ding to Girl Scout officials.
hanger from The Wild
The fair will open at 9 a.m. 'Raspberry at 2 p.m.; and
with a sale of rummage and
drawing for five gallons of
baked goods followed by the
paint, the color of your choice,
drawing for a blow dryer from
from Black's Decorating
Sue-Z-Que's, sack race for
Center at 2:30 p.m.
women, and washer throwing
Tickets for a large Samonfor men,all at 10 a.m.
sonite suitcase from National
A drawing for a crockpot
Stores, Inc., will be on sale
from Murray Supply, and
throughout the day with the
children's contest will be held
drawing scheduled at 3 p.m.
at 11 a.m.
The public is invited to atAt 12 noon a drawing for an
tend the activities throughout
oil change, grease job, and car
the day to support the Girl
wash from Parker Ford will - Scout Program in Murray and
be held, followed by sack race
Calloway
County, a
and washer throwing at 12:30
spokesman said.

FRANKFORT, Ky. IAP) Although
Kentucky
lawmakers may be called
back to the state capital
before the 1982 General
Assembly, Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. says he hopes to
avoid a special session.
-I would like to avoid a
special session if possible,"
Brown told reporters at a
news conference Tuesday on
the final day of the 1980
regular session.
However, Brown said he is
looking into at least three
areas that might require a
special session.
Brown said he will study the
need for a special session on
redrawing
Kentucky's
legislative districts to reflect
the 1980 census,to amend Kentucky's budget if federal
revenue sharing to the state is
cut off and for an auto emissions testing program in four
urban counties.
Brown said his advisors feel
the legislative districts could
legally be withdrawn by the
1982 session in time for candidates to run in the May, 1982
primary.
However, Brown conceded
there is a serious question if
that is sufficient time to allow
candidates to run a race.
If Congress approves belttightening moves that would
abolish federal revenue sharing, Brown said Kentucky
would lose $71 million over the
next two fiscal years.
.He said the budget approved
by the 1980 session would have
to be changed to reflect that
loss.
The federal Environmental
Protection
Agency
has
threatened to cut off hundreds
of millions of dollars . In
highway and sewer construction money to four counties if their air is not cleaned
up to meet federal standards.

working people
The EPA considers auto
Brown, who tool office a
emission testing as a major
step in that clean up. A last- 'month before the session
started, had rejected the
minute move by Brown to
method of previous governors
revive an auto emission bill
in dominating a legislature
that apparently would have
To my knowledge, no cornmet the EPA's requirements
ittrnents were made, no deals
failed by two votes Tuesday
made," Brown told the
night.
reporters
Brown said he wasn't that
upset with the loss of the bill,
which would have created a
legislative oversight committee for any possible state plan.
Brown said the bill was only
an attempt to finese the EPA.
MORGANFIELD, Ky. API
The governor said he would
take whatever legal actions - About 330 Peabody Coal Co.
miners at the firm's Camp 11
are open to him on instituting
auto emissions in the four af- mine near Morganfield are befected counties, but only after ing recalled after a two week
he sees if local governments layoff.
Peabody had furloughed the
will act first.
The four counties are Jeffer- miners - members of the
son, Kenton, Boone and Camp- UMW - because a strike by
bell.
employees at a nearby coal
Brown defended his method conveyor belt-line was causof handling the 1980 session, ing excessive stockpiles of
coal.
saying "the system worked."
Camp 11 is one of three
"For the first time, the
underground mines operated
doors were open on both
sides," Brown said. "I don't on former Camp Breckinridge
think there has been a session property in Union County in a
as open, with as little con- joint agreement betweeen
troversy and with as hard a Peabody and the Tennessee
Valley Authority.

330 Peabody Coal
Miners Recalled
After 2-Week Layoff

Mobile Home...
(Continued From Page Ii
Currently, six houses have been involved in the rehabilitation program.
Data concerning the occupying family
and work to be done to the house is
gathered to determine in what order the
houses will be worked upon.
About 10 bids are taken on each house
with the lowest best bid being awarded
the contract.
Plans for a 48-unit planned development project in the Northwood Subdivision was explained to the commission
members by Art Travis, project
engineer. Travis said the project will
contain one, two and three-bedroom
apartments and laundry and office
facilities.
A public hearing concerning the project has been scheduled during the next
regular meeting of the planning commission,tentatively slated for May 20.
Travis said the area has the token
number of streets and a sanitary sewer
System. He added the plans include installing an addition sewer system with
the present one.
The lots are zoned for multi-family,
Travis said. He added he has checked
with Ron Underwood,superintendent of
the Murray Electric System, concerning extending electrical services to the
area.

A residential land use plan and a
future land use plan also are being formulated

Open House Set
For Saturday At
Hancock Station
An open house is scheduled at the
Hunter Hancock Biological Station on
Kentucky Lake from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
on Saturday, April 19.
Dr. Donald Johnson, director, said
the public is encouraged to visit the
Murray State University facility. Tours
will be conducted and faculty and
graduate students will be available to
answer questions about academic offerings, research projects, and other activities at the station.
Located between Kenlake State
Resort Park and the Port of Murray,
the station may be reached by turning
onto Ky. 497 off Ky. 94 about 12 miles
east of Murray.
Open since early 1973, the station is
named in honor of a former chairman
of the Department of Biological
Sciences at Murray State who retired in
1973 after 19 years with the department.

LAWN&GMIDEN
[?

5%
SEVIN
DUST
MORO*WI
HANGING BASKETS

•

200
Choose from an assortment of 6"
hanging plants to decorate your
home
PRICES GOOD THURSDAY-SUNDAY

5% SEVIN DUST

WALL PLANT HANGER

100

WITH BASKET -81 CHAIN

00

2/

General insecticide protects lawns and
vegetables from insects.
PRICES GOOD THURSDAY-SUNDAY

REG, 5.88

Graceful charm for your home, indoors or outdoors
PRICES GOOD THURSDAY-SUNDAY

VrISOAD

‘tittiable tood

5-LB.

---- --,
PEAT BALLED

MORO

VEGETABLE FOOD
0
•
0

100

TOMATO FOOD

100

YOUR CHOICE:

0
or
Improves yield and quality ot your
garden. For all your garden needs.
PRICES GOOD THURSDAY-SUNDAY
•
0

5-LB. MORO

SHADE, FLOWERING &
FRUIT TREES
Adds value and beauty
to your lawn. Packed
in a natural soil
0builder.

Yields bigger, tastier, more luscious
tomatoes

PRICES GOOD THUR DAY-SUNDAY

PRICES GOOD THURSDAY-SUNDAY

SIDEWALK SALE'S AREA WILL OPEN AT8 A.M.—SATURDAY

•
•

•

5-LB. VIGORO
ROSE FOOD

Save
$1.59

JPON

100

Captain D's

CAPT.D's"
For
CHIPPER $299
Is

7

roupn•

VN

00

2/88, 215

Choose trom an assortment of plants to(
your landscaping and garden needs
SATURDAY 8 A M - 1 0 A NI ONLY

Hardy, easy to grow terns to dress
up your home for Spring
SATURDAY 8 A.M.-10 AM.Y

Bel Air Shopping Center
Acres of Free Parking

A

Murray & Paducah

UPON

FERNS

BEDDING PLANTS

REG. 3.88

Applied at planting time, makes roses
bloom faster.
SATURDAY 8 A M -10 A.M ONLY

Dinner Includes 2 pieces of fish fillet, crisp
french fries, creamy cole slaw and 2
southern st le hush.u. ies
Expires 4/20/80

6" POTTED

753-8777
MASA*
II.."14.

Owerya

1

Equal Opportunity Employer-Limit Rights Reserved

Murray, Ky.
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TOTAL SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
1

Everything you buy at Kroger is guaranteed for your
total satisfaction regardless of manufacturer If
you are not satisfied Kroger will replace your item
with the same brand or a comparable brand or
refund your purchase price

EVERYDAY IN EVERYWAY.
Prices ettectiv• April 16tti Hire April 22iid.
Qs/entity right reserved.
Copyright 1980
The Kroger Co

ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY
loch of these od•echsrie awls s required to be untidy ovailotne for sate .0 ecbc

U.S.D.A. Grade 'A' Holly Forms

Kroger store except as specifically noted fl ttus ad If we do rue out of on ache,
'
,sod ,Yent we rill offer you your clomp, of a comparable own Yoh,' •
retlect.ns the sorry wryest's or a Romcheci %Ouch
entvle you t.— •
advrert.sed tom at the advertised oroce ration 30 days

WHOLE
FRYERS

COST WEIR COUPON

ollir

WORTH $1.00 OFF Is.
:4. BONELESS HAM
hhlhhl
L
to•mra the purchase of each whoLe

=MD

MM.

coupon Eaves Apr,' 22nd

USDA CHOICE lANI

LOIN
CHOPS
LEG-0
LAMB

to

REELFOOT

USDA CHOICE LAMB

Sausage

SLICED
SHOULDER

REELFOOT

$1 09

BLADE
CHOPS

894

RE(LFOOT

Bacon Square

LIMIT
3

lb.

$149

OSCAR MAYER PRODUCTS

LB
OSCAN MAYER

USDA CHOICE LAMB

1202.

Bacon

$299
$239

LI

USDA CHOICE

$1

.

sx 99

MEAT BOLOGNA

69

RIFF BOLOGNA

LB

02. PIG. .1.09

OSCAR MAYER
1 la $ 1
PIG
II

MEAT FRANKS
BEEF FRANKS
OSCAR MAYER MEAT

•.*
**(LS. Govt. Graded Choice Beef

FULLYCOOKEDLi

ROAST

HAM
Qs.

FAMILY
PAK

PP

(Family Pak)

LI.89

CIRCLE "I" ROUND

LB

SERVE & SAVE Of JOHN MORRELL

I 2 01
PIG

211.$1 59
MG.
I

JUMBO
LS.

(FAMILY

Cubed Steaks

TURKEY
DRUMSTICKS

LB.

49c
$169

Sausage -!

LI.$268

I OZ.
G.$ 1 09
PS,

Cut and wrapped to your specifications.
29

BEEF SIDES
BEEF FOREQUARTERS
BEEF HINDQUARTERS

LI
LI

$11.

LI.

39

LB.

FRESH SEAFOOD

12 02

I

11 Cia
11/

AVAILABLE 11401J5
POND RAISED

PATIO AI

FRI & SAT AT ALL STORES

Fish N Batter Sticks

LI

$199

Ls.

Kroger's Pro
BUTT ?MILOS

Fully-Cooked Hams
MRS WEAVER'S CHICKEN OR

Ham Salad
HOLLY FARMS

Fryer Backs
SNOW CRAB

Legs & Claws

78'
sg. 99'
Li 25'
sq39
LI

12°1.$229

OCEAN PERCH OR

Tender
MEDlLION
TURKEYS

89:

Ifff & HYDRATED SOYA PROTEIN MIX

Gulf Oysters

Wit

IS

LB

te

KROGER

Cut
KROGER

Grel

KROGER I

Oral

11*S1;isi11 :111111141

ASSORTEE

Crec

PIES-SHOE
MORTON

Fish N Batter Sticks

Mea

PIES MOM

.59c

Dinn

$1 99

Snapper Fillets

Fish N Batter Portions

EVERFRESI

Cinn

is AtPulled Clams

3001$'
PSG
99

FRESH FROZEN

Dressed Smelts
Fresh Mode

CHJ

VISIT YOUR LOCAL STORE FOR DETAILS'

$129

(FAMILY PAR)

Sliced Bacon

LS $1 99

Boiling Beef

lb.

79

SI

Pork Steaks

U S.D.A.CHOICE

FAMILY
PAK

39

FRESH

Calf Liver

SLICED
BACON

•••
1 LB. 1
PIG.

LUNCHMEAT

PRIME NAND

Country Style

01.$1
PKG.

OSCAR MATER LIVER CHEESE, PICKLE & PIMENTO OR OLIVE

KWIC% KRISP
PAK)

a

BEEF ROLOGNA ..12 OZ. PIG. .1.59

MEATY
$ 1 18

.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE SEEP

PKG.

REEF LEAN& TASTY....1201 PIG. '1.59

OSCAR MAYER

FRIESIE ITALIAN

JUST MEAT & SERVE

Meat Bologna

i$1 49

LEAN& TASTY

FREEZER BEEF

LB $199

Jiffy Entrees •

OSCAR MAYER PORK

SLICED BACON

TURKEY HINDQUARTERS OR

LB.

HOW FARMS FRYER 11110145 05

I

12 OZ. PIG. '2.09

MEAT BOLOGNA

lb.

U.S GOVT. GRADED CHOiCE BEEF

e
J cENTER-SLICED
HAM

PIG

BEEF VARIETY PAK

OSCAN MAYER

WATER
ADDED

‘.

lb.

$1199
BONELESS
FLAT BRISKETS:. •
Fryer Drumsticks 4
Pork Sausage
89'
Meat Wieners
89'

l'elfrPER

Shank-Portion

PORK

RIB
STEAKS
$188

1202 $ 1 89

VARIETY PAK

cKStyle

Fresh

59

1 la PIG '1 79

La

99'

Kroger Garden

Bc0c,rpy
WASHINGTON STATE EXTRA FANCY GOLDEN

Save 3Oe Per Lb. On

CUSTOM
SLICED

BOILED
HAM
$969
lb

""
FR Infi
EDDRil Liall Of
CHICKEN

16 PCS CHICKEN CM"

SAVE 70 P11 II. ON

AMERICAN
CHEESE
TURKEY
BREAST

59

SAVE 70' PER UT ON

138EA
SiCztl
e

SAG Of TEN

NEW 10P

'1 19

FRESH

Artichokes

2 Fo.$1

00

$1 00
HEADS
I
MIN TOP CARROTS OR

29

Bunch Red Radishes 3

CALIMONIA SfEDIESS

L.

NAVEL 1 1 3 Size 1
ORANGES

FANCY CALIFORNIA

Fresh Asparagus

EACH

Smoked Sausage

SAG Of TIN

LS $259

PUNCHES

Chopped Ham

.1 19

Pineapples

$1 89
LI

EACH 794

FIELD RIPENED

6 994
411IV WIT
Save 30' Per Lb. NI
FRENCH-ONION

'
Kai;e"r Rolls

Cantaloupes

FOK

EACH

894

INDIAN RIVER

Pink Grapefruit 2$1 oo

FANCY IMMO

Red Rome Applesa$1 69
COST CUTTER COUPON

SAVE 60 PHI LB ON KAHN'S

3 R.

MR/ Medivie

INDIAN RIVER

YELLOW
ONIONS

PINK
GRAPEFRUIT
8 lb.

$179

oohs coupon Expires April 22nd
MO

•

HELPS

CREI
SI
8 OZ

$129

F1I1I1FIELD•RIPENED

SAVE 40' PER LB ON CNIPPID Of

SAVE 10 FIR tOAI ON

WHEAT
BREAD

Delicious
Apples

LI

SAVE 20' PFR LI ON KAHN'S

SAVE 20' FIR La ON

BAKED
HAM

quart

SAVE 10* PVC LI ON
GOURMET

AM

STRAWBERRIES
$139
U

$65

Vine Ripened

SALAD etri4
TOMATOES
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ALL TEMPERATURE

CHEER
DETERGENT..

TTE
W
I
.11

CUT YOUR FOOD COSTS!

A

with this coupon and '10 00 purchase excluding items prohibited by law ono in oaaon
to the cost of coupon merchandise Sublect to applicable taxes limit one Expires
Aprd 22

n111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
WYP/
EX-LARGE
EGGS

Kroger /
1
2%

voN

LOW-FAT
MILK
„Itr(

Dozen
For

plastic
gallon

0

4.0"4\°k.7.:

k,

4a4.
et'%A
4.414.•'

/b
IScru
BRAWNY
TOW
94 ELS

Kroger

Strength

GLAZED
DONUTS

.t
u rifs_

?ER

BLUEgooNNEC14'
MARGARINE

6

11••• Tr✓
New! 10W40 Super Premium

•14?:--• - GULF PRIDE
:4; MOTOR OIL

lb. 59C
pkg.

14 oz.

STRAWBERRIES 279c

BUTTERMILK OR COUNTRY STYLE

CIMPMKSLICED

PATIO ASSORTED MEXICAN
Dinners
KROGER FROZEN
Cut Corn
KROGER FROZEN
Green Peas
KROGER FROZEN CONCENTRATE
Orange Juice
ASSORTED BANQUET
Cream Pies
MORTON ASSORTED FROZEN
Meat Pies
EVErRESN
Cinnamon Buns

WHITE
BREAD
3$119

894
?iih 59C
2001
BAG 59
PACKCANSOF $249
11302.

ASSORTED
Kroger Snack Cakes
KROGERBUTTERCRUST OR VILLAGE BAKERY
White Bread
AUNT FANNY S
Pecan Twirls

4 8 02 PKGS.884
FIG.

754

HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

4 PIGS. U
20 OZ.$ 119
2 LOAVES
6 02 884
2 PKGS.

2 CT $ 00

79c
b4........,

2
ifZ, 39

KROGER
Cottage Cheese
BUTTERMILK OR HOMESTYLE
Kroger Biscuits
CHOCOLATE CHIP
Pillsbury Cookies
RIGGER INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED AMERICAN
Cheese Food Slices
KRAFT
Diet Parkay
KROGER 100°• PURE
Orange Juice
KRAFT
American Singles

20 oz.
loaves

401
A94;
PIG InIF

10 01.

PILLSBURY
BISCUITS

Kroger

FOR

canqt.

DISPOSABLE

F2
OR 88
C

2701
PIG $ 1I 79
1 02
PIG
PKG, OF 2
. 1 OZ. TUBS
GAL.
CTN.
601.

LAWN WEED

KILLER
CRICKET 40Fmio
ORTHO
WEED B CON
1 LIGHTERS
WEED-B-GON

994
1602PACKCANSOF 99c
24 02
TUB

PINT$
2
79

99'
69`

AMSCO
AMSCO

CAR WASH
SPONGE

GRABBER
SPONGE

2,0,si

$129

85‘

ONLY

VW.

,#

Extended Cost Cutters

In eddition to or Everyday Sooper Cost Cutters, kroQ.r wiN confines to Wel lislifitaisded
Cost Cotters. These are
items we have temporarily redesed to pass on saviags te ye. we redeye free auesisfa
ctorer's allowances, etc.
Anti Perspirant

.4), DRY IDEA /
ROLL-ONI

CREME RINSE or
SHAMPOO
$ 19

Jam
CORRAL
BodyBuddies
R0
KLEENEX
CT. 69'
Dinner Napkins $OPRG.
Grope
li
en
ope

CINV
1mA

L

BAND - AID

PLASTIC
Al STRIPS

IRAn

JELLY

6

79c

18 OZ.
JAR

85c

WAS
MAMA wINTI COTTON PICINI

Corn Bread Mix
MARTHA WHITI

Bix Mix

•01
PIG

$,PIG
01
29'
51
/
2 OZ
PIG

27'

GOOD MEWS

Dry Cat Food

STRAWBERRY OR BLUEBERRY

WAS

354

MARTHA WHITE
MUFFINMIX
NOW
70Z9
PKGS.
NOW

Li
DOI

'2"

MOIST & CHUNK
Purina Dog Chow SKIL 24 $235
SEALS TIGHT
$1 37
Saran Wrap
HUNT S WNOLE PEELED
14 1 1 01
Tomatoes
CAN 55`
PURE VIGETAKE
1402.
Wesson Oil
3 $1 29
In 51'

•

NOW

16PIG
02 S 9
1°
3001
j KL1
PEG

$1 39
$279

02 S 1 '9
74III

$ 1 09

24BOX
Cl S 1 89

51 69

10 MARI MT

TERI
TOWELS
WAS

89'
JUMBO

83c

NOW

29' UV

IKAIMIA IFNM

Flapstax Mix

594
854
$1 31
654

DINNERS
Man Pleasers
MEAT OR CHEESE FROZEN .
Jeno's
TOILET BOWL
Lysol Cleaner
FAMILY Slit
Lipton Tea Bags
IlAIKNIFT FROZEN

WAS

60
PK
CT
G9c

WAS

NOW

1002
JAR 63'
1101.
JAR 93'
1301.
BOX sl"

Grape Jelly

BAN-AID BRAND
FAMILY PAK

CREST
TOOTHPASTE
ow!

WAS

WELCH S

PRY IDEA

1 1/2 oz
btl.

HELPS STOP THE GREASIES
AGREE

•

179c
4.$1
$2°9

MEXICA
NT N
MA1.
?/ICH
79C
Ism.
CAN

UN I RATION

TENDER
CHUNKS

4

NOW

14 WS1
PIGS.

WAS
FOR THE BATHROOM
Georgian Tissue
'1'9
NLAVY DUTY DETTROINT
G401. $279
4Purex Liquid
6 STICI MARGARINE
I LB 7
Kraft Parkay
PIG
"
SOFT %MAD
? LB S 1 39
Blue Bonnet
ROWS

WAS
FLO TNR11
Lipton Tea Bags ";„T„ '1 3 7
REG COUNTRY
Pillsbury Biscuiti23,4111 45'
QUAKER
11PIG
01 91'
Instant Grits
FAMOUS
Derby Tamales'3'1'1. 97'

NOW

S 1 33

394
794
93'

NOW

$1 59

$12"

CLEANS a DISINFECTS

PINE SOL
CLEtliER-

169

28 01 $

Iiirdneedis), April 16, Ow
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Board Votes To Spend $80,000

I Funerals
E. E. Paschall Is
Dead At Age Of 87;
Funeral Is Friday

The Murray Country Club
board of directors has been
authorized by a 75-10 vote of
the club's rnemberslup to
spend up to 880,000 within the
next three years for unprovernents at the club The
action came Monday night at
a special meeting of the

general membership at the
club
The first priority for the
future expenditures was given
the construction of cart paths
on the club's 18-hole, 6,328yard course, a three-year program expected to cost approximately 630,000.
Other authorizations also included expenditures up to.
- $7,142 for the resurfacing
of the club's two oldest tennis
courts

Tickets Sales For
CCHS Play To
Begin Tuesday

Revival Services
At First Assembly
Of God Scheduled

Richard Price Is
Named Peoples Bank
Vice President

Final Rites Today
For Rudy Tyree

Richard Price

I

For Information
Regarding

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair
Call

753-8856

December of 1974. Prior to
joining Peoples Bank. he
worked for the Production
Credit Association for approximately five years as a field
representative and later office
manager. Additionally, Price
worked for the Tappan Corn-party for approximately. 10
yearsTand is a veteran of the
U.S. Army having served in
Viet Nam.
He is married to the former
Rita Brandon arid they have
two children, Matthew, 5 and
Courtney,5 months.
Price is a member of the
Coldwater Church of Christ,
and the Price's reside near the
Stella Community in Calloway
County.
A bank spokesman also indicated that both Price and
Ellis will tie out of the bank
every Thursday afternoon for
the purpose of farm visitation.
will start
This policy
Thursday, April 24.

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
April 16, 1980
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 1103 Est 900 Barrows &
Gilts 50- 75 lower Sows steady 50 higher
few 27 75
p27.25-27 50
US 1-2 200-230 lbs
127 00-27 25
US 2 200-2401W
126 00-27 00
US 2-3240-250 lbs.
US 2-4260-280 lbs.
Sews
m.06-24 00
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
12100-24 00
US 1-3 306450 lbs.
US 1-3 3064501hr;
ta2 00-24 00
12400-25.00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs.
US 1-3500-650 lbs.
12500-77 0(
US 3 300-500 lbs
-over 300 lbs. 10.50-21 00 under 306
lbs '1650-1850

1
1

mow moo.

DUST
1 PANS

$2499.00
Keep trot Corso, GM Ieeirog W,th Geouine GM Parr%

Dwain Taylor err° t, nc.
64 South

753-2617

•

4

ei99
4

ban

ANTI-PERSPIRANT
30 OFF LABEL
•REGULAR
•UNSCENTED

Bel Air Shopping Center

WE'RE AN IMPORTANT LINK
BETWEEN YOU, YOUR DOCTOR,
AND GOOD HEALTH.
SALE PRICES EFFECTIVE TUB 4-2040

DIETAC

Diet Aids

Quality and Low Price?
Yes, you can have both!
We've proved it!

YOUR
CHOICE

PRE-MEAL DROPS .S OZ.

MEN'S

o
0
0
09

NASHVILLE, Tenn.( AP)Singer Kitty Wells says she's
not ready to bicker with
Johnny Carson and Dolly Parton over who is the "queen of
country music."
Miss Wells, 60, has been
known for 25 years as the
"queen of country music" for
her trailblazing efforts as
country music's first female
star.
But on the nationally televised Academy Awards show
Monday night in Hollywood,
Carson introduced Miss Parton as "the undisputed queen
of country music."
"It didn't bother me," Miss
Wells told a reporter Tuesday
in a telephone interview. "It
didn't upset me at all."
The late Fred Rose, a
Nashville song publishing
pioneer, and the late George
D. Hay, the founder of the
Grand Ole Opry, bestowed the
title on Miss Wells in the mid
1950s. In the mid 1960s, Record
World Magazine registered
the title as a trademark for
her.

TUBE SOCKS

$244

STRIPED
TOPS

.,55

TAC
5 1-f

SIZE
9-15

1
120Z, $1

28

3 YD. ROLL
II" WIDE

CON-TACT

ban.

*273
Industiral Average
35tt-kt
Air Products
Amencan Motors
334+4
Ashland
......
50't +la
Amencan Telepti
5%mile
Chrysler
2 ti
/
281
Ford Motor
e.0+%
GAF
15yeA1
General Care
664+1%
General Dyriarnitlf...
43/1+ ta
General Motors
General Tire
1Thets
Goodrich
Goodyear
119a unc
Gulf Oil
40 unc
121ra*4
Herders'
P5W1A"K
0
.
.4
4
25,
lieublein
....t.. ..
IBM
52 unc
.lertco
WO,175'
K-mart
IV,it
Pennwalt
3114
Quaker Oats
2454 4Texaco
3405 +
Wal-Mart
4-4
3
1111/
Wendt s
105.b, I Vita

"LT

44

"Faster to your headache
Better for your stomach!"

ADHESIVE-BACK $1
SHELF PAPER
SSORTED DESIGNS

COMTREX

Excedrin
.. ...17.".
[....
.

36 TABLETS

Relieves Most Major
Cold Symptoms!

99C

XCEDRIN

ONLY

PAIN RELIEF
60 TABLETS

38

SI 1

TABLETS
tor Calculators, Radios, Photo, and
Cassette Recorders
memo
DURACELL

2
1
/
PRICE
Alkaline Bette
$2.05 VALUE

EXTRA STRENGTH

DATRIL
(
ONLY
500

938

Tablets
Size

Alkaline Batteries
$3.21 VALDE

24's

Capsules
Size

Ws

$O TABLETS
1 111•• marl & follow lab. dic•ClIOni
,

4P

BAUSCH & LOMB

SALINE SOLUTION
I OZ

BAND-AID I

FRISBEE® <=

Adhesive Bandages

PROFESSIONAL
OR
GLOW4MTNE-DARK
MOONLIGHTER

BAND-AID
ostps

$148 )

SNEER OR
PLASTIC
70'S

70

BAND-AID
p1astic
strips
70

f
:
/-0111

BEL AIR CENTER, MURRAY

Marl

ONLY

$158
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PHONE 753-8304
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Kitty Wells Will
Not Bicker Over
'Country Queen' Title
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BAN ROLL-ON

Pnces of stocks of local interest at II
a m (ST today furnished to The Marra),
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan
Corp ,of Murray,

App. 52,000 miles, V8 engine, automatic.
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_A) PRE-MEAL TABLETS 42'S
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All You Pay:
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• Stock Market
1975 Camaro
Type L. T.
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We don't just give you breakfast
We give you a break

The annual all day cleaning
at the Long Creek Cemetery,
located near Golden Pond in
the Land Between the Lakes,
will be held Saturday, April 19.
Each one should bring own
cleaning tools and a sack lunch.
For information persons
may call Evelyn Dixon, 4354226.
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Sedalia PTA Will
Have Show Friday
A Hee-Haw Show has been
scheduled at 7 p.m. on Friday,
April 18, at the Sedalia High
School, sponsored by the
Parent-Teacher
Sedalia
-Association.
Features of the show will include a cake walk with door
prizes. Tickets will be $1 and
$1.50, according to a PTA
spokesman who invites the
public to attend.

Cemetery Cleaning
Planned Saturday

Trust your prescriptions
to the people you KNOW
you can depend on.

The Buek,
Ni line
B, 4.. .t

All You Can Eat:
SCRAMBLED EGGS
PANCAKES
BACON -SAUSAGE
HASH BROWNS
BISCUITS-GRAVY
COFFEE

DISCOM 111116 (EITERS

Chestnut Grove To
Hold Special Day

Livestock Market

Helen Jones, 305 South 12th
Street; and Dr Robert T. and
Jeanetta Williams, 1554 Oxford Drive
Also, Richard Rick) and
Nancy Orr, 1308 Sycamore,
Terry and Leah Hart, 1005
West Main; Mrs. Frances
Richey, 110 North 14th Street:
and Margarita Marsden, 711
Main Street.
The board's next meeting
was set for Monday night,
May 5

$2,000 for the purchase of
two automatic sweepers for
use in the maintenance of the
club's SW1/11111111g pool, and
- $25,000 to be expended
over the next three years for
improvements to the swimming pool as based on recommendations submitted by pool
construction and maintenance
experts.
The directors also were
authorized by the membership
to take whatever action
necessary to make periodic
improvements to the
clubhouse facilities, such as
the replacement of carpftrig,
the erection of a canopy over
the bank of gas-fired barbecue
grills and others.
Later, in its regular monthly
business session, the board approved eight new member applications:
William W. and Jennifer
Hewlett, 5062-2 Beale Street;
Don and Leisa Faughn, Route
4, Cedarling Hills; Billy and

Earnest Earl Paschall of 715
Nash Drive, Murray, former
resident of the Bell City cornmuruty , died today at 2 a.m at
the Westview Nursing Home.
He was 87 years of age.
Mr Paschall, a retired
farmer, was a member of the
Bell City Baptist Church. Born
May 8, 1892, in Henry County,
Tenn., he was the son of the
late Swept Paschall and
Tickets sales for the
Margaret Hutchens Paschall.
Survivors include his wife, Calloway County High School
Mrs. Verbie Hall Paschall, to Choral Department producwhom he was married on Jan. tion of "You're A Good Man,
The First Assembly of God,
28. 1923; two sisters, Mrs. Charlie Brown," are slated to South 16th Street and Glendale
M.
April
Tuesday,
begin
Eclley ( Bert) Nance, FarmRoad, Murray, will hold
The play will be presented_ weekend revival
ington Route 1, and Mrs.
services starMay
Friday,
and
Estelle Coots, St. Louis, Mo.; on Thursday
ting Friday. April 18, and conone brother, Hubert Paschall, 1 and 2, in the school cafeteria. tinuing through Sunday. April
Mayfield Route 3.
20.
The funeral will be held FriSpeakers at the services on
day at 2 p.m. at the Bell City
F'day and Saturday at 7 p.m.
Baptist Church with the Rev.
will be Billy Henderson, Fri
John Sheppard of Clinton ofday, and Jeff Green, Saturficiating.
day. They are with "Youth
Burial will follow in the
With A Mission" from LexLassiter Cemetery with the
ington.
Peoples Bank of Murray toarrangements by the Blalock= day announced the employfrom
Special singing
Coleman Funeral Home ment of Richard Price as Vice
members of the group and the
where friends may-i'all after 6 President in Agricultural Lenspecial ministry on the Murp.m. today Wednesday I.
ray State University campus
ding. He will be working with
will be featured both nights.
Harvey Ellis, Senior Vice
The revival will conclude on
President, and Head of
Sunday at 11 a.m. with a
Agricultural Lending of the
message form Darrell
bank for the past 25 years.
Ramsey, pastor of the church.
Price graduated from
Sunday School will be at 10
The funeral for Rudy TyTee Calloway County High School
a.m.
of Murray Route 8 is being in 1965 and received a B.S.
A nursery will be available
held today at 2:30 p.m. at the degree i Agiulture front
for the services.
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman Murray State University in
The public is invited to atFuneral Home with the Rev.
tend the serviees, a church
Dr. Bill Whittaker officiating.
spokesman said. For informaServing as pallbearers are
tion or transportation persons
John Sammons. Joe Pat Carmay call 753-3940 or 753-6695.
raway, Marty Carraway,Glen
Hodges, Fred Workman, and
Joe Bruce Evans. Burial will
follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
The Chestnut Grove AME
Mr. Tyree. 81. died Tuesday
Church at Hazel will have its
at 1:30 a.m. at the home of his
annual missionary day prosister, Mrs.413pal Hale, with
gram on Saturday. April 19,
whonihe resided.
with a dinner to be served at
He is survived by three
p.m. followed by the pro1:30
Mrs.
and
Hale
sisters-Mrs.
gram.
Sylvan Darnell, Murray Route
A three night dive will be
8, and Mrs. Lillian Hicks.
held April 16, 17, and 18, a
LaCenter; one • niece, Mrs.
church spokesman said.
Carlos Steele, Kevir

LOUISVILLE, Ky.. API 1USDA Estimated receipts cattle and calves
1000: limited slaughter steers and
heifers steady _ cows 1 00 lower: bulls
weak to 1 00 lower calves and vealers
steady limited feeders steady. few
choice 1015 lb slaughter steers 63.50;
good 915-1060 lb 5620-6120, standard and
utility 10861290 lb 521654.75. slaughter
heifers choice 1080 lb 59.75; good 630-1165
lb 5725-61 00; utility cows 4600-51 00;
high dressing 5150-54.75, cutter 44.0047 25. canner and cutter under 600 lb
4006-4400. slaughter bulls grade 14'.
10061305 lb 51.00-5100, choice 156320 lb
vealers 76.00-8750. mdiviclual prime
9350. good 7100-76.01 few choice 330365 lb calves 67.50-74 50. feeder steers
medium frame 1 7150010 lb 79.00-64.75;
300-500 lb 72.0040.50. 500-680 lb 6225.75.10; large frame 1 790-1070 lb 57.255125. large frame 2 300-500 lb 64.0072.00. 500700 lb 59 00-67 00; large frame
2 mostly Holsteins 365-600 lb 5906.67.06.
775-985 lb 50.00-56.60. heifers medium
frame 1 365-500 lb mostly 60 00-65 75; 14
head 324 lb 76.00: 500-700 lb 5650-63.56,
medium frame 2 430475 lb 53.00-59.00;
stock cows medium frame 1700-900 lb 2-6
•- years 441 6654.00: • -Hogs 2200 including 1100 feeder pigs:
barrows and gilts 50 lower. 1-2210-256 lb
2850-2880. 2 210.250 lb 2800-20.50. 2-3
240.275 lb 27 00-2806: is 250.206 lb 26 752700. sows weak to 1.00 lower: 1-2 300350 lb 2406.2456, 3.50-400 lb 24.50-25.00.
400-450 lb 25.00-26.00. 450-500 lb 26.0627.00; 500-575 lb 27 0029 00. boars over
300 lb 25 0625.25
Sheep 25, untested early.

C'mon in for
Breakfeast!
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MSU's Summer Youth Program

r

Programs Slated For Students

Horse Shows Similar

The 1980 Summer
outh ture, artnufLSIX 411.1utl fl1111.5 presented at the conclusion of experienced Murray
State
Program at Murray State, and group instruction for boys
THE KENTUCKY CHARI- ty - Gary Haverstock and Anstaff members, audio-visual
the camp.
are demanding.
college
Universi
stadium.
ty will feature 13 pro- and girls. Round robin tourTY HORSE SHOW FRIDAY nie Knight; ring personne
The Art Honors Workshop materials, class discussion
l How do I know about
The debt of 14,506 was paid grams for junior and senior naments will be held at
AND
the June 22-28 is designed to pro- and field work.
SATURDAY Sharon Wells; stall reserva- reserve
seats, judges, prizes, in a note burrurig program in high school students.
end of the camp, with trophies vide intensive training for the
REMINDS...
The MSU Summer Youth
tions - Lois Keller; and enter- projects, and
so on? I'll tell the club house Sept. 27, 1943.
The program, designed to for division finalists.
...me of a similar charity tainment - Walter Mischke.
serious high school artist. Program attracted more than
you...
Mrs.
Hall
stimulat
recreati
Hood
e
onal,
educaTennis Camp II June 22-July Through the concentrated
Hazel
show held in Holland Stadium
Group 3 co-leaders are Ed
pro- 1,100 participants from six
The Woman's Club,trying to Furgerson's mother, presid- tional and vocational interest, 3 will be
a follow-up of Tennis gram of instruction, workshop states in 1979, and participaof Murray High School July 4, Shinners and Doris Cella who
earn money to pay the club ed.
is sponsored by the Office of Camp I, with round robin tour1942. The show to be held here lead 13 Rotarians and 4 ladies.
participants have the oppor- tion is expected to increase
house bank note and seeing a
Come, rain or shine, by Conferences and Continuing naments held at the end of
Friday and Saturday nights in, Ralph Housman mans the
the tunity to improve skills and this year, according to Lynn
need for a lunch room pro- walk, trot, or canter to the Education at Murray State.
camps and trophies for divi- enhance their portfolios.
the local Livestock and Ex- parking and signs departGunter,director.
gram at Murray High, invited show Friday and Saturda
Participants will be lodged sion finalists.
y
position Center of Murray ment. Sammy Parker has
Anyone interested in one or
Casavant Cavalcade Perforthe P.T.A. of the city school to nights. Applaud the equine in
air-cond
itioned
dorTennis Camp III July 6-18 mance scheduled July 7-11 will more of the programs, or who
State University is a much, spread the news. Lochie Lanjoin in a horse show. Mrs. beauties, their owners and mitories, and meals will be
will be a follow-up of Tennis include Field Conductor, would like more information
much larger project and in- dolt besides being general
co- Harry Fenton Ed's mother), riders. The horses,
like served In the campus Camp II.
volves a wider range. It brings chairman, has headed the
Drum Major, Rifle Squads, may write: Summer Youth
president of the Association, humans, just love to hear us cafeteria.
Racer Basketball Camp Flag Corps, Baton Twirling Program, Center for Continuto Murray show horses (200 advertising committee
along and the members accepted the cheer them.
The
program
begins
with
June
last year I from many states with Sharon Wells.
15-20 will teach in- Teams, and Exhibition Mar- ing Education. Sparks Hall,
invitation. Mrs. A.F. Doran
the baseball camp June 1-6 for dividual techniques, team funhorses that love to put on a
ching. The workshops include Murray State University,
Your life and mine may be 1Harold Glenn's mother)
any
was
boy
9 years old or older. damentals, and offensive and training
good show and thrill to au- saved by part of the funds
under the direction of Murray, Ky., 42071.
president of the Woman's
Each player will be involved defensive strategies. A
dience applause.
raised from this horse show. Club. She appoint
ed me
in daily skills building and highlight of the program will
There are 33 events. The How? By an instrument made
finance chairman-making me
development of baseball fun- be guest appearances by colprizes are worth showing for to rescue one from an
the director of the moneydamentals.
lege and professional stars.
and the entertainment-music, automobile wreck. It is
known making projects.
The swimming clinic June 1The Horsemanship Camp
decorations, and the ex- as "Jaws of Life." This county
July 4, 1942 was the day.
6 will provide basic instruction will be June 16-20 and June 23hibitor's party Friday night - has almost worn out the first
Although the horse show was
and principles for those ,in- 27. The program will include
are real horsey.
one bought by the city and mainly a local interest,
A formal chartering terested in improving their instruction in handling and
horses
This fifth annual show is Murray Women's Club six
A 165-page research report
from nearby states and coun- ceremony for the Murray competitive skills. Boys and care
A total of $451,000 in grants
of horses and a study of to be used
again being sponsored by the years ago. To purchase a new
in Congressional from the BEH has been
ties entered.
State
girls
Universi
who
are
ty
at
Honor
least
Socie8 years horse show competition. testimon
Sigma Department of the one is the goal of the Sigmas.
y by the U.S. Bureau awarded to the CID to inHolland Stadium at the high ty in Nursing into Sigma Theta old may attend.
Students are encouraged to br- of Educati
Murray's Woman's Club and
The Sigmas also, with a school was the place.
on for the Han- vestigate problems and sucThe Tau national honorary nursing
The beginning soccer camp ing their own horses.
the Rotary Club. Sigma chair- membership of 45, make condicapped ( BEH ) has been cessful strategies in imnight was perfect. All commit- society has been rescheduled will be June 8-13. Boys and
The Heart of Dixie complet
man is Sue Spann. Stuart tributions to the Community tees
ed by the Center for pleme,nting the Education of
did their jobs. Every seat, for Sunday, April 20, on the girls between the ages of 8 and Cheerlea
ding and Band Front Innovation and Develop
Poston is president of Rotary.
Theater and other welfare in- including box seats
ment All Handicapped Children's
campus.
(
provided
18
may
attend.
Areas
to
be Camp June 22-26.will offer (CID) at
Lochie Landolt and Gene terests.
Murray State Act (Public Law 94-1421 in
by residents lending lawn and
To begin at 4 p.m. in the covered during the camp in- classes for beginner,
Schanbacher are the general
in- University.
Contributions from the past patio furniture) were filled.
rural school districts.
auditorium of Mason Hall, the cluding kicking, heading, termediate, and advance
co-chairmen.
d
four shows that netted $17,769
We advertised in the Ledger program will mark the trapping, dribbling, throwing. cheerlea
The most recent research
The National Rural Project
ders, twirlers, drum
In group 1, co-chairmen are have been made by the
and Time (I was editor) box establishment of the Delta Ep- goal-keeping strategy, sportwas a national comparative
of
the
CID
majors,
was
pompon
Allen Moffit and Judy Sigmas to the Glenda Boone
corps, dance
requested by
seats. In the last minute's rush silon chapter on the campus. smanship,and rules.
and drill teams and flag and the deputy commissioner of study regarding rural service
Muehleman, who have 39 men Memorial Scholarship, Infant
on Thursday, press day, an Seventy-two charter members
The
Lady
the
Racer
Basketball rifle corps. Students will study
bureau to prepare the delivery systems before and
and 21 ladies heading the Care Unit of the local hospital,
,emharrassing error came out. will be inducted into the socie- Camp June 8-1,4 will teach
new routines in the field of document after the CID con- after the passage of Public
following
pre-planning County Comprehensive Care The ad read
- "Box Seats to ty.
girls the fundamentals of their choice.
ducted a two-year national Law 94-142.
necessities: sponsors - A.W. Center, and the Humane
The Horse Show, Murray High
Dr. Doris Helge, CID direcDr. Virginia George, chair- basketball. Offensive and
Racer Football Camp June research study in 21 states.
Simmons, Jr. and Jana Society.
School. Sponsored by the Mur- man of the family nurse clini- defensive strategies will
tor, said the CID has also been
22-27
be
is
designed to teach all
Hughes; patrons - Ed
Rotarians will contribute to ray Woman's Club and
Murray State will be cited asked to be the host for a nathe cian program at Vanderbilt covered. Video tapes will types of football fundamenChrisman and Dean Poston; the "Jaws of Life" project,
as the source of all data iaithe tional think-tank type of conP.T.A."
Universi
allow
ty,
the
will
campers to watch tals. Campers will work with
officiate in
tickets-Grover Burkett and too. The club supports a Boy
report, which will also be sent ference at Murray State
Why do I feel so sympathetic behalf of Sigma Theta Tau at their program.
in
others in their age group.
Betty Gore; programs- Scout troop, donates to the
about the on-coming weekend the ceremony, which was
Tennis Camp I June 8-20 will Awards for various areas of to the White House for use in a June to explore implications
Georgianna Moffitt; silver- Girl Scout program, awards
Rural Initiative to be initiated .of National Rural Project finshow? Because 38 years ago, I originally scheduled for a date include exercises, drills, lee- accompl
ishment will be by the
Larry I Wright and Nancy scholarships to Murray State,
President's Office.
was in the same saddle that in March but was postponed.
ngs for the BEH.
Walston.
aria donates to swim teams in my daughter, Lochie
Landolt,
All
persons
who
received inGroup 2 co-chairmen are the local park.
rides. I was involved with the
vitations to the ceremony as it
Charles Walston and Marty
The telephones of Lochie, Woman's Club in two
other
was first scheduled are invited
Erwin who hold the reins on 12 Lois, and Sharon contindously horse
shows. The second, held to attend on April 20, accorRotarians and 10 club women. ring calling from far and near, in
1943, included a beauty
ding to Geneva Cooper, inAssignments include: decora- asking information about pageant,
pet show, and baby structor in nursing and adtions - Tommy Brown and reservations for stalls, tickets,
contest. The third one was viser to the Honor Society in
Wednesday, April 16, 1980
Section B — Page One
Charlotte Gregory; hospitali- motels. So many final details held
Sept. 20, 21, 1944, in the
Nursing.
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Formal Chartering
Of Sigma Theta
Tau Rescheduled
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Research Report For
BEH Completed By
CID At Murray State
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Your Key To Value
753-6588
• The new Spring & Summer COP Catalog offers mor
e variety than
ever before at money-saving prices.
• Order by phone or in the store at the Catalog Desk.
• Your order will be ready when the store's next shipment
arrives.
• ORDER and SAVE
BRASS CEILING FAN

HOOVER

The energy Saver that cools inflation Four
solid wood blades circulate warm air from the
ceiling to make your air conditioner more
efficient Solid brass blade mountings motor
housing and ceiling shaft 5-speed control
Blades 52-inch diameter Voltage 1/0
Weight 35 lbs

CELEBRITY "
VACUUM CLEANER
ORDER
ol/RiCE

OPTIONAL LIGHT KIT
RounC globe style only
Weight 3 lbs

Order • 128795
Se. Pg 218
1

Or4•• * 244436

All steel agitator 1 7 peak HP 12 qt
multimagnum bag Power pedal switch
Convenient cordwrap Delivers deer)
cleaning agitation Powerrnatic- ^
Complete with attachments

MINN KOTA
ORDER
PRICE

Order • 248613
See Pg 6

SEE PAGES 5 THRU
22 OF THE NEW
SPRING & SUMMER
COP CATALOG
FOR OUR FINE
SELECTION OF
LAWN & GARDEN
ITEMS.
Pick up your
copy of the new
COP CATALOG
TODAY,

1
11
OFIDER
PR CF

Order • 140554
See Pp 5

BiG "T" GY1B-SET
The Big T has become a standard profile
of
the gym set industry Built tor all kids
up to 12
years old Features Color coordinated plas
tic swing hand rings climbing rope trapeze
and hand-over-handtIrmber Size Headbars
L egS 8 3 Overall Height 87 Steal

ORDER
PRICE

MINN KOTA - 10
ELECTRIC
TROLLING MOTOR
ORDER
PRICE

Oder • 22843s
See *6 7

r
Model 10 otters many features
und only in more expensive
'
,
-010r5 It has a 2 speed motor
"t151-1.-Lo rocker switch in head 7
osition adlustable bracket With
ngle clamp Mounting and a 27 nch ..chtome plated shalt 6 lb
'rust 1.7 volts

YOUf

Key To Value

ORDER
PRICE

Order • 248428
See Back
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Early Tray_-eliskIrsSmAi America As LandOf Experiment
By David/A. Maxfield
Smithsonian News Service
"Their starting point is different, and their courses are
not the same," the young
Frenchman, Alexis de Tocquevllle, concluded about the
United States and Russia back
in 1835, "yet each of them
seems marked out by the will
of heaven to sway the
destinies of half the world."
Early attitudes about
America, both pro and con,
began taking shape as the first
visitors from abroad, curious
about the new democratic expenment, arrived here to
observe and pass judgment on
the young nation.
From their letters and firsthand accounts, often filled
with perceptive observations
and predictions that are intriguing to read today, came a
-batch of mixed reviews.
"America is the land of experiment." Swedish author
Fredrika
Bremer
en4husiastically - wrote after a
'visit in 1853. One of its sons
:drew lightning from the
clouds; another created wings
out of steam. And all of this
has been accomplished in the
early morning of the country's
life."
Even
more
excited.
perhaps, was
Domingo
Faustino Sarmiento, a president of Argentina, who had
sailed from New York in 1868.
"I take the states away with
me as a model and promise of
the world's future," he ex,
claimed. To Sarmiento, there
was "no country on Earth
which has more rational
human beings."
Since its founding, the
United States has been ex'amined, praised and attacked
by thousands of travelers
from abroad — reporters,
social critics, artists and
authors among them. Coming
from - Europe, Asia, Africa,
South and North America,
they have scrutinized U.S.
political institutions and
business practices, manners
and social customs, climate

and cities, personal values
and family life
- *What most of these
travelers felt in common was
a sense of intense curiosity
about the future and about
America as a country of the
future," says Marc Pachter, a
historian at the Snuthsotuan
Institution's National Portrait
Gallery. He is also the editor
of Abroad in America, a collection of essays about many
of the foreign visitors.
Pachter believes that the insights and conclusions early
travelers drew may provide
some historical perspective
for the American public as the
nation faces another round of
changing world attitudes
stemming from current international developments, including those in Iran and
Afghanistan.
Not all visitors, of course,
were sanguine about
American goals and potential.
The future will tell the tale,"
former - French Prime
Minister Georges Clemenceau
concluded shortly before his
death in 1929, "but I greatly
fear that America will reap
the consequences of her extravagant pride.•'
The British author, H. G.
Wells, expressed similar
thoughts, sensing that the nation gave little thought to
anything but the present. The
American, he Wrote in 1907,
has no idea that his business
activities and private pursuits
"affect other people and the
world forever, and cannot, as
he imagines, begin and end
with him."
Like tourists anywhere, the
•iisitors did not . always
understand everything they
saw or heard. A young
Japanese, for example,
described the new telegraph
system he observed this way:
"Wires are hung above the
roads... and a letter can be attached to this is to be dispatched automatically from one station to another."
But one of the earliest Ind
most perceptive visitors was

Alexis de Toqueville, author of
the classic Democracy ia
America. Arriving here in 1810
on the eve of the Industrial
Revolution, he was struck that
"Americans of all ages, all
conditions and all dispositions
constantly form assoaiabons." The Frenchman, who
is viewed today by social
scientists as a prophet of the
coming 20th-century organization man, added that
Americans "have not only
commercial and manufacturing companies in which they.
all take part, but associations
of a thousand other kinds,
religious, mural, serious,
futile, general or restricted,
enormous or diminutive."
If Toqueville had accurately gauged the future influence
of both Russia and the United
States, some views of another
visitor, from Russia itself,
have not withstood the test of
Svin'in,
Pavel
history.
secretary to the Russian
Counsel
in
General
Philadelphia between 1811-13,
wrote that "no two countries
bear a more striking*
resemblance than Russia and
the United States." Svin'in
was struck by the rapid
development in both countries
of impressive cities — St.
Petersburg, Philadelphia,
New York — where, little
more than a century before,
there had been nothing but
"impenetrable forests 'and
marshes, inhabited by bears
wolves." Svin'in,
and
however, also wrote this: "In
each country', the unfortunate
and the persecuted find an
asylum and a home."
A visitor during the 19th
century embarked on what
Pachter calls "the moral
equivalent of a Grand Tour."
The itinerary was likely to include Vhiladelphia, as an example of rational city planning; the factory towns of
Massachusetts; Cincinnati,
one of the miracle cities of the
West, which had suddenly
sprung out of the wilderness,
and at least one of the coun-

try's Utopian conunuruties,
possibly New Harmony in Indiana.
Chicago became a particular favorite a little later,
expressing to some the
qualities and drawbacks, the
paradox of American life.
Giuseppe Giacosa, an Italian,
was impressed in 1898 by the
city's "enormous factories,
endless streets and fantastic
stores," and yet, he said, "the
people are anxious and frowning."
Each visitor, of course,
brought along his own cultural
framework by which to judge
America. New York's Central
Park,for example, in the eyes
of one Chinese visitor, Lang
Ch'i-ch'ao, was lying profitless in the very heart of the
city. "Such waste is lamentable, lamentable," he complained in 1903, dismissing as
frivolous the park's purpose —
to make city life healthier and
'happier for its residents.
Travelers from abroad also
ventured west, traveling by
steamboat, train, stagecoach
and covered wagon across
mountain regions, plains,
forests, rivers and canals.
"What an empire, what a
world is North America,"
Fredrika Bremer glowed,
"embracing all climates,
natural scenery and products."
If she and most others were
enthusiastic about the country, the British, according to
Pachter,"were the hardest on
us," particularly when it
came to American manners
and characteristics. Frances
Trollope, who settled in Cincinnati for a time In 1828,
found Americans lacking fn
"all the usual courtesies of the
table... r and) the dinner hour
was to be anything rather than
an hour of enjoyment." Complained another: "Vegetables
and fish are served before the
meat, the oysters for dessert.
In a word, complete barbarism."
But Henryk Sienkiewicz, a,,
Polish visitor, ,struck a sym-

natural topics of interest to the
arrivals As early as 1783, the
Marquis de Chastellus
reported that -it is very rare
for young people to live with
their parents, when they are
once settled in the world," an

observation as true now as
then A number of visitors
noted that the American
woman was generally free and
independent until marriage
i "Free as a butterfly," said
one), but "shackled" to

Program To Study Murrow's
Role Concerning Radio News
-Edward R. Morrow's bold
journalism changed the style
of American reporting and
with him radio news arrived,"
says Bob Edwards of National
Public Radio NPR),I
producer of a one-hour special
devoted to one of the most
respected American broadcasters.
The program, "Edward R.
Murrow," reviews the late
broadcaster's life, beginning
with his wartime experiences
in London through the McCarthy era.
WKMS, fine arts radio station of Murray State University, will broadcast this "Options" edition on Sunday,
April 13, at 6 p.m. at 91.3 oa the
FM dial.
Morrow's wartime reporting was more than just a
recital of current events, it
was his eyewitness accounts
of the Nazi bombings - the
sights and sounds of planes,
guns and sirens that brought
the war news to Americans as
it had never before been
reported. He developed the
first international news
bureau and hired an
outstanding team *of correspondents for CBS radio, including
Eric
Severeid,
Charles Collingwood, Winston
Burdette, and Richard C. Hottelett. The first-hand reports
from the battlefields of
Europe were the broadcasts
that made Murrow famous.
Morrow the reporter
became familiar to all
Americans, but Morrow the
man was somewhat of a

mystery, even to his col- age during the McCarthy
hearings."
leagues.
Morrow's stand against Sen.
"He was something special.
There was an aura about him Joseph McCarthy is now
that made him different from legendary. Later, under Presiothers," says Bill Downs. dent Kennedy, he headed the
Another long-time Morrow United States Information
associate, Fred Friendly, Agency, which brought praise
adds: -People could hear in from those inside and outside
his voice that he was a man the broadcasting industry.
His death at age 57, on April
who cared. People identified
27, 1968, ended his long and
with him."
Friendly and Murrow pro- distinguished career.
duced a series of historical
"He was a shocking star and
phonograph records, "I Can many of us will work in his
Hear It Now," which led to a shining light, but we shall not
weekly radio series called see his like again in our
"Hear It Now." In 1951 the lifetime," said Eric Severeid
series moved to television and on his news commentary that
became the first documentary night.
series,"See It Now."
As pioneers in mass cornmuncations, Friendly admits,
PEARL HARBOR
"We wanted to show little picGARDENA, Calif. APi — It
tures of the news but in time' tkas been more than 38 years
we both began to realize the Since the Japanese attack on
power of this medium. Broad- Pearl Harbor, but the event has
cast journalism really came of not been forgotten.

household duties thereafter.
Still, the Norwegian 13jornstjerne Bjornson saw in the
American woman of 1880 "an
independent look" unlike the
"bentdown, shy" fermis on
his side of the Atlantic.
From the outset, the visitor
to America found that the
business of the country was
business. "There is one single
point to which all are driving,
and this is *wealth," concluded two Hungarians in 1844.
"Business, business, business,
from morning till night, that is
all you see, read and hear,"
Sienkiewicz wrote about New
York. "Wealth is the chief
criterion by which men are
measured."
As for the political system
laid out for the nation by the
founding fathers, there was a
wide range of opinion — enthusiasm, caution and skepticism. Tocqueville, for example, found that democracy
carried a high price in that the
pressure of community opinion squeezed the individuality out of a society of individuals. On the other hand,
Louis Kossuth, governorpresident of Hungary in 1849,
saw America as the
"protector of human rights,"
and, finding strength in the
American government when
compared
to European
systems, he concluded, "It is
not men who rule, but the
law."
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pathetic note on this subject.
Knowledge was not as profound nor good inanners so
refined as in Europe, he said,
but "both are certainly more
widely diffused."
Women and family life were
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FLAKY BISCUITS

For Mother's Day send In the certificate by 4/25/80
and we'll deliver a beautiful bouquet and corsage.
It's an $18.50 value for only$8.50 and one
proof-of-purchase from Sank*.
sanica• Brand has maae it very easy for you to send fresh,
beautiful flowers to your mother for Mother's Day ".
All you do is send in the certificate below with $8.50
and one proof of purchase from sonigi Brand by April
25,1980, and by Mother's Day, a dozen fresh carnations and a cymbidium orchid corsage — an
$18.50 value — will be airmailed.(If you mail after
4/25/80, we'll still deliver, mayb&you have another
occasion in mind.)
Your mother will love this beautiful surprise. And
that will make you feel good. And, if too much caffein
from coffee bothers you, switching to sanity' Brand, the
97% caffein-free coffee, also
lets you feel better so you can
enioy yourself.
But, for now,-we want you
to enjoy some savings. Just
cut out the coupon and save
40° on your next purchase
*of Sonlize Brand Decaffeinated Coffee.

BI

ONIMMIll MOM

Envoy your coffee and enfoy yourself.

C

-1.soc

MAlt IN CERTIFICATE

Flowers-By-Air Offer from SCItlica:
F ,rst remove the .nner seal tram any stre par of
Solif brand 97% caber.. frge coffee or cut our 0
square not, of plashc horn Pb. 1.d of any sire can of
Weir brand Thq is who proof of purchase Then 1.11
nit,. .nforrnetron on rhos cerhfIca» Now lust moo
it 50 woh the completed rem f.cote and one proof of
purchase to the addrest md.cated by 4/25/60 Your
thoughtful f writ be delivered by [1,mo:id any
Whefilf on TIM USA the week WPM Motheel Doe,*Ms
guaranteed omit Micron or yew chorce of replace
mentor refund from flowers fly A.. horn &NAV breed
It you rit-h1 Mew 4/ 25/110, +no 11 Pill &hoc,welerMe
mrnd t Mob.check or
you hove another emotion
'nary,giber poyabN to Flowers by Au horn
wage &rend MAIL TO flowers- by•Arr bons
S.rder brand. PO box 2071 Torrn.nol Anne. Los
nqeles CA 90051

SMALL-SIZE CANS FROM
PILLSBURY ,,,,,,Th.pmswry

Company

food. Cc.por or.,.990

400
Save 40(on Sanka.

Meows send one damn cornotrons and a cymb.d.urn orch.d corsage - 00
It 50 value - to
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Ag Student Thinks Of Plants As Own Children

, thereafter.
:tan Bjorristsaw in the
of 1880 an
" unlike the
' fernaLs on

By Corrine M.Sheppard
"I don't talk to them but I do
think of each of them as my
own children — almost," said
M'Lou Emerson, Oak Ridge,
Tenn

t, the visitor
rid that the
country was
is one single
are driving,
1), concludans in 1844.
Is, business,
night, that is
I and hear,"
e about New
is the chief
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Miss Emerson, a graduate
student in agriculture, is
referring to the plants she
checks for disease and waters
daily as a work assignment at
the Murray State University
physical plant.
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BIG JOHN HAS SLASHED THE PRICE OF HUNDREDS OF ITEMS. HERE ARE JUST A FEW OF THE
NEW LOWERED
PRICES! COMPARE, STOCK UP AND CUT YOUR FOOD COSTS WITH BIG
JOHN'S

1

The conference, which concluded today, was sponsored
by First National Bank of
Louisville

The initial cost of the inhome banking system would
be high, he said, with the
calculatortype devices costing
about $100 each.
But the savings in paperwork and productivity will
result in the new gear paying
for itself within four years,
Russell said.

Sigma Chi Holding
Derby Day Festivities
At Murray State
As part of a nationwide effort to raise funds for the
Wallace Village School for the
Educable Mentally Retarded,
the Sigma Chi fraternity has
begun a week of festivities on
the Murray State University
campus called Derby Week.
The Sigma Chi Derby is an
annual event at most of the
fraternity's
chapters
throughout the United States
and Canada. This year, the
It-year-old organization is
placing special emphasis on
fund raising to support
Wallace Village, a special
school for learning disabled
children in Colorado.
The Sigma Oils at Murray
State will be collecting money
from donations, from a sponsored dance to be held at the
Holiday Inn this Friday, and
from sales of advertisements
in the program for the Derby.
The Derby itself is a series
of athletic events among
members of campus sororities
and womens dormitories. According to Derby Day chairman Rick Fortson, the events
will include such bizarre crintests as the flour fling, the
balloon stomp and the egg
toss.
All events will be held at the
MSU soccer field beginning at
3 p.m. Friday when the Derby
Queen will be selected and the
Derby Day champions announced. All events are open
to the public, and further information can be obtained by
calling the Sigma Oil fraternity.
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OLD
FASHIONED
SAVINGS
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OLD
FASHIONED
SAVINGS

Price

Karo Blue Label

Cheez
Whiz

75'

SYRUP Pint

CHEESE
n
VMIZ •

Radiant Rose

79'

FLOUR SIB

Price

WRY
PAY MORE
VOSY
PAY MORE

99'

CORN MEAL SIB

$199

Morton

26'

SALT 26 0:

160z,

WRY

PAY MORE
WRY
PAY MORE

MILK 130z
OIL 24 ftz

Tahoe &sorted
was

PAY MORE

pm,„,

DISH UQUID 220t

$107

WRY
PAY MORE

159

WRY

Hyde Park DWI

POWDER so 0,

PAY MORE

Dial Geld

BATH SOAP 50a

289

WIRY
PAY MORE

Ocean &Pm

CRANBERRY
COCKTAIL Nod

89'

Welch

GRAPE JUICE 24 co:

954

WRY
PAY MORE
WRY
PAY MORE

63'

liwle Park

PRUNE JUICE Quart

834

Cocktail

V-8 JUICE 46 Oz

79'

Hyde Park

TOMATO JUICE 46 Oz

77'

WHY
PAY MORE
WRY
PAY MORE
WRY
PAY MORE
WRY
PAY MORE

Country Time

LEMONADE MIX 310i

$275

WRY
PRY MORE

Tang

BREAKFAST
DRIINK 27 01

99'

mliY
PAY MORE

$137

WHY
PAY MORE

Hyde Path

CORN OIL 240z
Crisco

WRY
PAY MORE

$177

OIL 38 Gm

WIRY
PAY MORE

Riehtex

SHORTENING 42 Oz

129

WHY
PAY MORE

93'

Hyde Park

QUICK OATS 18 Dm

WRY
PAY MORE

win

65'

WRY
PAY MORE

131

MEV
PAY MORE

CEREAL 14 Or

109

WIRY

WRY
PAY MORE

69'

WHEATIES 12 Oz

88'
89'

WRY
PAY MORE

BRAN FLAKES 16 Oz

SS'

Farm Gold Quarters

UTE SPREAD 1 LB
Hyde Park Bowl

SPREAD OLEO 218

117

4

CORN FLAKES 12 02

67'

WRY
PAY MORE

Welt

MAYONNAISE Quart

79'

WRY
PAY MORE

78'

WRY
PAY MORE

107

Family Wens

BEEF
STEW

EGG
SCRAMBLERS 1202

167

Kraft French

DRESSING goz

wishbone

DRESSING soz
DRESSING g oz
CATSUP Overt

68'

CHOCOLATE
CAKE 24O

69'

COFFEE CAKEIgoz

PICKLES 14 0:
APPLE BUTTER 28 Oz

87'

WV(
PAY MORE
WRY
PAY MORE

117

wilY
PAY MORE

123

win

PAY MORE

77'

WRY
PAY MORE

113

WIfY
PAY MORE

WWI
PAY MORE

Brie Park Strawberry

99'
169

MEI
PAY MORE

$187

IVY
PAY MORE

ea

67'

PM MORI

*pie Park

47'

PIE SHELLS 2b
tirle Park

37'

CREAMERS
TOPPING 40s
Krell

CHEESE WHIZ uo,
Kraft Singles Panoriesn

57'
199
si39

CHEESE 12 07
Hyde Park Shredded

65e

MOZZARELLA 4 th
11,14e Park

Mn
PAY MORE

s228

Soft & Dry Soper

DEODORANT 4 Os

WNY

PPM MOM

e4i

SHAVE
CREME liDs

5164

WRY
PAY MORE

Star-Kist

t Kist

HUNK
ETUNA

70m $134

NO FORCED PURCHASES!

win

WRY
PRY MORE
win
PAY MORE

Gel Weis

CHEESE
SPREAD 218

YOU DON'T HAVE TO SPEN," 10.00 Or 15.00 ON
ii29 j CROdERIES YOU DONT WANT TO GET A BARGAIN AT
24 0:
BIG JOHN'S. THAT'S RIGHT-

•

HONEY BUNS

RIM
PAY SORE

Vasolino Intensive Core

LOTION Is*,

$197

Eyorfrosk

Lea & Perrin:

SWEET PICKLES Quart

PAY MORE

Sara Lai

79'

BAR-B-Q SAUCE igoz 67'
SAUCE 10 oz

wiry

97'

Cohisial Genus.

Italian

PRESERVES isch

Kolloggs

TOOTHPASTE

Morning Star

Hellman s

Pori

Morton Noon

OLD
FASNIODED
SAVINGS
Price

38'

Ka Brown

KeHoggs

12 Oz.

Hungry Jack Better Turin

BISCUITS 8 Oz

Fonnings Bread & Better

Kellogg'

GRAPE NUTS 16 Cti

WRY
PAY MORE

PAY MORE
WIRY
PAY MORE

$119

ifyde Park Crescent

Save Sum

General Mt%

LUNCH
MEAT

Mine, Maid Chillrd

liyde Park

Big C

CHEERIOS is ch

Pemest Tree

PAY MORE

Libby

Charm

RAISIN BRAN iloz

123

Wishbone Creamy Cucumber

CREAM OF
WHEAT loom

RICE
KRISPIES to oz

RIM
PAY MORE

ORANGE JUICE 64 Ot

& Eat

tat ity

Ragtime

LEMON JUICE s

43'

win
PAY MORE

*Oh Park Vegetable

Price

129

WRY
PAY MORE

Carnation Evaporated

OLD
FASHIONED
SAVINGS

PIZZAS 12 0:

$469

$165

litycle Park Medium

ROLLS 8 Gm

Carnation

INSTANT MILK 14 Qu:rt

Kraft Stieu Hatfrnoon

CHEESE 10 oz
CHEDDAR STICK 8 07

*ye Park

Russell said loan applications also could be made from
home.
"You'll feed in the same information as you do now at a
beanch, but you would know in
five minutes if you've been approved. That's all the time
that would be necessary to
check the credit bureau and
other references.

Company

Miss Emerson recen
received teaching certfica
in both Kentucky and Fl
She plans to teach high ac
or juruor college, or
open her own hindsca
design business
The daughter of Mr.
Mrs. Earl E. Emerson, J
Miss Emerson graduat
from Oak Ridge High Sch
in 1975. She is a member
Murray
State's
Rod
Horseman's, and Horticult
Clubs and the Student N
tonal Education Associati
SNEA

The "banking channel" also
would provide an account
holder with such financial information as current checking
and savings balances and interest rates on such items as
Treasury bills and notes.

"These are not tricky things
we are talking about."

agriculture with specialu...tion in horticulture at Murray
State in May of 1979.
During the summer of 1978
she worked at Kinsey Gardens
Inc. of Knoxville, Tenn.,
where she was assigned to the
propagation of azaleas. During the summer of 1979 she
worked in the landscape
department of Opryland USA
in Nashville, Tenn.
"I've always enjoyed working with plants and being outdoors," she said. "That is the
pnrnary reason I decided to
continue my education in the

field of horticulture "
In addition to working on
Miss Emerson recalls a campus and attending classes,
flower arrangement and Miss Emerson works for a
design class she completed as Murray landscaping firm duran undergraduate at Murray ing her free time
State The students prepared
Besides her interest in horthe floral arrangements for ticulture, Miss Emerson enboth the Homecoming Open joys riding, training, and exHouse and Christmas Party at hibiting horses. Since she
Oakhurst, the University finished grade school, she has
president's home
owned five different horses
"We visited the house prior Presently she is without a
to designing the arrangements horse.
to get an idea for a theme and
"I thought it would be more
then each student designed an convenient to have few ties unarrangement for a specific to I obtain a job and settle
location," she explained.
down somewhere," she said.

Banks May Go Into
Homes During 1980's
LOUISVILLE, Ky. tAP) —
The 1980s will probably bring
higher gasoline prices and
higher salaries and may bring
banks into the homes of people
who have a telephone and
television set, according to a
bank marketing director.
John A. Russell, director cif
marketing for Bank One of
Columbus, a technologyoriented group of 20 Ohio
banks, told a bank card and
systems payment conference
Monday that rising costs are
spurring the change.
Russell projected gasoline
costs will hit $2 a gallon by fall
and that "the lowest-paid
teller will be getting $25,000 by
the end of the decade."
As an example of how inhome banking would work,
Russell said that bills would
be sent electronically to a consumer's bank and his account
would be updated daily.
Just like bills received
through the mail, the elec—
tronic version would note the
amount due, the minimum
payment and the due date.
With a hand-held calculator
device, the consumer could
then call up the "banking
channel" on his television set
and decide what bills to pay,
how much and when. And a
transaction printout could be
provided monthly from the
computer.

She works up to 20 flours student, I suppose,'' Miss
each week at the physical Emerson said.
plant. There she is responsible
Miss Emerson is employed
for the care and maintenance through the Murray State
stuof all the indoor plants and, dent financial aid office.
She is
when it warms up, she will a part of the University
Stuplant many of the outdoor dent Employment
and
flowers on campus.
Federal Work Study programs
Plans for the new University which during the 1978-79
year
Center on campus include an employed 1,626 students
on
abundance of live plants of all campus. The students earned
kinds.
a total of $945,283.73 and the
"A horticulture student will average earnings were
8581.
likely be hired to care for
Miss Emerson is not acthose plants, as well as other customed to plants
and
plants now on campus. I am flowers. She earned a
what you would call a test- bachelor of science degree in

88,
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Art Professor
Ends Workshops
At Conference
James Stickler, assistant
professor of art at Murray
State University, recently
completed a series of Leadership Workshops at the NaUonal Art Education Association Conference in Atlanta
Ga.
Designed to tram state officers to deal more effectively
with legislative, organizational, and communication
issues, the workshops were
presented by a group of experienced administrators of
the arts.
Presentors were Jerilyn
Changar of CEMREL. Inc., of
St. Louis, Dr. Jane Earley ,
dean of arts and humanities at
Mankato ( Minn.) State
University, Frank Zeller, art
coordinator of White Bear
Lake ( Minn.) schools, and
Roger Hyndman, district
supervisor of art in Albany,
N.Y.
Stickler, who is presidentelect of the Kentucky Art
Education
AS•sociation
KAEA ), is currently serving
that organization as first vice
president in charge of planning the state conference. He
will be installed as president
at the statewide conference in
November.
Stickler has also served the
KAEA as chairman of the
Higher Education Division
and as secretary to the executive council.

1980 Edition Of
Notations To Be
Available Friday

•

The 1980 edition of Notations, Murray State University's student literary
magazine, will be made
available on Friday, April 18,
at a publicatto party on the
campus.
Following a public reception
to begin at 7:30 p.m. in Room,
423 of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, contributors will
read from their work in the
new issue of the magazine.
Copies of the magazine will
be on sale for El. They will also
be available in area
bookstores.
Notations is staffed by
students who volunteer their
time and service to the
magazine. The editot this year
is Robi Phifer, Camden,
Tenn.,junior.
In the past, Notations has
published only the poetry, prose and artwork of Murray
State students, but submissions were solicited this year
from students in all Kentucky
universities.
The magazine is funded in
part by the Department of
English through paid advertising by local merchants, as
well as personal contributors.
The creative writing staff in
the department acts as faculty
advisers.
Dr. Joe Ashby Porter, recipient of a National Endowment for the Arts grant, is the
fiction professor. He is the
author of a novel 'entitled
"Eeigrass" and The Drama
of Speech Acts,- a scholarly
work on Shakespeare.
Aaron Fischer, the poetry
professor, has published in
such magazines as Poetry,
Plum,and The New Yorker.
The creative writing program at Murray State has
grown rapidly over the past
few years and continues to
gain momentum after having
built up a sizeable community
of writers.
The Jesse Stuart Creative
Writing Workshop, to be conducted at Murray State this
summer, will feature nationally known writers, including
William Matthews and Lee
Pennington, who will teach
poetry, Russell Banks, who
will teach fiction, and Curtis
Bill Pepper, who will teach
non-fiction. Readings and lectures will also be presented by
Leonard Michaels and Daniel
Halpern.
Murray State is also the
home of the national literary
magazine
entitled
Crazyhorse. Dr. Delbert
Wylder, chairman of the
Department of English, and
Edith Wylder, are managing
editors.
Crazyhorse has published
Tiction by Frederick Busch
'and Gordon fish and the
poetry of James Wright.
Diane Wakoski, John Ashbery
and Max Garland, of
Paducah. The spring edition of
Crazyhorse will also be out in
April and will be on sale in
many area bookstores.,
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MORE FOOD FOR LESS MONEY
GROCERY SAVINGS FOR YOU

•
4;',04,1%

--

Pi
Si

GolO

C/OID

.maitarhe
.

MEDAL

Save 25

Colonial
(with coupon)

Save 10 s

\WV WEI

Save 26 , Big John Quarters

OLEO

Save 16% Wesson

Gold Medal
(with coupon)

SUGAR

OIL

FLOUR

Save 20% Total

CEREAL
8 Oz. Bee

24 Oz. Bottle

S LB. Bag e;

117

SLB.Bag

Boston Butt

PORK ROI

Economy Pak
Save 20% Shedd:

Sao 18% Wagner: Grape Or
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LONG BEFORE DAWN BIG JOHN'S BAKERY IS FULL OF
BUSTUNG ACTIVITY AND DEUCIOUSLY SWEET AROMAS ALL
TO BRING YOU THE FRESHEST PASTRIES EACH MORNING!!
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EVERYDAY THERE IS SOMETHING EXCITINGLY NEW AND TANTALIZINGLY TASTY
TO TRY IN BIG JOHN'S DEU!
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CASH POT

$100
Grocery
Winner

MEATS

Duke Conducts
All-Day Workshop
At NCTE

FREE CASH
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I
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Authors of
publications receive no royalties for
their work but are frequently
recognized by the profession.
The five authors were part of a
special conference session
called "Meet the Authors"
where conference participants
could discuss with each author
the subject area covered by
the author's book.

Benjamin Britten's highlysuccessful opera, "Billy
Budd," last broadcast in
March of 1979, will highlight
the final Texaco-Metropolitan
Opera broadcast of the
eseason to be heard Saturday.
April 19, on WKIYIS-FM, fine
arts radio station of Murray
State University.

'FIELD FRESH P

'189

In addition to these activities at the conference,
Duke was one of five authors
recognized at the conference
who have written highly successful books for the-_NCTE.
His book, "Creative
Dramatics and English
Teaching,•' published in 1974,
is now in its fourth printing
and has sold more than 8,000
copies.

Britten Opera
To Highlight Last
Opera Broadcast

Tyson Grade A

BREAST
FILLET

o,

Duke's paper, entitled "An
Approach to Revision and
Evaluation in the Writing Process," suggested ways by
which teachers can make revision a more central part of the
writing process for students
and how evaluation and
grading can be simplified by
this approach.

Choice Boneless

SLICED

La Bal

Duke's all-day workshop
focused on the importance of
teaching revising skills to student wnters. English teachers
in the workshop, drawn from
all over the country, engaged
in a variety of activities
designed for classroom applications. Among these were
the use of written guides for
revision, the use of peer
groups in the revision process.
and the importance of studentteacher conferences.

NcrE

Kingsford Frozen Veal, Pork And
CHUCKWAGON
14 Oz. Pkg. $139
PATTIES

Country Style
4 Lb. Or More

ION
COB

Dr. Charles R. Duke,
associate professor of English
at Murray State University.,
recently conducted an all-day
workshop, presented a paper,
and was a featured author at
the joint meeting of the Conference on English Education
and the Secondary Section of
the National Council of
Teachers of English I NCTE I
in Omaha's Neb.

Fine Porcelain China
oven

dishwasher

on your
' table
—

•

CLEAN-UP
SPECIAL
Only A Few Weeks Left

$100off Ang Rem
This Week Only!

To begin at 1 p.m.,the opera
conducted by Raymond - Leppard will be broadcast at 91.3
on the FM dial. It will end at
approximately 4:15 p.m.
In the all-male cast will be
baritone Richard Stilwell as
Billy Add, tenor Richard
Cassilly as Captain Vere, bass
James Morris as Claggart,
baritone Peter Glossop as Mr.
Redburn and bass David Ward
- as Mr. Flint.
The single intermission
-Opera News on the Air" will
feature a preview of next
season's opera broadcasts
with Alberta Masiello and
Richard Woitach at the piano.
The 1980-81 season of
Texaco-Metropolitan Opera
broadcasts will start Dec. 6
with a performance of Verdi's
"La Traviata" in a new production. It will be the 800th
Texaco -sponsored
Metropolitan Opera broadcast.
WISMS-FM will broadcast
the Chicago Lyric Opera
season beginning May 3 will
Verdi's "Simon Boccanegra
•arememmorrommoillar

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not receiied their home-delivered copy of
Tao Noway West & Tema by
530 p m Monday-Friday or by
330 pm Saturdays are urged to
call 733-1516 between 530 p.m.
al 6 p.m., Mom* through Fri-

dal, or 3:30 via. and 4 p.m.
Sibniay4
A circulation department
employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delnery
The regular business Once hoofs
of The Nun,lader &Tunes are
ea. to S p.m, Monday through
Fnday and I a.s. to es, Satur
dayk
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Couple Learns About Mating Praying Mantises
13) Madeleine Jacobs
Smithsonian News Service

-

If Michael and Barbara
Robinson had not been trying
to house-train a young puppy,
they nught never have learned
why their tropical praying
mantises were having trouble
mating. But because the puppy had to be taken out of the
house very early one morning,
around dawn, they discovered
the reason. And therein lies a
tale. . . a saga of life and
death, sex and survival in the
tropics.
Why anyone would want to
mate pray mg mantises, much
less learn the reason why they
will or will not mate, is a
legitimate question to ask.
Michael Robinson has been
asked that question mans.
times, but there is no quick
response from the Britishborn and educated biologist,
one of -a small group of scientists worldwide studying the
bioliy of the tropics. In the
tropics, he will tell you, there
are no easy answers.
"The tropics have more
_species of animals doing more
complex things than
anywhere else on earth," he
says. "Yet the science of
tropical biology is very much
in its infancy."
And today the tropics are in
danger, as the jungles and
forests are systematically cut
down and exploited with little
regard to thefragile and interrelated ecology existing there.
Robinson's studies are aimed

at understanding the complexities of tropical biology,
ultimately to provide the
knowledge to utilize the
tropics for the long-term
benefit of man while also protecting the environment.
And so we return to the story
of the praying mantises a
saga which begins in the lush,
steaming rain forest of
Panama. There, Michael
Robinson and his biologist
wife Barbara work at the
Smithsonian's Tropical
Research Institute. The
husband-and-wife team
studies animal reproduction
and the defenses that animals
have evolved to defend
themselves against predators.
They are observed insects,
spiders, monkeys and birds
and have discovered a wide
range of tricks, weapons and
behavior that help creatures
adapt,survive and thrive.
Their scientific curiosity
was stimulated by the extreme differences between
males and females that occur
in many predatory species,
and it was this general subject
they were studying when they
came upon the praying mantis
puzzle.
Females of the tropical
species they were using are
quite large, but have very
small wings. The males are
smaller in size, but can fly.
The Robinsons decided to
raise large numbers of males
and females in order to learn
whether the males took longer
or went through more

developmental stages to reach
maturity than females. They
had already found that in
some species of spiders
females require twice as
many stages to develop as
males.
••Praying mantises are
easier to raise than spiders.
but we wanted to raise lots of
them so we had to get our
females to mate and lay eggs.
That was when the problems
started," Michael Robinson
recalls. "They just would not
mate predictably at civilized
hours of the day."
A notoriously late riser who
remarks that "only ornithologists get up earlier than
8 am."1, Robinson had been
introducing
males and
females beginning around 8
a.m, until late at night. At
night they were separated to
prevent losses of the carefully
raised animals by cannibalism.
Then, very early one morning, the Robinsons' young puppy insisted on being taken for
a walk. "All of a sudden, at,
dawn, we noticed that all the
males within the large outdoor
cage became unusually active," Robinson says. "We introduced our hand-reared
virgin female mantises into
the cage. After a brief period
or rocking movements, the
males flew or walked with
wings raised, eventually settling close to the females.
"From this position, the
males jumped the last few
centimeters onto the females

and grasped them with their
legs. During the same period,
the females exposed the bottom of their abdomens by raising their wings and curling
their abdomens -- in the process exposing two shiny black
protuberances.
"Because of this posture
and the behavior of the males,
we assumed that the female
was exposing glands and
releasing a sex-attractant, or
pheromone."
Releasing a pheromone,
Robinson explains, would help
to preserve the species. In
order to reproduce, the
tropical male mantis has to
find a mate among the widely
dispersed females. But
females will strike indiscriminately at moving objects up to the size of males.
Males, then, run the risk of being treated as a meal rather
than a mate:
The male not only has to find
a female of the right species,
but also one that is ready to
mate. These problems could
be solved if the female signaled her readiness to mate by
releasing a sex attractant
which could be detected by
sense organs in the male's
antennae.
The intriguing part of the
Robinson's dawn observation
was the very narrow timewindow in which the sexual
activity took place, which they
believe is an adaptation to

avoid predators. Mating man- at any other time. Once-mated
tises are almost certainly females did not mate again.
vulnerable to predators The sexual activity lasted only
because they cannot use their for the twenty minutes or so
promary defense — mimick- until sunrise.
In other experiments, they
ing dead leaves. Males are not
strong flyers and are par- placed unmated females on a
ticularly vulnerable when fly- rack in a cage which was
ing to females. Mating at visually obscured from males
dawn may reduce the risks in an adjacent cage. The rack
because it occurs before birds was moved to different sides
and insect-eating animals to eliminate possible effects of
begin foraging for food.
the compass bearing of the
"Mating at night might be first light on the flight direcsafer," Robinson admits,"but tion of the males.
At dawn, nearly all the
could be impossible in this
the
case: although the males find females assumed
the females by scent, the final
pheromone-release posture in
all the experiments. The
movement of the male onto
the female appears to be
males in nearly all experiments moved in the direcmediated by vision. If the
tion of the females. From
male just walked. onto the
these and additional exfemale, he might be seized; so
periments, the Robinsons cona final libidinous leap is
cluded that females were, in
necessary."
To gain evidence for their
fact, releasing sex attractants
and that the flight of the male
assumptions the Robinsons
was directed primarily by this
have carried out a number of
factor and not by visual cues.
experiments. For a week they
They also carried out exobserved the activity of wild
periments in which they
males outside the cage and
reversed the mantises' norhand-reared males and
mal dark and light periods by
females inside the cage. The
keeping them in an enwild males flew toward the
vironmental chamber. Within
cage at dawn, and, although
three days, the mantises had
blocked from entering,
adjusted their sexual activity
alighted on the cage and made
the familiar
to coincide with the new dawn.
mating
The matings could be trigmovements, also made by
gered by any dark-to-light
males inside the cage. The
transition.
Robinsons observed
31
Light-induced responses are
matings within the cage at
not unusual. Robinson noteS.
dawn's first light and none

Quoting the English poet, Tennyson, here reminds us, —In
the Spring a young man's fancy. lightly turns to thoughts of
love.' And increasing day
length certainly switches on
sex hormones in birds, fishes
and other creatures. But it is
the dawn activity. 20 minutes
out of a 24-hour day, that surprises us. There well may be
'diary' of biological activity in
the tropics that is largely unconsidered and certainly
uninvestigated. There may, in
fact, be a whole range of narrow time-windows that
animals are exploiting or even
biological calenders that depend on adjusting activity to
other organisms rather than
to winter, spring and so on."
What all this means in the
larger framework of tropical

studies is not yet known. During the past year, while in
Papua New Guinea for field
studies, the Robinsons found
that one species of New
Guinea mantis does not have a
dawn response, suggesting to
them that "the whole subject
is infinitely more complicated
than we first thought."
But then, the Robinsons are
used to that, because the
tropics are not predictable.
"Research on tropical biology
is like assembling a giant
Jigsaw puzzle." Robinson
says,"and we are trying to fit
a few pieces which may help
to fill in a corner of the big picture. The hope is that we can
put together enough of the puzzle in time to save the tropics
from destruction."

Department Secretary
To Address Press Group
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
Jackie Swigart, secretary of
the state Department for
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection, will
address members of the
Western Kentucky Press
Association on Friday at 10
a.m, at the Red Carpet Inn in
Bowling Green.
The association, headed by
Frances Baccus of The Eddyville Herald-Ledger, is

holding its spring meeting
Thursday and Friday.
Following Swigart's address,she and representatives
of the department's three
bureaus - Natural Resources,
Environmental Protection
and Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement - will
participate in a question-andanswer session with Western
Kentucky journalists.

Change-Of-Address Kits For Those
Planning To Move Are In Post Office
If you•rt one of the
estimated 36 million persons
who plan to move their
residence this year, you
hould begin notifying
everyone who regularly sends
you mail at least one full
month before you move.
That's the advice from Murray Postmaster Virgil Gilliam,
who suggests you file changeof-address forms with your
post office and send them to
correspondents
aisd
publishers.
- The Postal Service offers
'free Change-of-Address Kits
to make it easier to notify
everyone. Available in post offices and from letter carriers,

the kits include convenient
postcards to alert the
postmaster and for mailing to
department stores, friends
and relatives, utility companies, banks, newspaper and
magazine publishers and
others who do business with
the family planning a move.
"Too often people who are
moving wait until the last
minute to notify their correspondents,''
said
Postmaster Gilliam. "The
result is they add up to several
days to their First-Class Mail
delivery because it must be
forwarded to the new address," he added.

Those who fail to give
publishers at least a month advance notice must either pay
additional postage for fat-Warding, if desired, or wait
several weeks before the
publisher changes the address. This means customers
may miss one or more issues
of their favorite magazine.
"Customers should also
remember to include their aecount number when notifying
stores and banks and to send
their old address labels to
publishers,"
Postmaster
Gilliam advises. "And for all
correspondence, remember to
include their new ZIP Code."
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SERVICE
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SIMPLY DRIVE UP TO OUR CUSTOMER SERVICE
BOOTH, PLACE YOUR DOCTOR'S PRESCRIPTION
ORDER IN THE AWAITING CARRIER, AND DROP THE
CARRIER IN THE DELIVERY PORT. OUR PHARMACIST
WILL FILL YOUR ORDER WITH THE SAME
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ENJOYED AT BEGLEY'S. ALL THIS AND YOU
NEVER HAVE TO LEAVE YOUR CAR.
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THIS IS BEGLEY'S, SERVING THE NEEDS
OF THE PEOPLE OF KENTUCKY.
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"Say goodbye to the old
Fla.-O'-Rich package. Now your nearby
Flav-O-Rich families have fresh new packages for you to choose.
On each one you'll see the Flav-O-Rich
family crest.It's our proMise to you of
NAmp
igia,m- freshness in every product we send you.
--So look for ourfresh packages.And
depend on our promise offreshness.I
know you'll be glad you did."
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Present In Most Foods Eaten

Most Americans Are Sweet On Sugar
It is not easy to avoid eating
sugars. Chances are, with
most meals, you will eat a food
with sugar in it. It is naturally
present in some foods, or as is
more likely, it is there because
the manufacturer added it
during the processing.
A 1978 survey by the Food
and Drug Administration
showed that sugar was the one
ingredient people most often
try to avoid, yet there is little
doubt that many Americans
still eat a good deal of sugar
without even knowing it.
This is partly because you
have to be an expert to
recognize all the types of
sugars; chemists say there
are more than 100 susbstances
that are classified as sugars.
Consumers also have less control over how much sugar is
put into foods by manufacturers.
This was not the case 50
years ago, when two-thirds of
the sugar consumed in the
United States was purchased
by consumers directly for
home use. Now, the reverse is
true, with two-thirds of all
sugar consumption being used
by food and beverage industries and only one-fourth
being acquired for home use.
The end result is that consumption of all types of sugars
is higher than ever, reaching
128 pounds a person in 1978
compared to about 123 pounds
10 years ago, according to per
capita sugar consumption
figures by the U. S. Department of Agriculture ( USDA.
The food and beverage industries' growing use of corn
sweeteners, especially corn
syrups, is a major reason for
this increase. In 1970 corn
sweetener consumption
amounted to about 19 pounds a
person; by 1978, it reached
nearly 34 pounds, and is still
rising.
At present, the consumer
cannot tell how much sugar is
in the food he or she buys,
unless a manufacturer volun-
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"SHEIK" CHECKS STILL — Decked out in a sheik's outfit adorned with money, Glenn
Kiecker, secretary of the Minnesota Gasohol Commission, checks out an alcohol still
at the state c,apitol in St. Paul, Minn., where legislators, farmers and educators met to
promote gasohol for future energy needs. Kiecker played a devil's advocate role opposing the production of gasohol in a speech he gave under the name -Samir Saleh."
fAPlaserphoto)

April 21 At MSU

Gershwin Opera To Be Presented
A concert presentation of
George Gershwin's great
American opera, "Porgy and
Bess," will be the highlight of
a special program at Murray
State University on Monday
evening, April 21, that will
feature world famous bassbaritone William Warfield.
To begin at 8:15 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium, the concert will also include performances by mezzo-soprano
Kay Bates, an assistant professor of music at Murray
State, the Wind Ensemble,the
Symphonic Band, the University Choir, and the University
Chorus.
Familiar songs such as
"Summertime," "It Ain't
Necessarily So," and "My
Man's Gone Now" will come
alive again as interpreted by
Warfield as he once again portrays the crippled beggar and

sings the leading role in
"Porgy and Bess."
He will be joined by Ms.
Bates in the role of Bess, student instrumentalists under
the direction of Dr. Gerald L.
Welker, and student singers
under the direction of Robert
K. Baar.
Warfield, now a professor of
music at the University of fllinois at Champaign-Urbana,
will also present a dramatic
narration of Aaron Copland's
"Lincoln Portrait" He will be
joined by the Wind Ensemble
and the Symphonic Band
Warfield has performed the
same narration with orchestras around the world, including Leonard Bernstein
and the New York Philharmonic.
The two campus instrumental groups will open
the program with Copland's

An Outdoor Overture- and
Charles Ives' "Variations on
'America."
Known around the world for
his work on stage, screen, and
television, and in concert appearances, the much-honored
Warfield produced another
masterpiece with his interpretation of -Ole Man River"
in the movie "Showboat."
His career has flourished
since his debut in 1950 and has
included thousands of performances on every continent
and in scores of countries
around the globe. He has
made six separate tours as a
goodwill ambassador for the
U.S. Department of State.
Warfield, whose debut was
at New York's Town Hall,
earned both the bachelor's
and master's degrees at the
Eastman School of Music at
Rochester (N.Y.) University

IBUYING GOLD AND SILVER
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•
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PAYING TOP PRICES
WAR NICKLES 1942,
43, 44, 45

SILVER FLATWARE
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fi

MARKED 10KT, 14KT, li,
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CLASS RINGS CHAINS,
POCKET WATCHES, TIE
TACKS WRIST WATCHES.
BRACELETS, EARRINGS,
WEDDING BANDS, CHARM BRACELETS, PINS
ALSO DENTAL GOLD (UNMARKED) AND GOLD COINS
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BUYING
DIAMONDS
10 POINTS
& OVER

SCRAP GOLD AND SILVER WILL BE BOUGHT REGARDLESS OF
CONDITION. COIN PRICES ARE ASSUMING "GOOD" CONDITION.
PRICES DUE TO CHANGE WITH THE DAILY MARKET PRIcE.

ALL MERCHANDISE WILL BE PAID FOR IN CASH
9:00 a.m.—
6:00 p.m.

Wednesday and Thursday
Holiday Inn
Room 1 1 1

SECURITY

PRCVIDED ON PREMISE

Murray,
Ky.

in his hometown.
Tickets are $2 each for the
concert and may be purchased
through Dr. Gerald Welker in
the Department of Music on
the campus.

tartly includes the information
on the food label, as is done by
many cereal producers But
even then it is listed in grams
and the shopper has to know
that there are slightly more
than 28 grams to an ounce
The identification of total
sugar content in foods is being
sought by FDA, USDA and the
Federal Trade Commission as
part of their proposed
overhaul of food labeling
regulations and laws that
were inveiled last December

Dr. Bill Whittaker, pastor of
the First Baptist Church, Murray, indicates that because of
a recent decision of the Kentucky Baptist Board of Child
Care on which he serves,
children and _young people
from across the state will
benefit for years to come.
The Kentucky Baptist Child
Care Program faced the
necessity of doing major
renovation or replacing the
children's living quarters at
Glen Dale Children's Home,
Glendale, Kentucky, and Spring Meadows Children's Home
at Middletown, Kentucky. The
existing cottages at these
homes have very serious problems in terms of electrical,
plumbing, and
heating
systems in particular.
The Board of Directors,
made up of laymen and
pastors from across Kentucky, had two separate
studies made to determine
what course of action was
necessary to correct the existing problems.
.The results of the two
studies brought the Board of
Directors to decide that the
most economical and practical thing to do was to replace
the existing cottages mther
than to renovate. The administrative building at Glen
Dale (Gardiner Hall) and at
Spring Meadows (Cooke Hall1
will remian as the focal point
around which the new cottages will be built. The main
factor in the Board's. decision
was the projection given by

mainly that sugar contains
calories - and usually unwanted calories. Sugar has
also been wrongly blamed tor
many ills, but the only real indictment against the sweet
stuff is that it is one of a
number of contributors to dental caries (cavities) - and
Amencans spend $10 billion a
year for dental care.
For more information contact Barbara B. Shields, Consumer Affairs Officer, 297
Plus Park Blvd., Nashville,
Tn. 37217.

the architects indicating a
substantial savings in energy.
The cottages would be built to
use some solar energy. In addition, because they are about
1,000 to 1,500 square feet
smaller than the existing
buildings, the architects
would project approximately
a 40 percent saving in utility
costs alone.

situated on three levels and for houseparents.
will feature an open courtyard
Kentucky Baptists have
at the entrance and an attach- been rendering services to
ed carport to one side. Each children and youth from
cottage will house ten youth across the state in various
and have a small apartment ways since 1869.

Artist To Present Slide

The new cottages at Glen Lecture Of Work At MSU
Dale and at Spring Meadows
Cork Marcheschi, "electric
Marcheschi, whose works
will be built one at a time as
art" artist who teaches at the have appeared in major art
money becomes available.
The target date for beginning Minneapolis College of Art museums and galleries
and Design, will present a col- throughout the United States,
construction has not been
or slide lecture of his work at Canada, and Europe, uses
determined as yet. It is hoped
that the Board of Directors Murray State University on neon tubing, exposed electric
cables, and various electrical
could have a cottage started at Arfuesday evening, April 22.
Scheduled to begin at 7:30 components to create energy
Glen Dale and at Spring
p.m. in Room 423 of the Price environments.
Meadows by late spring or
"I like simple things. I like
early summer. New cottages Doyle Fine Arts Center, his
guest artist appearance is gravity, light, sound and
would
be
started
simultaneously on each of the open to the public at no admis- monster films," Marcheschi
sion charge. He is also said. "I don't like secrets not
two campuses.
scheduled to speak at Mar- worth keeping. I don't like a
There will be no change in shall County High School from lot of work done in vain. My
the program — only the 9:30 to 10:30 a.m. Wednesday, art is simple and it produces
facilities will change to make April 23.
light and sound and makes use
the program more adequate
His visit to the area is spon- of gravity and . holds no
and up-to-date: The new cot- sored by The National Endow- secrets."
tages will be smaller than the ment for the Arts, The KenA critic, in reviewing a Marones they replace but will con- tucky Arts Commission and cheschi showing in -Germany,
tinue to. house the same Murray State.
described the exhibit as "irnumber of residents that the
An unusual feature of his ridescent flames in bulky
present cottages do. It is visit to Murray State will be bulbs, arcs of light in tubes,
hoped that smaller cottages the construction of an electric wandering lightning, dazzling
will be conducive to a more art piece by design materials discharges,
convulsions,
"home-like" atmosphere and majors under the direction of crashes..."
will appear less institutional. art faculty member Jim
Marcheschi has been the
This home type atmosphere White. The work will be con- subject of several television
will be enhanced by the structed according to plans documentaries and is an acprivilege of preparing and ser- prepared by Marcheschi and tive lecturer on 20th century
ving all meals in the cottages. "adjusted" by the artist upon technology and its relationA typical new cottage will be his arrival on the campus.
ship to the arts.

The Robust
Decaffeinated
is Nescafe.,,

Jerry Speight
Named State Art
Teacher Of Year

Jerry Speight, instructor of
art at Murray State University, has been named Kentucky
Art Teacher of the Year by the
Kentucky Art Education
Association.
His recognition was announced at the annual conference of the National Art
Education Association in
Atlanta,Ga.
Speight was presented the
award in recognition of the
visibility gained for art programs in Kentucky through
articles he has written for
publication. He was also cited
for his teaching and for his
personal commitment to art
and art education.
He has contributed 41 articles to magazines in the past
few years, four of them
published within the last year.
Many of his published works
provide technical and-or conceptual information about art
processes that are of use to
classroom art teachers.
His writing has focused on
enough teachers and programs of instruction in Kentucky to provide a kind of composite view of art education
within the state.
Speight's teaching experience includes work at all
levels from elementary school
to higher education. An active
member of the Kentucky Art
Education Association, he has
served that organization as second vice president and as
chairman of the Higher
Education Division.
He earned the B.S. degree in
1964 and the M.A. degree in
1967 at Murray State. His work
has been widely exhibited in
the Mid-South .and has won
several awards, including a
merit award at the Kentucky
Drawing Invitational in lyn in
Lexington and Best in Show in
the 1979 Kentucky Art Educa.tion Association Regional Exhibition.
He and his wife Sonja and
their two sons, Jody and
Jeremy, live on College Farm
Road.

Until these are adopted, con- consumer at least knows
sumers must rely on a label's which sugars were added.
ingredient list for clues to a
Nutritionists believe that
product's sugar content. FDA about 24 percent of the
requires that the most plen- calories consumed daily
tiful ingredient be listed first, comes from sugars, with
followed by the next most about 18 percent from sugars
plentiful second, and so forth. added to the foods. NutriThus, if the ingredient list In- tionists do not regard sugars
cludes such sugar terms as as an essential nutrient. Their
sucrose, glucose, dextrose, main contribution is taste and
maltose, lactose, fructose, calories -'bout four calones
sorbitol, mannitol, corn to the gram.
sweeteners and syrups, honey
Why do Americans try to
- just to name a few - then the avoid sugar' The answer is

Children To Benefit By Program

Nescafe Decaffeinated Instant Coffee has robust flavor.
Yet it's 97% caffein free.
Find out that giving up caffein doesn't have to mean
giving up robust flavor.
it: T 995

SAVE 604
on any size jar of Nescafe
Decaffeinated Instant Coffee.

TO THE DEALER This coupon *ill 5"
e •edeeme0 only as follows 'for amount
spec.Ted PluS 71 tor handing provided coupon S received Horn customer on
I•sted merchandme 0.00* 0
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,purchase or sufficient stock crt me,
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locense •S reittsmed
Customer must bay any sales t a. Cash redemption value 1.1001
FOR REDEMPTION, NAIL TO THE NESTLE COMPANY INC PO BOA IWO.
ELM CITY NC 278911 °FIFER GOOD ONLY IN U S A
LIMIT ONLY ONE COUPON MAY RE REDEEMED PER UNIT OF PRODUCT
PURCHASED GOOD ONLY ON NESCAFE' DECAFFEINATED INSTANT
COffEE ANY OTHER USE CONSTITUTES FRAUD

OFFER EXPIRES JULY 31 1980_
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Try Nescafe Regular,too.
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SAVE 404
STORE COUPON
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on any.size jar of Nescafe"
Regular Instant Coffee.
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i . Robust Flavor that won the World.
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
1. 411 Notice

1. legal Notice

NOTICE OF BOND SALE
The County of Calloway. Kentucky . will until
10 00 A.M., C.S.T., on April 24, 1980. at the regular
meeting place of the Fiscal Court at the Courthouse
in Murray. Kentucky'. receive bids on 81,150,000 of
its School Building Revenue Bonds. Series of 1980,
dated May 1, 1980, maturing on May 1,1981 through
2000. Ntininiwn bid is 61,127,000 s98.. I.egal Opinion by Rubin & Hays. Louisville. Kentucky. Good
faith check is $23,000. Usual tax-exeMpt basis. Bid
Forms, Circulars, and Official Terms and Coiidiits may- be obtained front the Count) Clerk or
from the Fiscal Agent, J. J. B. Hilliard, W. L.
Lyons, Inc., 545 South Third Street. Louisville, Kentucky 40202. s Signed I Marvin Harris, County Clerk.
Publication of the foregoing was approved by the
Fiscal Court of Calloway County, at a meeting held
on April 15, 1980.

2. Notice

2. Notice

Early Bird
Special
Scotts Turf
Builder at

Starks
Hardware

World Electrical
Designs
Introduces
M.R.B.
,Sort term
Pk
maticin Write
Do,
Box 102 Murray Kentucky
k •
-k•iee

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Opening
4 Athletic
group
8 Badger
12 Be ill
13 Heraldic
device
-14 Sums up
15 Insensibility
-17 Soak
19 Scale note
20 Small rug
21
portrait
22 Weight of
India
23 Catches
Colloo
25 Choose
26 Roman gods
27 Bitter vetch
28 Period of
time
29 More certain
32 Article
33 Frighten suddenly
35 Sun god
36 Florida city
38 Beam
39 Suit
40 Babylonian
deity
41 Dude
42 Underground
excavation
t43 Temporary
pea
45 Out
46 Prohibit
47 King of
Bashan
48 Pronoun
49 Buccaneer
52 Region
54 Island off ireland
56 Moo
57 Temporary
shelter
58 Permits
59 Organ of

sight

OCCI OCICLIC 003
CCO 0000C 00
OCCUO CUC0000
COOU CCU
CCCOOOM C0000
CC 00000 DOOM
CCU COMIC 0013
MOO UMUOU 00
CUL= NUCM1200
000 CU=
CUCEICUU C0000
Cu DUCUC U0
LIC WUNUI UM

pose for

a_

Answer W Tuesday x Pufule

DOWN
1 Araitorrn fluid
2 River island
3 Fathoms
4 Sound a horn
5 Be mistaken
6 Man s nickname
7 Earn
8 Flying mammal
9 Paid notice
10 Unemployed
11 Former Russian ruler
16-Dance step
18 Latin con29 Crafty
Junction
30 Emerald isle
2? Bird
31 Evaluate
22 Title of
33 Watering
respet
place
23 Tidy
34 Hit lightly
24 Wild buffalo 37 Encountered
of India
39-Last act
25 Anglo-Saxon 41 untamed
money
42 Deface
26 Owing
43 Jacket
28 Greek letter 44 Monster

45 Pronoun
46 Storage corn
partments
48 Chapeau
49 Man s nickname
50 Plaything
51 Female
sheep
53 Printers
measure
55 Scale note

AM AMMA AMU
ME UM= MEM
EMU= MUM id
WOE WM
WWII WEE WM
27
M. MUM MOW'
32
• UMW= 0
MN= WEE WE
WM WWI WEE
WM
WIMM WEN
47
II WU IMMO
52
UM WU= WM
II
iAM
12

1. Legal Nob
ci

1.1.11.1 Notice

ORDINANCE NO. 920.0. AN ORDINANt I'LiiTAINING TO JUNKYARDS, DEALERS, AND
UNDF-SIRABLE BUSINESSES WITHIN THE CITY II M1TS OF HAZE!., KENTUCKY.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY OF HAZEL.
KENTUCKY ,
SECTION L
at Except where otherwise indicated by tIm-iou
text, the following definitions shall apply in the interpretation and enforcement of this ordinance:
1 'Person" shall mean any person (inn, panne(
ship, association, corporation, company. or
organization of any kind.
"Junk'. shall mean old iron, steel, brass,copper,
tin, lead, or other base metals: old cordage,
robes, rags, fibers, or fabrics: old rubber, old
bottles or other glass, bones, wastepaper and
other waste or discarded material which nught
be prepared to be used again in some form;
i.itidu any or all of the foregoing;
land motor
vehicles, no longer used as such to be used for
:crap metal or stripping of parts; ) but "junk"
,hall not include materials or objects accumulated by a person as by-products, waste, or
scraps from the operation of his own business or
materials or objects held and usedby a manufacturer as an integral part of his own manufacturing processes.
3i Junkyard" shall mean a yard. lot, or place,
covered or uncovered, outdoors or in an enclosed
building, containing junk as defined above, upon
which occurs one or more acts of buying, keeping, dismantling, processing, selling, or offering
for sale any such junk, in whole units or by parts
for a business or commercial purpose, whether
or not the proceeds from such act or acts are to
be used for charity.
141 "Junk Dealer" shall mean a person who
operates a junkyard as defined above, within the
City.
- (5) "Itinerant Junk,pealer" shall mean an individual (natural person ) who buys, sells, collects, or delivers junk within the city as a
businessor employment within the city, but who
is not an operator of a junkyard within the city or
an employee of such an operator.
(6i "Business premises" or 'premises" shall mean
the area of a junkyard as provided for in this ordinance.
(7 ) "Residential district" shall mean that portion of
the City of Hazel . which has been *zoned single
family dwellings.
SECTION II:
lb) UsesProhibited: -I 1 i l's:o junkyards. shall be permitted in any
residential district within the City of Hazel, Kentucky.
William P. Pratt
Chairman, Board Of Trustees
Hazel, Kentucky 42049
ATTEST:
Wm. B. Milstead
City Clerk
Hazel, Kentucky 42049

27Notice

- 2 Notice

BIBLE CALL
Repentance
7594444. Bible Story
759-4445.

We have negatives from
- the Wilson Wooley
Studio,

CARTER STUDIO
304 Maw

753-8298

WHAT'S
THE
IDEA -P

When he entered a
room,everyone had
to be warned not to
stand on Ceremony.

THE SE
ARE MY
SEASHELLS

lykiHANANA!
I'D RATHER
HEAR THE
ROAR OF THE
OCEAN--

1972 Ford Club Wagon, license No. AF-7-794, Serial
No. E-21GH027922.
Said property was levied upon as the property of
Michael Mitchell d/b/a Marimik Industrial Supply,
and I will proceed to sell same to satisfy the lien of
the plaintiff, Purex Corporation, Ltd., and the costs
thereon to the highest and best bidder and the purchaser must pay cash on the date of the sale.
Max E. Morris,Sheriff
By Max E. Morris

2. Notice
Good
landscaping
increases the vatw
of
your
home!
Professional landscaping at amateur
prices. Call us for
free estimate. K-C
Landscaping
7594516 after 6:00
p.m.
WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a ready reference
1 hat will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
I. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card Of Thanks
4. In Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale Or Trade
14. Want To But
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
48. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
Wanted

Will Buy
10K 8 14K
Scrap Gold
FURCHES
JEWELRY

G.I. TO STOP
Pot.LoWN5

113 So. 4th
Murray, Ky.

ME?

JAO,WiLLJ
PLEASE SIGN MY
REPORT
CARD?
r

VS.

Michael Mitchell, IndiVidually,
and Michael Mitchell, d/b/a
Marinuk, Industrial Supply,Defendant.
By virtue of a Default Judgment of the Calloway
Circuit Court dated the 24th day of January, 1980, I
will on the 21st day of April, 1980, at 10:00 a.m., at
the Court House Door in Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, expose to public sale to the highest and
best bidder the following Item:

SI.

MAJOR 6REENBRA55
WILL YOU TELL THAT

MAYESE NOT BUT
YOU SURE
WOUL-C›!

S A MMON'S
BAKERY
753-5434
Breakfast sandwiches
on large Homemade
buns, Egg, Mom, Steak,
Sausage, Bacon and
Bacon, lettuce
Tomato.

.85 up
Grill *peas

WHAT IS
THE FINAL
TEST

g

4 Piece Chicken Dinner, $2.50;
2 piece Chicken Dinner. $1.60;
Kentucky Lake Fiddlers, $2.75:
21 piece Shrimp Dinner,
$3.15. Country Way Cafe. 121
South at Cherry Corner.
What we do best is care
Needline. 753-6333.
Worthiest,
Storage
Space
For Rent

PHAN-tom

OUR
'9 RAMER.ANO TwE ROPE PEOPLE.

1. Legal Notice

SHERIFF'S SALE
Pure:Corporation, LTD., Plaintiff.

1

PEANUTS

Joe Ceremony
was very short.

1. Legal Notice -

idiot for storing house full of
furniture, cars, antiques,
buses's' overflows,
etc
Phone 153-7618 offer 5 00
pm

14. Want To Bgi_

Want to buy Junk cars Call New and used Baldwin piano
474-8838 after 5 pm
and organs Lonardo Piano Co
across from the Post Office
15. Articles For Sale
Paris TN
Aluminum extension ladders. Repossesed piano
balance
14. $31.99; 16'. 538.99. 20 or monthly payments due
Also
$54 99.. 24' $69 99, 28' practice pianos I &
B Music
$94 99. 32'. $130.99 Wallin 753-7575
Hardware Paris.
23. Exterminating
80 gallon hot water heater
motor hoist, belt vibrates roller
massager. All in good condi
lion Call 753-0129
For sale Air compressors and
air conditioners Come by Dill s
Electric.
Need Office
We hove 24 extra good
used metal desks at a
good, low price!

Wiggins
Furnitur•
Hwy. 641 North
753-4566

2. Nàtki
Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy. 759-4600.
Beauty Shop for sale, includes
equipment and supplies. In
operation now. Possible owner
financing. Call 759-1800 or
753-9646

Check
Your
Ad
stsu, • ,••

Advertisers are requested
40 check the • first insertion of ads'for coffeetions This newspaper will
be responsible for only
one incorrect insertion
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATELY SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY AND
NOTIFY US PROMPTLY IN
CASE OF AN ERROR

5. Lost and Found
Found Black pregnant cat, no
collar. Call 753-5995.
Found' part Collie. part German
Shepherd puppy. Female, black
and tan_ Call 753-5804

6. Help Wanted
Part time restaurant help,
prefer mature lady in New Concord area. Call 436-5496 for
appointment. Cyprus Springs
Restaurant,

HELP
WANTED
Responsible persons
for Day or Night
Possilfle
Shifts.
Management positiavailable.
ons
Inquire at BURGER
QUEEN, ask for Ken
Asher.

22. Musical

For sale: Three loads of used office furniture: chairs, desks.
safes. file 'cabinets, tables
New stacking chairs for chur
restaurants
ches and
Fiberglass and plexiglass. Ross
& Sons Salvage Mdse., Inc..
Martin, TN 38237. Phone
(901)587-2420. Open Mon.Fri., 1,30 to 5.30. Sat 30 to
3:00.
Purple tarti. houses. 6 room.
523.99, 12 room $36.99; 18
room, .$4.99, 24 room,
$59.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Plastic pipe sale. CPVC hot
water pipe; ,.2-x10', $1.60, k4"x10', $3.19. Schedule 40
plastic pipe, l'72"x10', $3.29:
2"x10'.
3"x10', $8.90;;
4-x10'. $11.99. Wallin Hardware, Pans.
135 Seasoned Cyprus bean
poles, $20. pine 80 lb bags of
rock phosphate, $65 or $8 per
bag. 753-2266.

16.' Home Furnishings
Commodes. White $39.99: cotors $54.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
For sale: Victorian couch, chest
of drawers, miscellaneous
tables. 753-7370.

19. Farm Equipment
Buildings!! Last chance at
these prices...All steel clear
span buildings. (Major Mfg.)
20'x24'x10' for $2,896.00 •
30'x48'x12' for $3.886.00 •
40)(48.x14' for $4.807.00 •
18'02)(14' for $6.897.00.
T.O.B. Factory. Call collect today 614/294-2675 til 8 pm.
Chain saw chains, 3/8 pitch
for 16" bar. $10.25; 20",
$11.99; 24", $14,55. Wallin
Hardware. Paris, TN.
C Farmall tractor with front
eft mounting cultivators.
$1425. 753-3465.
16 Foot grain trailer with
dump. Call 435-4115.
6 Hp roto tiller. like new. 7532266.
4020 John Deere with duals,
plows. disc, and chisels. 430
ase with plow and disc. Call
753-0248 or 753-2893.
Massey Ferguson 235, like new,
wagon in excellent condition.
200 gallon trailor type sprayer
Call 492-8429 after 4 pm.
Tillers. 5 hp, chain drive Briggs
& Stratton engine. $229.99
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.

24. Miscellaneous

26. TV-Radio
Starduster CB ante
with 50
large cov.at% h
I Robyn
mobile 11811V
Call 7533793
Two repossesed 25- color t
remote control Take up small
monthly payments. Warranted
& B Music 753.7575.

27. Mobile Home Sales
Challenger mobile' home,
I4x44 vacant 16 months old.
One owner Underpinned. airconditioned canopy over patio
and steps, stove and
refrigerator. Located in Fox
Meadows Trailer Court. Call
David Lyons, 753-6351 or Ruth
Ford 554-4133.
1268 completely furnished,
fully carpeted. call 753-6709
after 5 pm.
Small 2 bedroom trailer, nice
inside and out. Cheap. Call
435-4128.
12x55 Two bedroom, furnished, washer and dryer. $4500
Call 753-5257 after 6 pm_
USED MOBILE HOMES. Own
your own home and fight inflation. Guaranteed and completely reconditioned. 10', 12'.
14' wide. (Free) Delivery. West
End Mobile Homes. Highway 60
West, Paducah, 442-1918.

Heavy duty typewriter table, in
excellent condition, $50 Call
753-1292 between 9 AM and 5
PM.
Lawn mower battery,• 24 month
guarantee, $24.99 exchange.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Marine batteries 36 month
guarantee, $34.99 exchange.
60 month guarantee, $44.99
exchange. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Sears riding lawn mower, still 28. Mob. Home Rents
under warranty, Call 436-2817, Double wide, extra nice.
Sears 10- radial arm saw with Deposit and references. $200
per. month. 6 miles out of Murstand. $175 firm. 753-2266.
ray on Highway 280. May be
25. Business Services seen by coming by or calling
1890'S ICE CREAM PARLOR. 753-6506.
Will prepare any amount of For rent: Mobile homes, furchicken for picnics or dinners. nished, nice, good location, air
Only 49t a piece for orders :onditioned. Phone 753-3895
more than 30 pieces. Can pack 3r 753-3482.
it so it will be hot 3 hours later.
One day advance notice needed 30. Business Rental
on .large orders Coldwater Business or office space
available for rent or lease
Road,-753-3604.
Close to court square Private
26. TV-Radio
customer parking. Call 753Business is great! We have 4109
some terrific bargains on trade- 32. Apts. For Rent
ins, 12", 13", 19" and 25".
Color and b/w t.v.'s. Even a Furnished apartments, one or
combination t.v and stereo. two bedrooms. Also sleeping
$20 and up. Clayton's I & B rooms. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th. 753-6609.
Music, 753-7575.
For
rent: One bedroom garden
Sisson's Zenith and Philco T.V.,
sale this week only! 25- color apartment, carpeted, range.
t.v., $515 with trade 19- color refrigerator, disposer, private
t.v., $335 with trade. Save patio. Call 753-7550
more if you haul them away. Duplex for rent, all appliances,
Sisson's. 19 miles west of Mur- carpeted, central vacuum
ray on Highway 94. Phone 382- system, electric heat and air
753-2437.
2174.

STAFF NURSES
Caldwell Camay War Memorial Hospital Is on the
Movel We leave Inmeediet• openings for RN's who
want to Is a part id a progressive team of health
professlossals. We have recently opened a mew
Emergency Department in a new Ambulatory Care
Wing. Openings available In Obstetrics,
ModkaUSsirgical units - full and part-time.
*MINIMUM STARTING SALARY: $6.00 per hour.
Base pay $12.480 first year.
*-1
*SHIFT MFFERENTIAL: 5..60 per hour on 3-11
and 11-7 shifts
*VACATION: Two weeks at the end of your f irst year.
*LffE INSURANCE: Provided at no cost to you.
*NOLIDAYS: Six paid holidays PLUS a personal
privilege day each year.
*RETIREMENT PROGRAM: Provided at no cost
to you
*HOSPITALIZATION INSURANCE: Single Blue
Cross Blue Shield provided at no cost to you
*MANY OTHER BENEFITS: Including Birthday
Holiday and leaves of absence sick leave and
merit program

Part time day and night help
Apply in person. K & N
Rootbeer, 4th and Sycamore.
Secretary, 20 hours per week.
Send resume, salary re- 20. Sports Equipment
quirements, and recent photo
RURAL HOSPITAL INCENTIVE COMFor sale: Dune buggy. $900
to. P.O. Box 32 U. Murray, KY
753-7550.
PENSATION
: A first year incentive
9. Situation Wanted
Used bikes, one speed_ 26".
bonus
payable
to the full and partQualified nurse aid seeks work 424- and 20". Spoke & Pedal.
time RN immediately upon emas private duty sitter. 759- Dixieland Center.
1950
ploy me nt. A big -extra" for summer
22:Musical
fun.
Want to mow yards through
summer. Call 753-8268, ask for If you think renting a piano or
Contact deo Mersin, Offke, Caldwell County War
organ is cheaper than buying
Lorne.
Menterial Hospital; P. 0. Be: 410; Print•ton, Kenyou have not shopped at
Will do babysitting in my home_ Clayton's I & 8 Music, Dixtucky 42443 or call(502)365-3511. Extension 137.
437-4555
ieland Center, Murray,
Would like to mow yards in the
area of Big K. Call 753-7457.
Murray State University is receiving sealed bids for the purchase of items on
Will babystt in my home, New
Invitation Numbers,time and dates indicated below:
Concord area. 436-2516.
I. MUR-I92-80 Fertilizer &Seed April 21. 1980 2 PM CST
10. Bus. Opportunity

Available
3 bedroo
great rc
Security
753-5970
Large 3
month. Ci
Three bed
chen, din]
carpeted,
753-9240
day.
Two bedr
Walking di
ty. Couple
Security d
after 3:30
Two bedrc
in county.
Couples or

36. For

WI

Stor

7!

For lease P
retail spacE
North. 753Trailer spaci
8895

37. Lives

Timothy an
sale. 759-13
18-:PaUSAKC Germa
pies. Call 50
AKC Labrac
pies. blacks
6012 or 753
Basic and /
dience clas1
structions.
protection t
and ages ft
Professional
2858.
Need male
Cocker Spai
753-0287,
Registered
Spitz puppie

41. Publi
Four party y
starting at 8
miscellaneou
Miller. 753-8

ALL THIS PLUS

*

Commercial financing of all
types From $5.000 and up
Call 759-1306 or 767-2455.
515,000425.000
Management position, now open Excellent earnings opportunity
while learning. When qualified
you will attend management
training school and will receive
$50/ day salary and expenses
during limited schooling
period Sales representatives
also available Phone 443-6469
between 8 am and 10 am ONLY An equal opportunity
employer:

32. A

Fientsits
downto
4109.
Large oi
between
town. L
privacy.
Nice on
Inquire
trot 100
Two be
rent. Al
apartme
9240 Mc
Two t
Available
9240.
Two bedi
ment
refriger,
washer
disposal,
Call 753Two bec
new, no
quired. (
pm.

2. --

NEW Off
MondayPrke sof
NAIRCIff

Floored
fices, co
BUILD, p
a 60. Bur

am

3,
4. _
5.---.
6.

a.
9.

14.Iiant Tolley

10.

Wanted to buy' falcon- Fora car
or other 6 cylinder straight
shift Also comic books. pre1955 Call Hubert Coles, 492,
8714

Bids will be opened in the Purchasing Dept.,Gen. Services Bldg., Murray State
University, Murray,Ky. Information and forms may be obtained by calling Tel.
No.(502 i 762-2703.

want(
bothe
phonE
Ad
Ads
ber, o
Re(
have
replie
Classi
753-1
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PLUSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

32. Apts. For Rent
ith 50.
Robyn
I 753x t.e.s,
small
ranted
UkIS
home.
:hs old,
airq patio
and
in Fox
t. Call
x Ruth
rushed,
3-6709
r. nice
p. Call
1.1f rush$4500.
n.

i. Own
it inflaI coin0'. 12.
y. West
may 60
.8.

ents
nice.
s. $200
of MurMay be
calling
es, fortiori. air
53-3895
tir
space
lease.
Private
II 753-

one or
sleeping
Apart1-6609.
garden
range,
private

vacuum
and air

OMNI'

•Iles
who
eel*
NOW

Core
irks,

101.1r.

3-11
r fir-

)U.

on a I
cost

Blue
)u
iday
and

DM-

ive
3rtner

41. Public Sale

Furnished apartment near
downtown Murray Call 153- Garage sale, inside. Wednesday, Thursday. Friday. and
4109
Saturday Furniture, dishes.
Large one bedroom apartment
between hospital and down electric fans, quilts. Four miles
east of Murray on 94. Call 753town. Large parking area and
8694
privacy 759-1981
Having a yard sale
Nice one bedroom apartment
Then pickup your free
Inquire at Kelley s Pest Con,
yard sale signs from
trot 100 S 13th St
the Gallery of Homes
Two bedroom apartment for
office on Highway 641
rent Also a three bedroom
N. in The Village Shopapartment for rent. Call 153ping Center just
9240 Monday through Friday
across from the
Two bedroom , apartment
'Boston Tea Party.
Available April 1st. Phone 1539240
JOHN SMIT

46. Homes For Sale

52. Boats and Motors

49. Used Cars

53. Services fffef-a- 53. Services Offered

Black Thunderbird 1978 Lan- 17 Arroviglass tn-hull walk- Home building, cabinet mak- Painting paperhanging corn
dau with red interior, 6 way through windshield, full equip- ing, and home remodeling Call mercial or residential Farm
power seats power sun roof. ped with 135 hp Evinrude and Damon Lovett, 753-4449
buildings etc Free estimates
For sale by owner Ike 2 power windows, door locks tilt Shoreland'r trailer Call 753Insulation blown in by Sears, 759-1987
bedroom home close to Mur wheel, cruise. AM-FM tape Call 5387
save on these high heating and
ray
near grocery and 489-2797 after 6 pm.
COURTNEY WAIL
16 tt Avenger ski boat, trailer cooling bills Call Sears. 753restaurant Built-in cabinets
ENGINE REPAIR
Black 1979. 1-Bird Town Lan- 150 Mercury outboard Many 2310. for free estimates
and fireplace natural gas heat
dau. loaded, still under warran- estras excellent condition. lack's Blacktop
good size lot Garage and
Paving
and
Fast Service
$2800 Call 753-1564 between patching
ty Call 753-6520 after 5 pm
Guoioweed
Also seal coating.
garden Call 153-2815 after 2
work Will pitkup and de..ref
8 and 3. ask for Bill
Reasonable prices Phone 7531973 Capri 2000. 60.000
pm
7S3 41144
miles. 33 plus mpg, must sell Boat, motor, and trailer. 15' 1537
Cherokee aluminum. 35 horse
Brick
Ken's Lawn Mower, repairs and Tractor work, bushhogging
4 to pay debt 753-9677
Evinrude electric start All
1972
Chevrolet
sales, Overbey Road. Call 753- plowing, discing, blade work
Impala.
4-door,
bedroom, power steering
three for $550 753-9986.
8696
and brakes,
gardens. Free estimates Call
1630 sq. ft., good condition. tires $650 Sailor's delight, 14' Sloop. Licinsed Electrician
753-7400 or 753-2632
and
gas
inH
753-8301 before 5 pm. fiberglass, trailer included stallation
one and a half Call
heating installation Tobacco and pole barns built
Two bedroom townhouse apart759-4583 after 5 pm.
$1095. Call 753-1202.
and repairs Call 753-7203
ment All carpet. range,
Barns also repaired and residbath
home. 1975 Chrysler New Yorker, air. 14 Semi V
refrigerator,
dishwasher
aluminum boat 20 LANE MODERNIZATION Kit- ed Free estimates. Call 753"Just browsing."
Well
i n - cruist control, many extras. hp Johnson motor and trailer, chens, bath rooms, roofing and 0663
washer and dryer hookup
good condition 759-4588 $600 436-2196
disposal, central heat and aur
siding. Phone 436-2740.
sulate
Will haul driveway white rock
d,
even orVery153-7637.
43. Real Estate
43. Real Estate
.
Call 753-7550
and Ag lime, also have any type
Mitchel
53.
Blachtop
Service
ping
benea
s
Offered
th floor- 1950 Ford Club Coupe. Good
753-7411
Two bedroom duplex, brand
First time on market_ Convedriveways
small jobs a of brown or white pea gravel.
look us over before you look
AROUND THE CLOCK
s. Electric heat condition Runs good. $1200 AA-1 AU. TYPES home remodel- speciality and
new, no pets and deposit renient and economical home, 2
also patching and Also do backhoe work Call
around
When
ing
you're
and
maintena
Phone
ready
nce
7531271 days.
to
quired. Call 753-9400 after 7 Parking lot sale. D's Shirts 'N bedrooms upstairs, 2 bedrooms
Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
seal coating. 753-1537
air. Meticuloubuy a home, you need a tot of
References Guaranteed work.
pm.
753-6763
For sale 1974 Vega wagon.
Things and Holiday Restaurant, down, natural gas heat. detach- questions
Free
answered Like what
estimates.
Call 753-8948
sly
main- $595. 1975 Lemans. $1295
Highway 68, Aurora, KY. Friday ed garage with workshop and kind
Wet basement' We make wet
34. Houses For Rent
of financing is best'
or 753-2501 after 5 pm
PAINTING
storage, large lot 300 ft. deep.
and Saturday. Opens 10 AM.
1803 College Farm Road.
tained
basements dry. work complete
.
1605
Residential. Farm
Where
are
the schools' ShoppAvailable May lst. Unique 2 or
Air-cond
itioning
$18,000.
Only
Call Spann Real- ing
and Csanrnarcual
ly guarenteed Call or write
Centers' What about the
3 bedroom. 2 bath home with Three party sale, inside garage ty Associates, 753-7724
Belmont Driv- For sale. 1974 Monte Carlo, refrigeraton, service work onand
Spray. brush di roller
all
Morgan
Construction. Co
good condition. 60.000 miles.
paperwork that's usually involvgreat room and fireplace. on Highway 121, past Stella 8
15
Yrs.
Experien
ce
brands.
Used air-conditioners
Route 2 Box 409A, Paducah
e, Call 753- Price $1025 492-8360.
ed' Get the jump on these and
Security deposit required. Call AM til 5 PM, April 17 and 18.
RALPH WORLEY
and refrigerators for sale Bill
KY 42001 or call day or night
other questions by calling Cen753-5970 after 5 pm.
2503 between 1966 Galaxy 500 Ford. 4-door. Rollins, 753-0762
Yard sale, American Legion
436-2353
1-442-7026
tury
21
Loretta
Jobs
Realtors,
Hall.
Wednesday and 'Thursday.
Large 3 bedroom. $265 per
5:30 and 7:30 good condition, 68.000 miles, Brick patio's and walks. Free
at 753-1492 We have just this
April 16th and 17th from 8 til
$300. Call 753-3793.
month. Call 753-8895.
Handwork:
estimates. Have references. Mechanic work done. Tune-up.
Crewel,
kind
of
informatio
n
that
p. m.
makes
Ap- 1971 Mercury for safe Ex- Call
5.30 Clothes from The Place,
brakes, complete overhauls.
Needlepoint. Stretching
753-6581.
Three bedroom house, large kit- Cherry's. and
your
house
hunting
easier.
Mademosille
Reasonabl
e
rates.
Call
753praisa
l value cellent running condition, Brick repair, tuck pointing.
and framing.
chen, dining room, living room,
8696 between 8 AM and 4 PM
$200. Call 753-8040 or after 5. water proofing,
carpeted. utility room Call Yard sale. 4 party, Saturday 9$48,0
house painting
00
firm!
CARTER STUDIO
pm753-0665„
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS,
753-9240 Monday through Fri- 3. 1414'7 Vine. Some furCall after 6 pm. 436-2855.
niture, clothes, new quilt, old
roofs
"Professruml Snrsiices
304
Main
sealed,
day.
and
753-8298
underpinn
1972 Mercury Marquis,
Concrete and block work. Block ing Aluminum or fiberglass.
71.7ifhlisc Friend!, TourIC
For sale y owner 3 bedroom power brakes,
books, miscellaneous. Lots of
steering, doors. garages, basements
Two bedroom house for rent-. 25 and SO
brick home, located on 2 wood, driveways, Also patio awnings and car- Willie's interior or
cent items.
and windows. Practically new walks.
exterioi
Walking distance from Universipatios, steps free ports. single or double. Jack painting. 12
WORTH THE
ed lots in Sherwood Forest 2 battery.
years experience
and tires. Body and estimates.
ty. Couples preferred, no pets 42. Home Loans
Charles Barnett. Glover. 753-1873 after 6 pm
baths. attached Pr car garage mechanical
MONEY
Free estimates! Call after 5 pm
ly in good condi- 753-5476
Security deposit. Call 753-2981 First or second mortgages any
and greenhouse Natural gas tion
N 7th St. - See for
436-2131.
Need work on your trees? Topp- 759-1867
after 3:30 pm.
amount. Call 759-1306 or 767POCKET
heat
BOOK
and
wood
burning stove.
yourself, a real buS,. at
Carpentry service Whatever ing, pruning, shaping, com- Will plow
and disc gardens
central air Grounds include 1973 Monte Carlo. Automatic, your needs. old or new, quality
Two bedroom furnished house 2455
PLEASER
only $15,900. - This 3
plete removal. and more. Call Call 753-1973 or 753-3413.
power,
air-condi
tioning.
in county, garden spot. no pets. 43. Real Estate
garden
fruit orchard, and
Cedar sided, 4
bedroom home, is
work. Call 753-0565.
BUYER'S TREE SERVICE for
child's log cabin playhouse Smooth riding; good tires with
Couples only. Call 753-8333.
bedroom home in exmoniennemommii• nicely carpeted, has,
professional tree care. 753- Will haul slabs and saw dust
Phone 753-9866 after 5 pm for mags. Interior in excellent con- Carpet cleaning„ Joe Smith
Call 435-4115
resident
cellent
ial
plumbing
new
electric
36. For Rent Or Lease
8536
Carpet
Purdom & Thurman
Center,
professiona
dition.
lly
Need
to
sell.
$950. Call
appointment.
neighborhood. Wood-.
heat, carport with
Will
haul bank gravel, top sod..
done.
Free
estimates.
Call
between
7538
and 5 Pm 753:
insurance &
-burning stove and in- - Nearing completion Extra 1916,
storage, on shady lot
white rock stock pile lime
Mini
ask for Lisa. After 5 pm 6660.
ROOFI
NG
sulation galore mean a
nice 2 bedroom duplex in Nor- call 753-6331.
near downtown.
Also backhoe work Call Bill
Real Estate
Carpet
cleaning,
free
Warehouse
thwood Subdivision Priced-1n
very economical and
All
Travis at 759-1840 or, 753types.
NEED MORE ROOM?
Southside Court Square
Free
estimates,
satisfied
references
1975
.
-Mustang II. 38.000
$50's. 753-0814.
practical home with
4343 or William Gardner at
Estimcrtes!! Call 759Then this is it, lovely 4
Murray, Kentucky
Storage Space
miles. 4 cylinder, heat and air, Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleanlots of room for a large
759-1615.
BR., and study,
,1512 days or 759-1859
Three bedroom brick, family new Michelin
753-4451
ing.
Call
Lee's
Carpet
Cleaning,
For Rent
radial tires.
family. Asking $42,500.
situated on tree.nights.
room with fireplace, large kit- reasonable
Will
trim and cut trees. Call
753-5827.
price. 753-7211.
-Phone Kopperud Realstudded lot. This char753-4758
chen with cook top and built-in
753-0230 after 4 pm
Call Century 21 Loretta. Jobs
Custom
made
drapes and
-ty, 753-1222 for fullming home has large
oven: dishwasher and garbage 1979 Sinew Volkswagen, AM'I Realtors about our VIP Referral
time real estate serdisposal, new carpet, garage. FM radio, mag wheels. Call bedspreads. Call 436-2289
living-dining area,
For lease Professional office or Service. because changing
vice.
For appointment call 753- 759-4427.
Home window cleaning, no job too large or small,
Driveways and parking areas
country kitchen, large
retail space. The Village, 641 homes is enough trauma by
8406.
rec. room. 2 baths,
1964 and 1966 Triumph TR white rocked and graded. Free
North. 753-7550.
reasonable
itself. In a word its called ad:.
rates, insured and experienced. Call 759-1176
SUPER STARTER
estimates! Clifford Garrison,
elec. heat. Less than
Three bedroom brick,
bath. 4's. Good engines, poor bodies.
Trailer space for rent Call 153- justment. Moving from home to
day
night.
or
HOME
replacen*nt cost at
kitchen den combination, new Best offer over $300. Serious 753-5429.
home and neighborhood to
8895.
Neat two bedroom at
only $52,900.
carpet, large outside storage calls only. 767-2459.
Ed's Workshop. Furniture repair
nieghborhood
Lynn Grove. Family
37. Livestock-Supplies After we sell your home, we
building. On Glendale Road 1970 Torino, 302, 2BBL. 4- and refinishing, custom woodroom with a woodburFor appointment call 1530 door, good shape, $700. Call working, finish carpentry,
Timothy and Fescue hay for pride ourselves on knowing the
753-8080
fireplace,
fling
8406.
general maintenance_ 1502)
sale. 759-1330
neighborhood that awaits you
'
753-3793.
covered patio, car354-6238.
elsewhere.. The schools, parks,
47.
Motorcy
38. Pets-Supplies
cles
1977
T-bird
,
someone
We're
to
sold
take
on
your
house
port, garage, and outshopping facilities. Now for the
plumbing
AKC German Shepherd pup- ingenious part...VIP Referral before we sell if. Our theory is
1979 Harley Low Rider, 1800 over payments. Call 437-4555. Electrical and
side storage. House
1975-NE-265 Diesel Tractor .
simple.
We
actual miles. $4000 firm. Call 1969 Volkswagen. automatic. repairs. by the job or hour. Well
take the time to
$6,000.00
pies. Call 502-554-2153.
sits on a nicely landmay also find a buyer for your
pumps repaired. Call 474191414E-165 Diesel Tractor .
know your house, price it Cor763-3272
Motor. transmission, starter, 2257.
1,500.00
scaped 1 acre lot.
AKC Labrador Retriever pup- present home from another cirectly, and discover it's distinc4 Roe Thrifty Cultivator . .
$30,000. Owner will
1969 Honda CB 350 $300 muffler, carborator, brakes,
pies. blacks and yellows 753- ty, then help that family adjust
650.00
tive features. Because we're
and battery all replaced. Good For your home-care. personal1 Row loin Deere Drill Model 1240
finance. Phone 753753-5889 ask for Terry
to your neighborhood. Sound
6012 or 753-0667
1,500.00
sold
on
it,
its
care,
much
houseware
easier
s.
to
and
little
multicar.
Selling
only
because
familiar? It's the same thing
2 Row Her Raised Tobacco Setter
1222 for courteous and
48. Auto. Services
400.00
Basic and Advanced dog obefind the right buyers and close
have no need for fifth car. vitamin and mineral supplewe do for you someplace else.
competant real estate
1914-NF-300 Combine Diesel-Rasp Bar with
dience classes and private inthe
sale.
Then
we
even
ment
needs,
save
you
call
your
local
AmBattery
$1200
1-345-279
Call
$29.95 exchange. 3
4.
Call 753-1492 for helpful inforservice.
19754024 Corn Header? Row
structions. Also tracking and
time after the sale by helping
way distributor at 753-0806
year warranty. New Concord 50. Used
12,000.00
mation on this service.
Trucks
protection training All breeds
with time-consuming paper1966 Cass 430 Tractor
after 4 pm
Grocery, 436-5353
1,000.00
and ages from 2 months up
work. Its all a matter of spen- 46. Homes For Sale
1970 Chevrolet-half ton truck. Fast, efficient
Ford 3 pt Hitch Moser
STROUT REALTY, INC.
plumbing. elecTwo new Goodyear Suburbanite $800
350.00
Professional instructor. 436ding
our
time
wisely
Cu
I
70-1631.
so it
TN. loathes tact 1900
%oral, Ha
2 Row Cornrow .
Inca'. and all types repair
200.00
2858.
doesn't waste yours. This is just For sale: By Euin Bizzel, 4 snow tires with studs, mounted 1968
naakars bkryer
talon
work.
Chevrolet
No
service
-toñT
charge 759- 1-Farm Wagorn-Robber Tires
292
another reason you should call bedroom house in Draffenville. on wheels Will fit Chevrolet engine,
250.00 ca.
FARMS-HOMES
Need male, red or blonde
utility bed Call 436- 1950.
2.9') Tirfline Wheel Discs
Century 21 Loretta Jobs Large living room, kitchen, Camaro. 1968-69 Chevrolet
BUSINESSES
1,000.00...
Cocker Spaniel for breeding
5660
utility,
bath
Size
and
G
garage.
78x14
$90.
527Call
753Fence
sales
at
Sears now. Call
Realtors today at 753-1492.
1-6 Row 3 pt Hitch Sprat
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
753-0287.
. 300.00
1764
2796
For sale 1978 Chevrolet diesel Sears 753-2310 for free
We're the Neighborhood ProPROPERTY
1976 Chet Brain Truck
9,000.00
Registered American Eskimo
pickup,
excellent condition. estimates for your needs.
listings needed! Offices
fessionals.
1971 Dodge Dump Trick
Spitz puppies. 502-554-2153
Phone 153-1752 or 753-8689.
Coast la Coast. Buyers from
2,000.00
Guttering
by Sears. Sears conWe have a five acre mini-farm
Everywhere. -Free- Cologlog
Sold as IS, not dohyoredt
41. Public Sale
1915 Ford F-250 4-wheel drive. tinous gutters installed per
with fine southern exposure
Strout Realty
your specifications. Call Sears 21..2 miles east of Murray on Van Cleave Road. Coll Jim 1
good condition. 753-4548.
hillside suitable for a solar or
Four party yard sale. Saturday
Net ROOM.% Broker
Kelly, 753-8697 or Purdomd Thurman Ins.
753-2310
•PRESCRIPTIONS •FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
753-4451.
for free estimates.
earth type home. Property is
starting at 8 AM. Clothes and
1970 Jeep truck with topper
1912
RI
753-0186
•
located
HOSPITA
on
a
L
blacktop
SUPPLIES
road
near
miscellaneous items. 1617 ear,Coldwater
FOR
RENT
AND SALE
$2000. Call 753-5889,
kr
Anytime
the lake. This can be purchasMiller. 753-8182 or 753-9970.
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•
51. Campers
ed with a low down payment
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS,
and the balance financed at
Baron camper, fits half ton
NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
Free Delivery on Prescriptions in City limits
10;7%. John C. Neubauer Real
pickup 8' long bed, with
Welimit Street
Estate,
1111
Sycamore St..
cookstove, double sink, water
NEW OFFICE MOORS:
Closed All Day Wed.
Murray,
753-0101 or 753tank, ice box. and porta-pottie.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Saturday 7:30 tiI5:00
7531.
Sleeps 2. Permanent storing
Peke if
jacks. $800. Call 753-3941.
KAIRCIFT 51.25
PRICE SHAVE 75'
1974 Coachman, very nice conTermit
e & Post Corprol Co.
Notary P.
dition. 23L2 ft with awning.
1300 E. Wood St., Paris, TN.
roll-up antenna. Also other
camping extras. Includes hit901-642-4461
FREE
ch. Ready to camp for $4.000
Free Inspection
FULL PRICE
Will consider selling towing
1
20 MILE
Licensed 8. Insured
vehicle Call 753-7839 after 4
FINANCING
"CENTSABLE
DELIVERY
CAN BE ARRANGED
20 Years Experience
on weekdays
HOME"
Call us about our complete pest control ser753-0984
16' - Coachman camper Call
Brick 4 bedroom, 2
111111111INNInummommon2
vice.
489-2514.
bath
home
with
large
floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also born style, ofFor sale. Camper. 1970 Mini
eat-in kitchen, large
fices, cottages, mobile home od-ons, and patios, or Umotor home. 19'1' all
living room and dining
TALK TO THE EXPERT
iS'STALII ii
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
fiberglass body, 4 chassie with
area. Central gas heat.
x 60. Buy the best for less.
302 Ford motor good gas
Close
Murray
to
State
(105117 to. gill S P 1.1 rn
I r
Saturday, April 19th, 10:00 a.m. at mileage, excellent condition.
University and • MurCUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
isselLN GROUN
at 603 Broad Extended.
D 24' X 24' X 5'
ray Middle School,
the Virgil Stewart home, 300 S. 13th See
753-6133.
- -9 located on Sharp
St., Murray, Ky.
18' Terry Travel trailer, sleeps
Street. Owner will conSale consists of household and many real an- 6, gas and electric, very good
sider financing at
reasonable
terms.
tique items. Dining room suit, refrigerator, condition. 489-2455
Priced at $33,000. Constove, automatic washing machine, TV., air- 52.'Boats and Motors
tact Kopperud Realty
INSTAL!!I)
conditioner, 2 couches, end tables, chairs, For sale. 1974 Tidecraft bass
753-1222. We're bringboat,
honrude
hp
motor
70
round oak table and 4 chairs, 5 piece cherry
ing the 1980's home to
437-4825,
INSTALLATION INCLUDED
you!
bedroom suit, cedar chest, Jenny Linn twin
operator on
POOIS ON (EVE( GROUND
COMMERCIAL
beds, yard furniture, lawn mower, garden
Duty 24 Hrs,
PROPERTY
Call 7 days
tools.
OVER 50 DIFFERENT
1979 Caravelle
4000 square feet inMODELS
a week
sulated metal building
Bonito
ANTIQUE ITEMS
FROM 5399 To
or '4 acres located on
Tables,
victrele,
pitchers,
dishes, trunk, churn,
busy highway 4 miles
194", 260 hp, 1 ,0,_
chin• dishes and plate.' emyt Orem
from Murray. Priced
power steering, S S.
wardrobes, lewelry ben, silverware, pewter
below replacement
tee
Prop., full vinyl cover,
set, many ether Items.
s.
COMPLETE LINE Of
cost - $60's. Phone
OF ICI INC
custom Tandem axle
041AIITV USER CNIMICAL
Kopperud Realty, 753SI 3103 Nan Volley Rood, Suits 104 limmendli. Ky 40713
trailer, Shipwash Boat
I Itlaa.
'
at., .4,wt.... C
I arkkraarrat Oter•
0
1222 for full real estate
JOE PAT LAMB AUCTIONS
rra alktpars.•
and Motor. Coll 759.44114service. $80's,
WE
SERVICE
ALL MARE
1872
les case rale bold fellewls, Saturday
P0014
By owner 1 bedroom tri-level
1102 Doran Call 759-4868

I

FARM EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE!

WALLIS DRUG

g...

SERVALL

895"

AUCTION SALE

Need to advertise for help
wanted, but don't want to be
bothered with unnecessary
phone calls?
Advertise in the Classified
Ads using our blind box number, only a $1 extra.
Recent help wanted ads
have received as many as 1 22'
replies. Don't wait! Call the
Classified Ad Department now,
753-1916.
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